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Cut Cables Cause
Server Problems
climbed the poles and opened
the covers on the utility poles,
and the kind of equipment used
to cut the fibers."
The alleged vandal has not
yet been found.
Fiorentino offered another
possibility for the vandalism. He
said he obtained information
from an ex-employee of Media
One. According to that person, a
disgruntled employee cut the fibers of the Media One network.
However, Fiorentino added
that this story has not been confirmed.
The severed cables obstructed long distance phone
calls for three days, hindering
students from talking to family
and friends.
Access to the World Wide
Web was blocked. Students were
not able to send E-mails to offcampus addresses, nor could they
receive incoming messages.
"I was looking for the new
AP poll for hockey rankings [on
the Internet]," Justin Boggs,
A&S '00, said. "I was disappointed because I couldn't get
them." \
"I was trying to send an
important E-mail to a friend. I
was frustrated when it [the. email] got returned to me the next
day," Jodi Nichols, CSOM '00,
said.
"BC is now working on a
Disaster Recovery Plan to avoid
possible outages in the future,"
Fiorentino said.
Fiorentino added that this
plan will help to install diverse
routes for server traffic to follow.

By Nancy Delpidio
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Dean Bell and Kristin Pugh gave their first state of UGBC address last Monday.

Bell, Pugh, Davis Give
State of UGBC Address
By Molly Sell
HEIGHTS STAFF

UGBC President Dean Bell,
CSOM '98, Vice President
Kristin Pugh, A&S '98, and Autumn Davis, Chairperson of the
Senate, A&S '98, gave their
first State of the UGBC address
last Monday.
Most of the initiatives of
the platform proposed by Bell
and Pugh during last year UGBC
elections have been completed
Bell and Pugh said.
According to Bell and Pugh,
UGBC has been working on communication. They have created
an info-line, which can be
reached at 655-UGBC or 552-3490, to get in touch with the
departments of UGBC. Pugh also

said that there is greater access
to the UGBC web page.
"We want to make sure everyone knows what's going on,
on-campus," Bell said, adding
that he would rather people not
come to events because they
chose not to come, as opposed to
not knowing what is going on.
Bell said celebrating diversity is the third largest platform.
To help strengthen diversity,
UGBC worked with Public Affairs in changing the football
half-time video to reflect the
faces of more AHANA students.
On October 17 there was a
day of AHANA recruitment,
which was developed to attract
more AHANA students to Boston College. This increased diversity would "benefit the whole

BC community," Bell said.
Also included in the diversity focus was the October 17
lecture on slavery given by
Bernice Johnson Reagon and the
"Weekend of AHANA Celebration," held last weekend.
According to Bell, future
diversity events will include a
Unity Retreat. On this retreat,
20 student leaders from BC will
discuss the diversity issues facing the BC community. There
will also be a Diversity Week in
March.
"We hope to get the community moving again," Bell said.
Another subject discussed
at the address was Project Delta.
This year UGBC has two stuSee UGBC, p. 10

Telephone, Internet and Email services were disrupted at
Boston College from Monday,
November 10 to Wednesday, November 12, after cables were
apparently vandalized at offcampus locations.
MediaOne, the telecommunications service used by BC,
experienced difficulties after
one-inch thick fiber cables were
severed on utility poles in the
nearby towns of Natick, Dedham
and Needham.
Beside from disruption of
phone and Internet services at
BC, approximately 40,000
homes in the Greater Boston area
and 350 businesses were affected.
Service was restored at BC
on Wednesday morning.
"[The cable] was fixed at an
off-campus site," Jim Fiorentino,
Boston College Voice Services
business manager, explained.
"Basically they found where it
[the cable] was cut and put a
band-aid on it."
Rick Jenkinson, Media One
spokesman, believes his company was the target of the vandalism, because all severed lines
were located at or near Media
One facilities.
"We [Media One] experienced a series of acts of vandalism done by one person or [several] persons," Jenkinson said.
"Investigation has been handed
over to law enforcement agencies. They [the police] are looking at how the vandal or vandals
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MacMillian said.
Attendees of the prayer service prayed in solidarity with
those praying at the gates of the
School of the Americas in Fort
Benning, Georgia.
The School of the Americas
trains Latin American soldiers
in combat, counter-insurgency
and counter-narcotics. The High

At the time of the Jesuit

Military Command of El Salvador at the time of the executions
graduated from the School of the
Americas.
Those trained at the school
were commanded to, "kill
meddlesome
priests and
subversives," Professor Doug
Marcouiller, SJ, said. "There
are so many martyrs who died
for the faith, so many witnesses
crying out."

\u25a0

The eighth anniversary of
the murder of six Jesuits, their
cook and her daughter in El Salvador was commemorated in a
memorial service on Friday, November 14.
The hour of prayer and remembrance was sponsored by
the University Chaplaincy and
the Peace and Justice Coalition.
On November 16,1989, the
High Military Command of El
Salvador ordered the death of
Ignacio Ellacuria, SJ.
Members of the El Salvadorian Army were told to kill all

.

STAFF

rate many people who have died
at the hands of the unjust,"
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witnesses to this execution.
The action resulted in the
death of five other Jesuits:
Armando Lopez Quintana, SJ,
Juan Ramon Moreno Pardo, SJ,
Joaquin Lopez, SJ, Ignacio Martin-Baro, SJ, and Segundo Montes Mozo, SJ. Also killed was
their housekeeper, Elba Julia
Rarnbs, and her daughter Celina
Maricet Ramos.
The service began with a
welcome given by Amilcar
Lopez, A&S '98.
A summary of the history of
El Salvadorian injustices was
presented by Don MacMillian,
SJ, University chaplain.
"We gather to commemo-

\u25a0

By Lacy O'Toole

massacre, Archbishop Oscar
Romero had already been assassinated, as well as over 75,000
peasants.
"We are marking this anniversary, because Jesuits of a
University were killed because
of their faith in Christ,"
MacMillan said.

See JESUITS, p. 10
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Crosses were placed in the

Quad last week to commemorate the Jesuits slain in El

Salvador.
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Lecture: "Baptized into Christ's Death:
Karl Barth and the Future of
Roman Catholic Theology"
7:30 pm 9:00 pm
Higgins 304
Lecture presented by George Hunsinger, Director of
The Centerfor Barth Studies, Princeton Theological
Seminary; Author of How To Read Karl Barth. and
editor of Karl Barth and Radical Politics. Sponsored
by the JesuitInstitute at Boston College. ContactSusan
Humphrey at 552-8290 for more information.
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Complete list of activities on
What's-Up? On-line Calendar:
http://www.bc.edu/whatsup
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Tuesday, November 18
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odsd@bc.edu
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Pax submissions to:
552-0050
Deliver submissions to
McElroy 141
Submissions are due Thursday
by NOON
Eagle's Eye Calendar
Produced by:
Office of the Dean for
Student Development

Eating
pm

Issues Support

Group

pm

5:30
6:45
Women's Resource Center (WRC), McElroy 213
A confidential support group for women to discuss
personal experiences with eating issues. Contact Cari
Burr at the WRC at 552-3489 for more information.
-

Wednesday, November 19
Puerto Rican Association Intercultural Cafe
5:00 pm 7:00 pm
3rd Floor Cafe at McElroy
The cafe offersfood and coffees a la carte, payable by
meal plan or cash. Music and displays provided by
BC's InternationalClubs. Call the Intercultural Office
at 552-8005 for more information.
-

\u25a0

Monday, November 17
'99 Class Government Council Meeting
5:00 pm
Walsh Bth Floor Lounge
Get involved with planning our Christmas Dance
and take part in volunteer opportunities at BC and in
Boston. Contact Keri Peevler at 713-3945 for more

information.

Alumni Career Panel
7:30 pm- 8:30 pm
Cabaret Room, Vanderslice Hall
A panel of BC Alums will talk about their careers in
print, broadcast, radio, and public relations.
Sponsoredby the Societyfor Professional Journalists.
Call Emily Christner at 656-4629 for more

information.

What'S-Up?

Screening

of

"Menace II

Society"

6:30
Fulton 511
Free Film sponsoredby theAmerican Studies Program.
Call Alexandra Chasm at 552-3727 for more
pm

information.

Pat Buchanan Lecture
7:00 pm
St. Ignatius Church
Two time Republican Presidential Candidate Pat
Buchanan will speak and take questions on current
Public Policy Issues. Free tickets available at McElroy
Ticket Booth. Sponsored by College Republicans and
the Young America's Foundation.For more information,
call Duane Naquin at 254-6080.

On-Line Calendar

what's going on at BC by visiting the new What's-Up? web-site at
http://www.bc.edu/whatsup.
Updated weekly with upcoming events sponsored by BC Departments. Clubs, and Organizations!
Chi?' -1, out

The Heights is published by The Heights. Incorporated. Editorial and corporate offices are located at
McElroy 113, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167, (617) 552-2221, FAX: (617) 552-4823. Subscriptions are
available for $55 for one year, $95 for two years. Payment may be made or sent to The Heights. Boston
College.

O'Connell House Concert Series:
Rustic Overtones
8:00 pm 10:00 pm
O'Connell House
CD Release Party for this hugely successful ska
band. Free refreshments, CDs, and Middlemarch
tickets. Admission is free, sponsored by OCH. For
more information, call Lou Corapi at 552-4311.
-

Thursday, November 20
Singers Fall Concert
7:30 pm
St. Mary's Chapel
An evening of music in honor of Saint Cecelia's Day.
An acoustic concert of inspired proportions!
Admission is free. Call Erin Ackermanfor 655-1193.

BC Madrigal

Thursday Night at the

Cafe

-

Sharps

8:00
3rd Floor
Music and entertainment provided by all female a
capella group "BC Sharps. Admission is free,
sponsored by ODSD. Call 552-3480 for more
pm

10:00 pm
Cafe at McElroy

-

"

information.

Freshman OrientationReunion Boat Cruise
10:00 pm 12:30 am; buses leave at 9:00 pm
Rowes Warf
UGBC Drug and Alcohol Issues Council and First
Year Experience are sponsoring an Orientation
Reunion Boat Cruise. Orientation Leaders, 48 Hours
Leaders and other student leaders will be there.
Tickets $10 at McElroy Ticket Booth. Any questions,
contact Amy Craig at 655-2245.
-

i
1

sonia wkltz
Holocaust Survivor:

11%
Tuesday, November 18, 1997

ja
r

Jt\

Gushing 001
«

7:00 pm

Sponsored by:
The Emerging Leadership Program, UGBC Mentoring
Leadership Program, HUM, The Shaw Leadership Program
please c \i i. 552-3480 i or more information.
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Ling Shares Tiananmen Square Experience
By Marty Senn
HEIGHTS STAFF

Chai Ling, the commanderin-chiefof theTiananmen Square
student protest, brought her
views of freedom and democracy to Devlin Hall last Wednes-

day.
Presented by the Diversity
Project of Boston College and
the UGBC, Ling delivered a lecture entitled "Road to Freedom:
Democracy in China."
Ling is a two time Nobel
Peace Prize nominee and has appeared on ABC's Nightline and
PBS McNeil News Hour, among
others.
Seeking democratic reform
in China, Ling, along with one
million other protesters, many
of whom were students, attempted to voice their opinions
on the Chinese government.
Then a 22- year-old psychology student in Beijing, Ling
said she and others were drawn
to the cause following the death
of liberal leader Hu Yaobang.
She added that the pro-democracy demonstration in

Peking's Tiananmen Square continued peacefully for over 50
days and nights.
"It was the most beautiful
feeling, one of power and meaning," Ling said. "We did not realize it would get us in trouble,
but it was a defining moment for
our country."
Ling became a central figure in the demonstration as more
than 3,000 people answered her
call for a hunger strike.
"It was wonderful. Even
thieves said they were on strike
and would stop stealing to support the students' movement,"
Ling said.
According to Ling, the protesters' feelings of elation and
solidarity came to an abrupt end
on the evening of June 4, 1989,
when Chinese President Deng
Xiao-ping allowed tanks to enter Tiananmen Square and martial law to be restored.
"The whole city turned into
such a nightmare. It was hell on
earth," Ling said.
On June 1, 1989, the Chinese Red Cross announced 2,600
people had been killed.

Marked for execution, Ling
went into hiding for 10 months
before fleeing first to Hong Kong
and later to Paris. Today, Chai
Ling is a resident of Boston at-

Harvard Business

tending
School.

Ling spoke on a variety of
topics relating to democracy in
China, including Chinese President Jiang Zemin's recent speech
at Harvard University. In regard
to the Tiananmen incident,
Zemin said, "We
make some
mistakes in our work."
Ling said these comments
are reason for optimism, since it
is possibly the first time a Chinese official has even hinted that
...

the government might have been
misguided in handling the affair.
Ling said she is optimistic
about China's future, but admits
that freedom is a difficult goal.
"In America, [we] enjoy
many freedoms," Ling said. "In
China, you risked your life for
freedom."
Ling told theaudience about
working conditions in Chinese
factorie , where men and women
often work 12-hour days for less

HEIGHTS PHOTO/MEGHAN

O'CONNELL

Ling lectures on ideas of
freedom and democracy last week.
?
e>

than a dollar. "As we use those

computers," Ling said, "we
shouldknow that the components
contain the tears and suffering
of [Chinese] workers."
Instead of promoting a sub-

missive approach to labor, Ling
suggested that China adopt a
more progressive program for
its workers.
See LING, p. 7

Director of Neighborhood Center Resigns
By Michelle Bielumis
HEIGHTS STAFF

Effective December 1, Tim
Burke, director of the Boston
College Neighborhood Center,
will leave the Center for a position at the Suffolk County
Sheriff's office.
"[The job will be] more responsibility," Burke said. "It will
be a challenge to work in this
environment, a jail."
Burke will become the
Deputy Superintendent for Program Services in the Sheriff's
Office. Burke will work in various departments. These departments include education, chaplains, recreation and the classification department, which deals
with the placement of inmates.
Burke will also work with the
case workers, social workers,
alcohol and drug treatment programs.
"It [the new position] was
just a pretty good opportunity,"

Voices

Burke said. "In some ways it
will continue my work at the
Neighborhood Center."
"We certainly have mixed
feelings about Tim's leaving,"
said Paul Wilson, associate vice

"It[the new
position] was
just a pretty
good
opportunity,"
?Tim Burke,

Neighborhood
Center Director
president for Government and
Community Affairs."On one
hand we are very happy for the

new challenge he will have, on

the other hand, Boston College
an effective, loyal advocate in Tim."
Burke has been at the Neighborhood Center since its opening in August 1994.
The Allston-Brighton communities, the Neighborhood Center has grown and expanded under Burke.
"I'll miss the BC students
and representing BC in the
Allston-Brighton community
it's really an honor and a pleasure to do that," Burke said.
"[l'll] miss the neighbors, the
evpeople you see everyday
eryone has just been so nice.
"I think the Neighborhood
Center has been successful from
the top all the way down, the
administration, the staff, most
importantly, the students," Burke
added.
"It's just not one guy, one
person, it's the whole institution
behind us."

is losing

from the

...

...

HEIGHTS
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Director of the BC Neighborhood Center, Tim Burke, will
leave BC for a new position.

Dustbowl

by Saya Hillman

What quality do you look
for in a BC bus driver?

Francis Rod riquez,
A&S'99

Tim McCourt,
A&S '00

Ryan Winmill,
A&S'OO

Steve Sobhi,
CSOM '98

Jenn Melvin &
Kendra Ringer,

SOE'OO
"Punctuality."

"Ability to drive "Tolerance to accept
with eyes closed." substances on bus."

"Drive and chew
gum at same time."

"Door to door drop

off service."
The views expressed in. Voices from the

Dustbgwl do not

necessarily represent those of The Heights, Inc., or its staff.
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Workshop Offers Tips for Moving Off-Campus
Information Technology, ex-

By Erica Sedano

plained that when living off-cam-

HEIGHTS STAFF

The Office of University
Housing sponsored a workshop
to help students find off-campus
housing last Wednesday to give
sophomores planning to live offcampus a chance to have their
questions answered and fears alleviated.
Some of the subjects covered were: services offered
through Off-Campus Housing,
how to avoid paying rental agents
a commission fee, the rental
housing market, how, when, and
where to look for housing, costs,
living with others and budgeting. Students also learned about
legal issues, parking near Boston College and other housing
options, such as living at offcampus-rooms in homes, and
room and board in exchange for
services.
Bill Fleming, director of

pus, one is still able to check
messages through voice mail by
using one's extension number
and PIN.. When living off-campus, the residence will have its
own phone line, but students still
have their on-campus phone
numbers even if they do not live
on-campus.
"Your use of the network
will increase," Fleming said, referring to student usage of the
Internet. "It is easier to just get
information off the computer
when you are not close to

school."
He added it is important to
keep up to date with technology,
and how fortunate students are
to have free access to theInternet
through BC. He said that before
moving off-campus, students
should download the latest version of software because it will
be a while before they can con-

speed.
Having the Ethernet card
and a modem is a great advantage when moving off-campus.
However, Fleming said students
will still need to spend money on
cables, monthly rates and installations. He suggested sharing the
cost of getting connected to the
Network as an economical solution and encouraged off-campus
students to do so.
Assistant Director of OffCampus Housing, Marianne
Carrabba told students to, "Relax. Don't panic."
"It is only November and
that does not mean that everything that is good must be gone
by now and that you will now get
leftovers," Carrabba said.
"They [rental agents] are
like sales people who are only
thinking about commission," she
added.
Students at the workshop
said rental agents do not treat
nect at that

them with respect.
"It is the most miserable
experience they do not return
phone calls. They figure they
wiL rent the apartment one way
or another. If we walk out the
door, somebody else will walk
in. One of the Realtors even told
us that 75 percent of the apartments were already gone," said
Lauren Hostage, SOE '00, and
Briana Erickson, A&S '00.
According to Carrabba,
owners and rental agents keep
track of the number of BC students who rent their places.
"There are four basic things
you want to know before you are
convinced to rent a place and
you write a check," Carrabba
said. "Make sure you check that
the heat works, that there is good
water pressure (flushing the toilets and running the water is a
good idea), check for bugs (if
you see one, it means there will
be more), and make sure you
...

know what the landlord is all
about."
Carrabba said students moving off-campus should speak to
juniors who now live in the apartments they are looking at.
"These students have noreason to lie about whether they
like their apartment or not, and
the relationship they have with
their landlords," Carrabba said.
She also said taking pictures
is something students should do
once they find a possible place
they would like to rent, because
they serve as proof of the condition the apartment is in.
The reason for this is that
some apartments are damaged,
and the people responsible for
this tend to be the people who
previously lived in it.
Landlords will charge the
people who live in the apartment
at the time he finds the damages,
and without proof one can be
easily charged.

Fair Gives Students Early Look at Apartments
By Ann Chaglassian
HEIGHTS STAFF

The Office of University
Housing sponsored its annual
off-campus housing fair Thursday.
"Students should know that
it is worth their while to come to
these fairs," said Marianne
Carrabba, assistant director of
Off-Campus Housing.
The fair was held to help
students who were concerned
about off-campus living arrangements, and to provide students

with an opportunity to speak with
individuals who could answer
their questions.
Owners of apartments,
houses and condos were available to students interested in
finding housing off-campus.
"It is usually preferable to
rent directly from an owner because there is no finder's fee,"
Carrabba said.
jhe added,"A student can
also develop a more personal relationship with the owner, who
will usually be their landlord."

Rental

agents were not

present at the fair.
Carrabba addressed concerns about the search for housing, by indicating that off-campus housing is usually available
year round.
"We are holding the fair now
because rental agents often put
needless fear and panic into the
students early in the year,"
Carrabba said.
Carraba said students must
search early for housing only
when a large group of students
are look to rent houses, since
they are harder to find.

Paulette Durett, assistant
dean for Student Development,
spoke of the many resources
available to students.

"Students should know that
there are many resources available to them in the off-campus
housing office," Durett said.
Durett emphasized the importance of viewing these surveys.
They document how students at BC have fared in certain
neighborhoods and with certain
landlords.
"The community should

take advantage of the information provided by students who
have lived in off-campus residences," Durett said. "They are
the best people to inform students of what the true off-campus experience is like."
The fair also presented students with the opportunity to talk
with representatives from furniture stores about pricing and receiving discounts on various
items.
There will be an off-campus advisory meeting Wednesday, November 20.

Boston College Career Center Recruiting Program

Attention All Seniors!
Resume Collection Days
Monday, Dec. 1 Thursday, Dec. 4
9:00 AM-4:30 PM
-

Submit Resumes and Cover Letters for 100 Organizations
Recruiting in January and February 1998.*
Attend a Resume Workshop now!

f
for

Sample Positions include:
?

?

?

?

?

?

?

Editorial Assistants (Simon & Schuster)
Human Resource Positions (Gillette)
Medical Instruments Sales (C.R. Bard)
Analysts (Goldman, Sachs, and Co.)
Sales and Trading Program (Chase Manhattan Bank)
Actuarials (Blue Cross/ Blue Shield)
Executive Training Program (Filene's May Company)

Consult the Career Center Home Page
the entire list of companies collecting resumes at:
careercenter.bc.edu

*Don't forget, you must register for recruiting before submitting resumes.
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Eric Vincent and Gifrants Perform in Gasson
By Amy Martin
HEIGHTS STAFF

Boston College hosted
French singer and songwriter
Eric Vincent and Haitian guitarist Gifrants last Thursday, November 13.
The concert, held in Gasson
Hall, is a part of LAir dvTemps,
a festival of music from the
French-speaking world.
The festival is presented by
Le Centre National dc la Chanson at the University of Massachusetts at Boston.
Organized in 1993 by Brian
Thompson, professor of French
at UMass Boston and founding
director of the CNC, LAir dv
Temps brings artists from a number of French-speaking cultures
and musical traditions to a variety of venues in the Boston area
and beyond.
LAir dv Temps marks its
fifth anniversary in 1997. The
festival began Friday, November 7 at the Roxy with representatives from Madagascar and
Zaire, and concluded Sunday,
November 16 at the Mistral, a
new French Restaurant on Columbus Avenue in Boston.
"LAir dv Temps has two
goals," Thompson said. "The
first is to share with as wide an
audience as possible a variety of
traditional and contemporary
music from francophone cultures."
The second goal of the festival is to "support the teaching
and learning of French and
French culture," Thompson said.
Over the years, festival artists have come not only from
France but from Belgium, Madagascar, Haiti, Zaire, Quebec,
Algeria, Holland, Vietnam,

Corsica, Manitoba and from
Massachusetts' own FrancoAmerican communities.
Including this year, festival
artists have sung not only in
French but in Arabic, Corsican.
Creole, English, Latin, Lingala,
Malgache, Micmac, Provencal,
Spanish and Vietnamese.
"We try to get music from
various cultures which aren't
often heard," Thompson said.
He added that even those
who do not speak French would
appreciate the music of the various artists because "music goes
beyond all linguistic barriers."
Haitian singer Gifrants
agreed that all could enjoy the
music presented at the various
events of the festival.
He said, "Music really is a
universal language."
Gifrants has been described
as a singer-songwriter who
blends vaudou-rooted traditional
Haitian music with jazz and folk
idioms to help "build bridges
from the past to the future, from
the Caribbean to the States."
"The world is a small space.
It is very important to co-exist,"
Gifrants said.
Vincent has toured in over
130 countries.
His songs combine folk
music and rock with rhythms reflecting his stays in Africa and
the Caribbean.
The accompanying brochure said that Vincent "travels
light but seems to pull an entire
orchestra out of his solo guitar."
Vincent began to play the
guitar when he was six.
"I am so thankful for my
career because it allows me to
meet so many different people,"
he said.
He added, "Through realiz-

HEIGHTS PHOTO/DAN HACAN

Gifrants, a French singer from Haiti, recently
ing and respecting our differences we get harmony."
Vincent will end his tour in
the States withaconcert in Pittsburgh on December 4.
A number of the festival's
concerts take place in schools
WF
**
throughout the Boston area.
According to the accompanying brochure, the concerts
bring live musical performances
to students of French "to afford
them a direct and exiting contact
\u25a0
with French-speaking artists rep\u25a0!\u25a0
resenting a broad spectrum of
j*l
cultures."
{J*
Other festival events were
held at Wellesley College,
/%
Harvard University, the Roxy,
Club Passim and Scullers Jazz
Club, which was recently voted
the best jazz club in the Boston

performed at the French Festival of World Music.
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French Immersion Program
Fine Arts Program
\u2666 Advanced Photography and
Web Design Programs
? Cultural Excursions
information, call or write:
The American University of Paris
Summer Programs, Box S-2000
102 rue St. Dominique
75007 Paris, France
Tel. (33/1) 40 62 06 14
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Price Waterhouse llp
Corporate Finance, Recovery, & Disputes
Financial and Business Consulting
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Information Session for Undergraduate and Graduate Students
Wednesday, November 19th
7:00-8:00 PM
O'Neill 254

Price Waterhouse's Corporate Finance, Recovery & Disputes practice provides
comprehensive financial, economic and business consulting to companies
involved in business regeneration, reorganization, commercial litigation and
corporate financial transactions.
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Safety: Everybody's Business
Preventative, not reactionary, measures should be taken when it comes to campus safety.
The University must work to ensure that safety is always at the top of its priorities. The
administration has not spent enough time fostering awareness of campus crimes and educating people
as to what precautions they should take to increase their personal safety. Rather, the University fails to
take action until an incident occurs.
The Heights challenges the administrationto take a more active role in monitoring and controlling
situations that pose danger.
The posted safety notices are a familiar sight to those who have been at Boston College in past years.
These flyers should always be a wake-up call for awareness.
On the surface, Boston College has been remarkably devoid of these signs. But the question which
demands attention is, "How many crimes get posted on a safety notice?" A vast majority of crimes go
unreported each year, particularly sexual assault.
The Heights notes a few points for the BC community and administration to consider, although we
emphasize that violent crime and its causcs'reach far beyond the narrow confines of this campus, and
are, rather, products of decades of perpetuated social attitudes and behaviors. The following are
certainly not offered as solutions to such a social epidemic, but we would be at fault to not address the
preventative measures available on campus.
?When Safety Notices are posted, read them and take note as to the location and the circumstances
of the crime. Knowledge of what happened can be our best defense for not letting it happen again.
The safety notices posted arerequired by federal law as a result of the "Campus Grime Enforcement
Act of 1990,"but they are only a small fraction of the crimes which occur on campus.
Although the above bill requires campuses to record and report all assaults to the government, there
are no formal "campus statistics" published for the public. Informal studies have estimated three out of
seven college females will be assaulted in their undergraduate years.
?Recently, the Boston College Escort Service has seen a decrease in the number of calls, whether
they relate to foot travel or the van service to off-campus locations.
This decline may stem from the Escort Service's tardiness in arriving to pick up students at
designated locations. Students have frequently placed calls to the dispatcher, often to have drivers show
up fifteen to twenty minutes late.
How can the Boston College Police Department expect BC students to rely on the Escort Service
when its off-campus carrier service is unreliable and understaffed?
Yet the wait is often worth avoiding potentially dangerous situations. Students should use the
Escort Services provided, by calling them at 552-8888.
?Similarly, whenever there is a meeting or informal discussion about safety issues on the BC
campus, the issue of emergency intercoms, identified by the blue lights on campus, is raised. As we
applaud the recent installation of new blue lights in areas such as the Mods and the Quad, we also stress
that this is not a complete solution.
?Students must take it upon themselves to be cautious of their surrounding environment. A person
who commits such crimes is infrequently the "man hiding behind the bushes"
it could be anyone,
maybe someone we know.
?Students should be especially wary of situations where alcohol is involved. Drinking should never
be used as an excuse for committing a crime, and a survivor of a crime involving alcohol is never to
blame. However, we would be remiss to not pose this as a component of violence.
?Students should also remember the risks of exercising alone at night. In particular, running around
the Reservoir after dark is dangerous; several attacks and suspicious persons have been reported in the
area. People should always stay in well-lit areas when running in the evening.
?Courses conducted through the BCPD, such as the Rape Aggression Defense (RAD), are one
example of a proactive and informed approach to the problem; the Office of the Dean for Student
Development's (ODSD) Sexual Assault Network (SANet) is another.
But so much more could be accomplished in this area. One idea would be an increased number of
RAD courses co-sponsored by the ODSD or University Housing. A thorough discussion and acknowledgment of these crimes is critical.
'The Heights also believes that survivors of violent crimes receive the support and attention they
?

deserve.

The issues all point to the same bottom line: the entire BC community, administration and students
alike, must refocus their time and attention on safety-awareness issues if we are to decrease our
susceptibility to crime. We must take a proactive approach, through support services and education
directed at all people, male and female, faculty and students.
We can no longer afford to let our response to violent crime be an afterthought.

a

If one more person calls
"kid," I will explode.

me

As a student residing offcampus, I have become increasingly angered at the attitudes of
local residents, Boston College
administrators, and the editorial
board of The Heights concerning the behavior of off-campus
students. Recently, all off-campus students have been stereotyped as "hooligans," "a bunch
of kids," and students who are
"disrespectful" and "vulgar."
Based on my experience living
on Lake Street, I disagree with
the barrage of criticism and
threatening words directed towards off-campus students.
My roommates and I do not
ask for much. We, forced by the
inadequacy of Boston College's
housing situation to live off-campus, just want to be able to go to
school, to work, and to live or
daily lives without someone
breathing down our necks. On
more than one occasion, members of the Community Assistance Patrol (CAP) have laughed
at the absurdity of or neighbors,
who call at every hint of noise
we make. On more than one occasion, CAP members have
caught us on the couch watching
the news. Whoops! We forgot
that watching TV was against
the law. On more than one occasion, we have been called "dumb
kids" by our neighbors. We have
thrown three parties at our house
and when the police arrived, they
were shocked that a complaint
had been filed and apologized
for bothering us. No noise could
be heard from the street.
So far, my roommates and I
have been pleased with how the
BC administration has handled

our problem. Dean Ryan has been
very understanding with our situation, but now it seems BC is
going to start implementing pun-

ishments for students residing

off-campus, and Dean Sherwood
has stated that these sanctions
include "the possibility of a semester suspension from the University." Suspended for watching the news? This is ridiculous.
Boston College has forced
students to live off campus and
must now face the consequences.
Some BC students are loud and
obnoxious and are deserving of
police visits, but most of us live
in a constant state of harassment
by neighbors who just do not
like college students. We are now
faced with the fact that we could
be suspended from BC because
our neighbor is unreasonable.
Absolutely ridiculous.
Another pet peeve of mine:
these overbearing neighbors that
would love BC to build more
dorms to decrease the amount of
students living off-campus, but
it seems thatevery time BC wants
to build, the residents of Newton
and Brighton protest. Undoubtedly ridiculous.
Apart from being bothered
by needless visits from the CAP
and insults from our neighbors,
we were criticized by The
Heights the independent student weekly of Boston College.
According to the editorial in last
week's edition [November 10],
"living off-campus is about maturity and responsibility." So is
writing an uninformed editorial.
To my knowledge, the editor of
The Heights has never lived offcampus.
,

Craig Kowalski
A&S '99

UGBC addresses, reacts to
student-leaders' arguments
To the Editor:
I would like to address the
accountability of the Undergraduate Government of Boston
College. The UGBC stands by
its commitment to serving the
students and seeks to address all
concerns or questions.
However, as the UGBC operates in as professional a manner as possible, I would hope

that student input would be presented in an equally professional
and constructive manner. Unfortunately, the letter in last week's
edition of The Heights [November 10], entitled, "UGBC: Show
Me the Money," was not.
As a representative of dissatisfied students, Tina Hall,
A&S '98 and President of the
N AACP, presented a weak argument with no specific evidence
and no constructive avenues.
Despite her potentially legitimate concerns, her argument was
undercut by her boorish ap-

proach.
The unfounded insinuations
of UGBC corruption and unwarranted personal attacks did not
deserve the recognition of the
UGBC President or the Director
of Programming. Iwould encourage students to work toward the
goal of improving the UGBC
rather than discrediting its members.
That said, I would like to
extend the UGBC to the students;
especially to those who still have
concerns. All 68 UGBC cabinet
members can be reached during
office hours in McElroy 123, and
119, or at 552-3490.
All members of Senate are
also available in Lyons Basement or at the Lower Dining

Facility on Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday from five to seven
p.m. The Senate phone number
is 552-4937.
John Perkins
Chief of Staff, UGBC

O'Brien encourages student-fans to support BC in last home game
To the Editor:

your support for this game on

This coming Saturday, November 22, is the last home game
for the Boston College football
team in the 1997 schedule.
I want to thank you for your
support throughout the season
?
we have heard and seen you at
every game and that means a lot
to our program; and to ask for

Saturday.
Saturday will be the last time
that our graduating seniors will
play inAlumni Stadium, and they
have worked hard throughout
their years here and have contributed heart and soul to our
program. I think that they deserve an appropriate send-off.
Our players, yourfellow stu-

dents, have given you exciting
games all year long and we believe that you have been behind
us every step of the way. Your
involvement in our games this
season has been tremendous. You
have proved to be some of the
greatest fans in college football
and created for us what is truly a
home-field advantage.
1 am asking you to do it one

more time. This is an important
time for our recruiting and the

future of the Boston Col lege football program. Saturday, as we
end the regular season and start
the recruiting process, we can
prove that this is one of the best
environments in which to play
college football anywhere in the
country.
I know that you will cheer

on our seniors. I look forward to
seeing you on Saturday. And I
know that with your help, we
can end the season with a great
win over the Cadets of Army.
Game time is noon. We'll see

you there!

Tom O'Brien
Head Football Coach
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Area Administrators Discuss Alcohol Problems
By Brian Cohen
HEIGHTS

EDITOR

Boston Mayor Thomas
Menino, along with members of
the Boston Police Department,
local school administration, and
student representatives, met last
Wednesday to discuss the Boston area drinking problem.
The program, co-sponsored
by Northeastern University, was
entitled "Underage and Problem
Drinking on Boston Area Campuses: ACommunity Approach."
The meeting was introduced
by Richard Freeland, president
of Northeastern University.
According to Robert
Sherwood, dean of Student Development, Freeland spoketo the
crowd and expressedhis view of
what is going on and whatshould
be done about drinking in local
universities.

"[Freeland] acknowledged
that there is a lot of insistence
with the state board of higher
education on making all of the
state colleges and universities
dry," Sherwood said. "He, as the
president of Northeastern, didn't
necessarily think that this was
the best way to go."
Freeland thinks the University should make sure that students are not breaking the law.
According to Sherwood,
when Scott Harshbarger, the
State Attorney General, spoke,
he essentially agreed with
Freeland. "[Harshbarger] wasn't
pushing prohibition," Sherwood
said.
"[Harshbarger] added that
there's no way we're going to
solve this problem by increasing
laws or increasing punishment.
That has to be part of the solution, but not the only solution,"

Sherwood said.

Following Harshbarger's
speech, Commissioner of the
Boston Police Department Paul
Evans addressed the room.
"Paul Evans in particular
was playing up the serious concern about the impact of the students' parties on the community," Sherwood said. "As the
commissioner his concern is the
permanent tax paying residents
of the city."
"Administrators clearly felt
that universities need to work in
partnership with the Police
Department," Sherwood said.
Menino, who spoke prior to
Evans, focused on his five-point
plan, which he originally released at the City Council Meeting several weeks ago.
According to Sherwood,
Menino also spoke about his
"suggestion that the local clubs

not have 18 and above nights."
Menino believes that once un-

derage students get in to the
clubs, they will find a way to
drink.
Menino also suggested that
"any social event that has over
50 students where alcohol is being served would have to be licensed by the city of Boston,"
Sherwood said.
"The Mayor added that the
local University Police Departments would be expected to be
present to make sure the drinking age is being respected. If that
doesn't work he's going to require that the Boston Police Department has to be present at all
these parties."
Students were able to speak
at the meeting as well.
Tom Becker, a student
leader from Northeastern University, spoke about some of the

Ling Hopes for Freedom
for the People of China
Continued from p. 3
"I go to Harvard Business
School, I know there are other
ways to make an economy
work," Ling said. "Empower the
people, make them part of a
team."
In regard to this past
summer's turn-over of Hong
Kong from Great Britain to
China, Ling said she supports
the continuance of two systems,

though she fears that it could
"erode into one system.
"I hope that Hong Kong will
remain with an established rule
of law system, preserving freedom, so that it will influence
mainland China to do the same,"
Ling said.
Ling said even though she
would have been shot on sight
by Chinese officials as recently
as two years ago, she is eager to
return home.

on sale

"I don't blame anyone for
what happened[at Tiananmen],"
Ling said. "I would place more
blame on the system than on individuals I definitely see myself going back to China, hopefully in the next ten years.
"You can never stop the
struggle until it is finished," Ling
added.
"That's what I believe in,
and that's why I'm here," Ling
said.

HOLIDAY CLOSING
INFO RWATTDIT}

South Shore Tickets
call (617) 786-1660

...

mam

alternatives to drinking.
"The student representatives talked about various programs such as dry Fridays, citywide dry nights, and concert series that would be attractive for
students to go to as an alternative to drinking," Sherwood said.
Student representatives
from many of the local private
universities were in attendance,
including Lindsay Hayes, A&S
'98, co-director of UGBC drug
and alcohol issues council. Members of the BC Athletic Department, BC Police Department, and
representatives from the Office
of Student Development were
also in attendance.
Following the scheduled
speakers, the people in attendance broke down into small
groups. Each of these groups is
going to meet again in January
for further discussion.

Overnight Delivery Available
Money orders,
\u25a0
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Semester break begins 24 hours after your last exam or 5:00 PM on
Friday, December 19,1997, whichever comes first.
?

?

ALL RESIDENTS MUST VACATE THEIR RESIDENCE
HALLS BY 5:00 PM ON FRIDAY, DECEMBER 19, 1997.
FOR SECURITY REASONS, LOCKS WILL BE CHANGED ON
ALL BUILDINGS, INCLUDING THE MODS.

Only students with travel conflicts will be granted a one day extension. Verification of travel arrangements must be submitted with
request.
?

BUILDINGS WILL RE-OPEN FOR THE SPRING SEMESTER
ON SATURDAY, JANUARY 10, 1998.

90 St. Thomas More Drive, 66 Comm. Aye., Edmond's Hall,
Gabelli Hall, Ignacio Hall, the Modulars, Rubenstein Hall, Vanderslice
Hall, Voute Hall, and Walsh Hall will be open for early arrivals as of
January 1,1998. Students with special academic or employment

circumstances, may request to return early to campus. Verification
of the circumstance is required.

To request an extension or early arrival status, please pick up an
Early Arrival/Late Departure Request Form in the Office of University Housing. You may also call 552-4727 to request that a form be
mailed to you. All Early Arrival/Late Departure Request Forms and
appropriate documentation must be submitted to:
Heather Connolly
Office of University Housing, Rubenstein Hall.

THE DEADLINE FOR REQUESTING
AN EXTENSION OR EARLY ARRIVAL STATUS IS:
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 5, 1997.

Need experience interviewing
before all those interviews?
Feel stuck and need help
improving your interview style?

Sign up for the Career Center's

Practice Interview Day,
February 12, 1998.
Sign ups begin December 1, 1997,
on a first come basis. To sign up, bring a

resume to the Career Center (Room 102)
during the week of December 1, and choose
from a variety of industries including:

?Advertising
?Consulting
?Finance

»Retail
?Social Services
?Publishing
and more!

Practice Makes Perfect! Don't Miss It!
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Pedroso Focuses on Challenging Stereotypes
By Laure Rakvic
HEIGHTS STAFF

Angelina Pedroso shared
her perspective on the education
of Latin Americans last Saturday.
Pedroso, a professor of foreign language and literature at
Northeastern Illinois University,
was invited to Boston College
by the Organization of Latin
American Affairs (OLAA).
Marielys Divanne, SOE '98
and president of OLAA, welcomed Pedroso to BC. "We find
her words to be so real and so
inspirational," she said.
Pedroso hus been the recipient of many honors, including
the prestigious Outstanding Educator ofAmerica Award. Divanne
said she is highly respected as a
community activist who says
"learning never ends."

Pedroso, who was born in
Cuba, holds four collegiate degrees, including a doctorate in
civil and criminal law.
The main focus of the lecture was on education and its
role in the unification of society.
Pedroso believes education is the
key to understanding other cultures.

"I hope I can learn from
you, and that you can learn from
me," Pedroso said.
She added that people of
other cultures in the United
States are often mocked because
they are different.
According to Pedroso, the
unwillingness of Americans to
teach, along with the unwillingness of Latin Americans to learn
the "American" culture, leads to
the generation of stereotypes.
"It takes the same amount
of time to teach me as it does to

mock me," Pedroso said.
Another key factor to desegregation is "knowing why we
are proud to be Hispanic,"
Pedroso said. "We need to recoverour history and restore our
identity."
"[Pedroso] was very emotional and sincere in speaking
about modern problems and relating them to her past," said Jeff
Robinson, A&S '00, who attended the lecture.
Pedroso hoped people
would learn to overlook her accent, and accept her for who she
is."l am a Cuban by birth, a
United States citizen by choice,
and a human by nature," Pedroso
said.
She continued the lecture
by addressing the use of the word
"legal" when referring to immigration. "Let's be careful regarding the terms 'legal' and 'ille-

gal'," Pedroso said. "We must
remember that slavery was legal
at one point in our history."
Pedroso emphasized the
necessity for leaders to aid in the
unification of society. She called
on the members of the audience
for help.
"You should not avoid, you
cannot avoid to becoming leaders," Pedroso said.
The way for individuals to
make a difference is clear to
Pedroso. She said, "the only way
out is participation in the tremendous system that we have in
America."
Americans often neglect to
vote. According to Pedroso, voting is the key to the betterment
of society. Politics determine
many aspects of life.
"Politics determine everything from how much you pay
for a car to what the content of

your college courses will include," Pedroso said.
According to Pedroso, although economics play a role in
politics, the lack of money does
not mean that one is incapable of
helping. In voting and standing
up for what people believe in,
"[they] will have the fairness and
empowerment," Pedroso said.
Pedroso is hopeful that BC
students will "open their hearts
and their hands" to the less fortunate of society. She expressed
this by adding, "When you are
thirsty, you don't care the race,
culture, language, or wealth of
the person who gives you water."
Pedroso said, "We are no
longer willing to let society divide us." She concluded by saying, "[BC students] will know
the way, and you must show the
way."

Intercultural Council Proposes New Initiatives
By Patrick Morrissey
HEIGHTS

STAFF

The chairs of the University
Intercultural Council (UIC) are
hoping their new proposals and
initiatives will strengthen both
the organization and diversity at
Boston College.
Earlier this year, University
President William P. Leahy, SJ,
announced Vice President for
Student Affairs Kevin Duffy and
Academic Vice President and
Dean of Faculties William
Neenan would reorganize and
strengthen the council.
The UIC has had two meet\u25a0??\u25a0\u25a011l

I

\u25a0\u25a0

ings this semester, and its members are currently working on
several initiatives and proposals
that relate to diversity at BC.
"Ithink the discussions went
really well," Duffy said. "They
were positive and interesting."
The council is comprised of
elected student leaders from all
registered AHANA organizations, the President and Executive Vice President of theUGBC,
the President and Vice President
of the AHANA Leadership
Council (ALC), the Graduate
Student Association (GSA), as
well as faculty, administrators
and staff.

The council is also open to
the entire BC community.
"We see the Intercultural
Council as a forum where if students feel there is any issue that
is not being addressed, or if they
have a new idea that the University shouldpursue, they can bring
it to the table and discuss it,"
Duffy said.
He added,"lf the consensus
is that it is something that we
[the council] should be addressing, it is our job to pick it up and
follow through with it."
This year the UIC is developing plans for a Racial Incident
Network, similar to the Sexual

Assault Network.
It will be a group of peer
advisors that students can turn to
if they think they were victims
of any type of harassment related to race. "It is essentially to
provide another level of response
to incidents involving race,"
Duffy said.
Duffy said the council will
be working with UGBC to help
them make their Diversity Week
in March of 1998 as successful
as possible.
"We are going to work
closely with them to help market, to help them get top speakers, and also to help get faculty,

administrators, and staff involved as well as students,"
Duffy said.
Duffy added the council has
proposed plans to prepare a report on the history of race relations at BC and to assess BC's
status on race relations.
The celebration of the diversity of races and cultures
within the University community is another goal.
Duffy said, "We are trying
to find as many different ways
as possible to raise people's consciousness about the importance
of addressing the issue of race at
BC."
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Irish Studies Courses Spring 1998

DONEGAL TRUST

EN4B6 The Drama of Ethnic Renaissance: Theater and Society in Early Twentieth Century Dublin and Harlem.The course will examine two cases ofethnic
renaissance in English-language theaterand culture, the Irish dramatic movement and
the dramatic wind ofthe Harlem Renaissance. Philip O'Laery Tues. &Ttars. 3:00

APARTMENTS

ENO94 Introduction to Modern Irish H. A course for beginners in standard
modern Irish, with attention to regional variants. John Koch Tues & Thurs 9:00.
ENO9B Continuing Modern Irish IL A continuing course in modern Irish for those
with basic prior knowledge of the language. Emphasis will be on developing the
ability to read contemporary literature in all genders. Philip O'Leary Tues

& Thurs.

3:00.
EN774 Modern Irish Drama. A critical and historical study of Irish drama from the
end of the nineteenth century for the present. Adele Dalsimer. Tues 2:00- 4:00.
H5345 220th Century Ireland: A social and political history. Irish Studies guest
professor John Hume and Associate Director ofIrish Studies Robert Savage will
explore Irish political and social history in thetwentieth century. MWF 2:00.
HS3OO The Study and Writing of History: The Easter Rising nf 1916. Through an
exploration of the Easter Rising of 1916, the course will introduce students to methods
ofhistoricalresearch and writing. John S. Ellis.

FA325 Treasures ofMedievalIreland: The Books of Keils, Darrow and Armagh.
This seminar will explore the mysteries that lie within the pages of these books written
by monks in early Christian Ireland. Taught by the keeper of the manuscripts. Trinity
College, Dublin and current Burns Scholar, Bernard Meehan.

MUO73 Irish Dancing. World renowned Irish dance instructor/ choreographer
Michael Smith will offer Irish dance classes focusing on the traditional ceili dances of
Ireland. Michael Smith, T.C.R.G. Wednesdays 6:30
MUOB7 Tin Whistle. Learned the Irish tin whistle with a seasoned native Irish player.
Expect to become familiar with dance form and genre. Instruments available at

nominal costs. Meabh Ni Fuarthain Tuesdays 6:30.

HS6BB Colloquium: Ireland and the French Revolution. The course will focus on
intensive weekly discussions ofreadings. It will be team taught by Professors
Marianne Elliott and Paul Spagnoli. Wednesdays from 3:00- 5:00.

H5654 Irish Women Emigrants: The Irish and American Context. This seminar
course will be an examinationof Irish women and emigration beginning with the study
of conditions in Ireland which resulted in women emigrating in such large numbers
and will then turn to the experiences as immigrants. Turn- Ann Harris, Tuesdays 4:30
EN3O9 James Joyce. The life and times and works of James Joyce. Readings include
Dubliners, Exiles, Portrait of the Artist &Ulysses. PaulDoherty MWF 10:00.

j

APARTMENTS
NO FEE

EXCELLENT SOUTH STREETLOCATION...
FREE SHUTTLE BUS...
ONE STOP ON THE GREEN LINE...
WALKING DISTANCE TO BC (7 MIN)

ONE, TWO,

THREE BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
FROM $800 TO $1750
INCLUDES HEAT
& HOT WATER
&

LARGE EAT-IN CABINETKITCHENS
WITH DISHWASHERS,
REFRIGERATORS AND STOVES.
OWN PRIVATE PARKING AVAILABLE
REAR OF BUILDING.
CABLE READY BUILDING.

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
617-738-7870
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Chemistry Professor, Vogel, Dies at 73 BC Briefs
By Tim Garry
HEIGHTS STAFF

George Vogel, professor
emeritus of chemistry, died of
heart failure at the age of 73, on
Friday, November 7.
A memorial service for
Vogel was held on Thursday, November 13, in St. Mary's Chapel.
Chairman of the chemistry
department Paul Davidovits
spoke about many of Vogel's ac-

complishments.
"George joined the chemistry department in 1956 and for
almost 40 years he was at the
center of the departmental activities.
He was the first in the department to obtain a National
Science Foundation research
grant, and was the forefront of
leading the department toward
becoming the high level research
environment which it is now,"
Davidovits said.
Vogel was born in Prague,
Czechoslovakia, on May 28,
1924.
He received a doctoral degree in chemistry from the
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Prague Technical University in
1950.
Vogel began his teaching
career at the University of Addis
Ababa in Ethiopia, and from
there attended Ohio State University for post-doctoralresearch
studies.
In 1956 Vogel began his
teaching career at Boston College as an assistant professor of
organic chemistry.
During the 1965-66 academic year, Vogel spent a sabbatical year on a grant at the
Federal Institute of Technology
in Zurich, Switzerland.
He worked on the research
team of Dr. Vladimir Prelog, who
later received the Nobel Prize in
chemistry.
Vogel retired as a full professor from BC in 1994, after 38
years of dedicated service to the
school. Upon leaving he was
granted the status of professor
emeritus.
Davidovits remembered
Vogel's versatility.
"He was the only person that
I have ever known who could
repair a nuclear magnetic reso-

him just to be with him. And I
know that many ofmy colleagues
did the same."
"There was a way that
George made every person in his
presence feel more alive, more
spacious," Davidovits said.
He added,
There was a
way that his smile brightened up
the world. I always looked forward to seeing him," Davidovits
said.
Davidovits spoke of Vogel's
relationship with his wife at the
service.
"And you Jamila, you were
a great part of that smile. I remember George so many times
expressing his thankfulness for
having you in his life. You were
his sunshine. And Mirella, lan,
you remained central in his life.
He always spoke of you with
great love and pride," Davidovits
said.
Davidovits expressed the
chemistry department's sadness
over the loss of Vogel.
Davidovits said, "George
has given us a lot. We will miss
George greatly and we will remember him."

nance spectrometer, synthesize
a complex organic molecule,
play Mozart superbly on his violin, learn Turkish in two months,
repair a car, cook a gourmet meal,
program a computer in machine

language, and discuss the intricacies of medieval European history," Davidovits said.
Vogel leaves behind his wife
Jamila Vogel of Newton, daughter Mirella Vogel of Lausanne,
Switzerland, and stepson Thomas Emerson Jaffa of Seattle.
Davidovits recalled Vogel's
continued support toward the
chemistry department even after
his retirement.
"Even after his retirement
George continued to attend many
of our departmental functions.
And when there were social
events, with Jamila, we all looked
forward to seeing them, looked
forward to their smiles, to their
enthusiasm," Davidovits said.
He added, "But what stays
with me most powerfully is
George's kindness, his joy oflife
and his way of relating to all of
us. In ow 20 years of working
together I frequently went to see
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Fulton Debate Team Wins Liberty Tournament

Boston

College won the nov
ice division at the Liberty
University Debate Tournament
held
November
6-9 in
Lynchburg, Virginia. Other
schools competing at the tournament included Emory University, Georgetown University,
George Washington University,
Harvard University and Wake
Forest University. The team of
Lisa Langdon, A&S '01, and
TeresaO'Herron, A&S '01, compiled a 4-2 record during the preliminary rounds, defeating teams
from Towson, Binghamton,
Clarion and West Virginia. They
won the division in a 2-1 decision over the University of South
Carolina in the final round. The
team concludes its fall semester
at the Wake Forest University
debate tournament.
Meeting on Alcohol and Drug
Abuse for Interested Students

Timpf, assistant
Kimberley
dean for Alcohol and Drug
Education, invites students to
attend a meeting on Tuesday, November 18 at 3 p.m. in the
McElroy Conference Room. The
meeting will focus on current
policies and procedures regarding alcohol use and abuse. This
meeting will be an opportunity
to openly discuss the recent decisions at other institutions to
ban alcohol, as well as the crackdown by the local Boston Police, on underage drinking and
the implications for future
change.

BC Professor Adapts Feature
Film to Musical Play

Thea Imported

Bridegroom,

feature film set in the Boston Jewish immigrant community at the turn of the century,
will soon be transformed into a
musical comedy for the stage,
thanks to the creator of both the
film and play, Boston College
Fine Arts Professor Pamela
Berger. The performances are
scheduled for January 21, 22 and
24 at 8:00 p.m. Matinees are
January 23 at 1:00 p.m. and January 25 at 2:00 p.m. at Robsham
Theater. For ticket information
call 552-4002.

Holocaust Survivor to Share
Her Experiences

Sonia

Weitz, a survivor of the
Holocaust, will share her
story with BC students in a lecture entitled: "I Promised I
Would Tell" on Tuesday, November IS at 7:00 p.m. in dishing
001. The lecture is sponsoredby
the Emerging Leader Program,
the UGBC Mentoring Program,
the Shaw Leadership Program
and Hillel. This event is free and
open to the public. For more information, call 552-3480.
Senate Proposes Amendment

Senators

call your
TRAVEL AGENT OR

DA MAM
i.flnn.riY.
All
l"OUU"r LI "FAN

Fares and schedules subject to change without notice. Seats are limited and may not be available on all flights or days. Boston
service begins 12/16/97. For Saturday/Sunday fares a 3 day advance purchase is required and tickets are nonrefundable. $99
weekday fare is fully refundable without penalty. All tickets must be purchased within 72 hours of booking. Passenger facility
charge of $6 may apply. Service provided by Pan American World Airways, Inc. or Pan American Airways Corp.

Andrew TiHi. A&S
'99,andJ.PaulSecord, SOE
"98, proposed an amendment to
the UGBC constitution last night.
The proposal would allow the
Student Organization Finance
Committee (SOFC) to amend
their own constitution. According to Senate Chairperson Autumn Davis, A&S '98, the
amendment would give SOFC
the power to do what they need
to do, in terms of distributing
funds to student organizations
on campus. The amendment
needs a three quarters majority
in order to be put into effect.
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Slain Jesuits Honored for Preserving Justice

Continued from p.l

sacrifice, to struggle, and even
to death."
"The memory of the suffering and pain of that night brings
us together," Marcouiller said
during the homily.
The petitions offered during the hour of prayer called for
a closing of the School of the
Americas.
At the funeral march held in
Ft. Benning on November 16,
over 1,000,000 signatures were
delivered to the school headquarters demanding the school be shut
down.

Chaplain, Paula Nobert, offered an opening prayer.
In this prayer, Norbert read
an excerpt taken from a letter
written by Ita Ford, a United
States missionary responding to
the urgent situation in El Salvador.
The excerpt read: "The reasons so many people are being
killed are quite complicated, yet
there are some clear, simple
strands. One is that many people
have found a meaning to life, to

The march culminated in a
four day vigil held in memorial
to the six Jesuits and two women
killed in 1989.
Selectedpassages were then
read by numerous Boston College students, as well as Joan
Mahoney, CND, chaplain, and
Frank Herrmann, SJ, rector.
Mahoney read a passage
from a homily delivered by Oscar Romeo and recounted her
experienceof spending last November 16 in El Salvador.
Anna Smith, A&S '99, led
those gathered at the service in

the singing of "Let There Be
Peace on Earth."
The service then concluded
wi*h a prayer offered by Richard
Cleary, SJ, university chaplain,
and the Procession of Crosses
while singing "Kumbayah."
Sixteen crosses have been
placed in the quad and will remain there until at least Thanksgiving break.
There is a cross for each of
the slain Jesuits, Celina Ramos
and Elba Ramos.
There are also crosses for
each of the four church women

that were killed on December 2,
1980, Romero, and Rutilio
Grande, SJ.
Another cross has been
dedicated to Father Thomas of
India who was murdered on October 24 of this year. The final
cross is dedicated to all of the
victims of the Americas.
"The prayer service helps
people come to terms with their
need to continually struggle with
peace and justice in their hearts
and neighborhoods. This is an
ongoing struggle for all human
beings," MacMillan said.

State of UGBC Address Highlights Achievements
Continued from p. 1

ries, where over 1600 packages
were sold, the Second Chances
benefit concert, the first ever
sold-out Homecoming Ball, the
Oliver Stone Lecture, and the
Chai Ling Lecture held this past
week.
Other UGBC achievements
include: soap and paper towels
in all the bathrooms, clocks in
the dining halls, more on-campus phones, computer tutoring

dents involved with the project.
Pugh said this has helped the
project move forward.
"Things are going to happen in the future that are going to
be so amazing for this school,"
Pugh said about Project Delta.
Bell and Pugh pointed to
other successful UGBC events
that included the First Week Se-

at SLSC, better printing at
O'Neill Library, a safer environment through the requirement of

from the freshmen.
The Senate passed a resolution for more financial support
and administrative support for
the PULSE program.
However, "A resolution [in
the Senate] is only a recommendation of the student body,"
Davis said.
Davis said Project Outreach
is the Senate's way of redefining
the communication between the

ID badges for all on-campus
workers, and recycling in the
Mods, according to Bell and
Pugh.
Davis spoke about similar
success in the Senate.
She said this year they had a
"dynamic group" of senators,
with great ideas and new energy
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student body and its government.
Created by Ryan Winmill, A&S
'00, the project includes senators taking office hours outside
of Lower Dining hall to answer
questions and provide information to the students.
According to Davis, the
Senate is working on revising
the Constitution and the by-laws
before the next presidential elections. The Senate has also passed
a resolution in support of the
Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Community of BC (LGBC).
According to Bell and Pugh,
there are three main goals still to
be accomplished by UGBC. The
first is student advising.
"Since 1987, not much has
happened with advising," Pugh
said. They hope to create a student advising center, with both
full-time professionals and parttime professors.
UGBC is also planning a
freshman Cornerstone project
which would be like an introduction to college and an extension of Orientation.
In addition, they are working on the creation of more minors within major departments.
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WALL STREET WATCH

Hundreds of IBM employees
will receive layoff
notices as a part of a
restructuring effort.
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CityScape "Fabulous Five" to challenge Microsoft's monopoly
By

[

Karen Palmer

By Cleo Bertrand
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Zürich
Facts: ?Zurich is the largest .
city in Switzerland, with a

population of 422,600.
?Most inhabitants of Zurich

I speak Swiss

German, a dia-

lect ofGerman.
'Zurich is known for its ex! ceptional cleanliness, as its
sanitation standards are some
of the highest in the world.
?Zurich is the home of the largest university in Switzerland.
?Novelist GottfriedKeller and
educational reformer Johann
1 leinrich Pestalozzi were both
natives of Zurich.
History: Celtic tribes originally settled in Zurich although the Romans captured
it in approximately 58 BC.
Zurichis notedas the cenI
i ter of the Swiss Reformation
I under the leadership of
j Hudreich Zwingli. It laterde| veloped as a manufacturing
{ marketplace during the 18th i
I and 19th centuries.
Business and Economy:
Zurich is currently the financial center ofSwitzerland
I and serves as an important
commercial center. Many of
the most important businesses
| in Switzerlandare located on
the Bahnhofstrasse, a street in

I

|

,

Zurich.
Manufacturing plays a
large part in the city's

economy. Materials produced
include electronic equipment, >
machinery and clothing.
Zurich also serves as an
intellectual center, as it is the

the Swiss National Museum,
the Toy Museum, and the
Swisscraft Center.
Zilrich offers a wealth of

:

I

i

on the Bahnhofstrasse, which
are some of the most expenI sive stores in the city.
Zurich is also known for
its many museums and monuI ments, which includethe mod| ernized Fraumunster church.
| Well-known museums include

I

form programming language. It's
already being used on the Internet
and programs written in it can be
used on any computer. Oracle
Corporation has already started
developing machines that could
use this type of technology.
Microsoft is challenging
this move by designing it's own

cross-plattform Java-type language called ActiveX. This move

Five major Silicon Valley firms are teaming up against Microsoft.

programming language so that
you can't run a software program made for IBM on an Apple
computer.

Using this new technique,
people could use the program
regardless of what type of computer they have and then be able

would have phased Java out by
Windows 98, leaving Sun with
nowhere to go.
It should be no surprise that
these companies, usually com-

to share information with any

computer they choose.
The companies plan to do
this using the programming software known called Java. Java
was
Sun
developed by
Microsystems and is a cross plat-

have its own operating systems
so it wouldn't have to use Windows. The fledging system,
called OS/2, never really caught
on and was quickly abandoneed.
And it's not just these five
that have greivances against
Microsoft. Compaq, a lead manufacture of computers, told
Microsoft that it wouldn't add
Internet Explorer to it's new computers. As a result. Microsoft
severed all ties with Compaq and
refused them licensing agreement for Windows 95. Compaq
only regained these license after
they 'regained the favor of Bill
Gates'.
The final question is
whether or not this alliance will
last. More importantly is if they
will survive against Microsoft.
Originally Microsoft was asked
to join this new alliance but it
refused.
Instead Microsoft has recognized this group as a threat
and is already making moves to
reassert its dominance. The true
test will come in the coming
month with the release of the
new operating system, Windows
98, if the United States Justice
Department allows it.
Silicon Valley is seeing

Pipe do you want to go today?®
petitors, are coming together.
Each has suffered some type of
defeat at the hands of Microsoft.
IBM, for example, attempted to

some major changes and by the
middle of the next year, we could

be seeing the entire composition
of computing changing.

Career Q & A

Students' career and internship questions answered by career advisors
from the Boston College Career Center

I'm studying abroad next semester. What should I do aboutfinding
an internship for next summer?

Culture and Entertainment:

different opportunities for
music lovers. During the summer months of July and August, concerts are performed
at the well-known Tonhalle
Concert Hall. Zurich is also
famous for its Opera House,
which is run as a repetoire
theatre,

Everyone knows the neighborhood bully. He's the one that
always picked on everyone and
beat up the little guys. In the
neighborhood of Silicon Valley,
the bully is Microsoft.
Microsoft has been accused
repeatedly of forcing companies
to comply with its standards or
else risk the withdrawal of
Microsoft licenses. Now after
taking a lot of abuse, five of the
larger members of the computer
industry have decided enough is
enough.
International Business Machines Corporation, Netscape
Communications Corporation,
Novell Corporation, Oracle Corporation and Sun Microsystems
Corporation have all decided to
work together to promote a new
type of computer that would use
the Internet as its platform.
The old style of computers
have been dominated by Intel
and Microsoft. Intel is the leading manufacturer of microprocessors while Microsoft has a
monopoly on the operating systems industry. Both have come
together in the traditional computer that most people own today.
But the new alliance envisions a cheaper computer that
connects directly to the Internet.
The Internet has become very
important in the computer and
software design because it has
no set standards. Personal computers today have standard oper-

ating systems that can only understand one language.
The Internet, however, has
no such set boundaries. Whereas
before, programmers had to construct application programs to
fit into the operating system language, new programs could be
used on every computer.
Take Apple and IBM computers, which both use different

First, decide where and in
what careerfield you want to do
an internship. Before you leave,
check our web site for internship listings. The address is
careercenter.bc.edu; click on
"internships." Our database is
housed under the name "internship exchange," and contains
all of our internships from 12
prestigious schools nationwide.
When you search through
the summer listings, you should
realize that you will be seeing
mostly last summer's listings
because it is still too early for
summer '98 listings.
Do not let this stop you
from contacting the employer
to ask if they will be offering an

internship next summer.
Also note that on the in-

ternship page, there are links to
additional listings if you do not
find what you need on the "internship exchange."
Don't forget to use the Career Center Library and
homepage to help you research
names of organizations you can
contact on your own regarding
internships, both before you
leave, and while you are overseas. Try, if possible, to set up
interviews before you leave.
Once you are away, there
are still things you can do. You
can check our web site for internships.You will need thepassword, which presently is
"gasson." That way you will be
able to see all the new listings as
they come in, just as your classmates here will.

You will need to apply via
resum6 and cover letter, or email, depending on what the
employer requests. Be sure to
give them your e-mail address or
campus voice mail number so
they will not need to make overseas calls to contact you. Be sure
to check these regularly. Arrange
for interviews as soon as you
return.

When you return, if you are
still looking for an internship, be
sure to check our listings frequently, because we still get
many listings in May and June.
If you live in a part of the
country where we do not have
many listings, check with our
office (Room 101) about getting
reciprocity with a school near
your home, so that you can check

their internship listings.
The Boston College Internship Program is offering a workshop on this very subject on
Wednesday, November 19, at
3:00 p.m. in the Internship Office on the basement level of
the Career Center.
Anyone studying abroad
next semester is encouraged to
either attend this workshop, or
stop by the Internship Office
between 11:00 a.m. and 3:00
p.m. daily to receive personal
assistance regarding summer in-

ternships.
Good luck and enjoy your
semester!

?Terry Witherell and Amy
Donegan
Assistant Directors

Have all your career and internship questions answered by the BC Career Center!
Bring your questions to McElroy 113, or e-mail them to campbetc@bc.edu
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File Transfer Protocol: Millions of free programs on the Internet

are called
Some are pre-formatted rare nuggets
"Freeware."
FileffiakerProdatabasesfor cataFTP is very common on the
loging everything from books to
the addresses of friends, others Internet. In fact, most computers
are demos of games that can on the 'Net have sections oftheir
easily consume all of your free disk space devoted to running an
time (not to mention a healthy FTP server, holding large numportion of cash when you are bers of files and applications
My Corner of the 'Net brainwashedintobuying thereal available for download by anyone who visits.
thing).
Anthony C. Tecce
fact;
Each of these machinesuses
proIn
many of the
the IP (Internet Protocol) adto buy. But how can you afford
grams are either demos or timedressing system for their FTP
everything you want? Guess limited applications that will eiwhat: in this store, everything ther stop working after a certain sites, i.e. ftp.umich.edu. With this
address, you could go to this
length of time, or bug you incesis free!
There is a server ideology santly until you buy it or mail in machine and download as many
on the Internet known as the money to the person who Wrote publicly accessible files as you
File Transfer Protocol, or simit. These programs are called want. The two most common programs for FTP are Fetch for
ply as FTP. The sheer variety of "Shareware." Some programMacintosh and Socket FTP for
downloadable files boggles the mers write applications that anymind, and most of the programs
one can use for as long as they Windows machines. Each of
these programs have built-in
want, no strings attached. Such
in
actually
way.
are
useful some
Suppose you walkedinto a

store, and it turned out to be

a
huge department store filled
with millions of products. The
more you browse this gargantuan retail outlet, the more you
noticeitems (hat you would like

"bookmarks," apreset listof FTP
servers for you to downloadprograms for your machine.
But wait, there'sstill more!
You can use Netscape or the
Microsoft "Takes over your Op-

www.shareware.com" where

you can use their searchable
index to find a program that fits
the description you enter. They
index most of the standard FTP
sites and all of the game company FTP sites.
One other good web site
for downloading is "http://
www.download.com."They are
morePC oriented, but they have

,

erating System and makes you
allegiance to Bill Gates"
Explorerto access the FTP sites.
You would type "ftp:// instead
of "http://" and the server name
Swear

in the location window on your
webbrowser.
The files and directorieswill
be shown as hyperlinks. Most of

an impressive selection of
games in their database.

All of mypast articles arekept

the time you will only have access to the "pub" folder, but don't
be afraidto go exploring in other

on my personal webpage at

http://www2.bc.edu/~teceean/
corner.html. Comeand visit if
you want the links to the sites
mentioned in past articles or
sites lam reviewing for future

directories.

There are other places

to

visit to download programs. One
such : site
'is
"http://

publication.
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Although the bond market
has not gained as much attention
as the stock market in recent
years, billions of dollars pass
through this market every year.
A bond is a long-term debt
contract issued by businesses and
the government. Basically, when
someone buys a bond from a
company, they are loaning
money to that company.
The company promises to
pay back what they borrow at a
specified time in the future with
interest payments every six
months or year. Each bond has a
credit rating that reflects the relative credit quality of the bond
issuer. These ratings range from
the highest rating of "AAA" to
"D," the default category.
Where the government's

bonds have no default risk, the
other end of the spectrum holds
bonds of "speculative grade."
These high yield bonds are called
"junk" bonds because mainstream investors and investment
dealers would not accept the risk
of owning them. Because of the
high risk involved in holding
these bonds, issuers must compensate by offering a higher
yield. This would suggest that
the actual credit losses were exceeded by the higher interest
payments.

The 1970s experienced a
high yield bond market that was
relatively stagnant. However, in
the late '70s, Michael Milken
discovered that risky bonds
yielded more than enough to
compensate for their risk. By
owning enough of these bonds,
the high returns are enough to
alleviate any loss sustained by

I
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defaulting firms. Milken led an
investment charge into "junk"
bonds. These bonds were issued
to finance leveraged buyouts,
mergers and troubled companies.
Thus, Milken led his Wall St.
firm, Drexel Burnham Lambert,
to become the most profitable
investment banking firm in the
1980s. However, in early 1989,
Drexel Burnham Lambert was
forced into bankruptcy and
Milken was fined over $1 billion, jailed for two years and
banned from the securities industry for life.
Recently, a variety of high
yield issuers have recovered, and
today the "junk" bond market is
once again thriving. Investors
rely heavily on credit analysis.
Hopefully the analyst will find a
bond that is undervalued by the
market and cash in when its inherent value is finally realized.
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(in Mexico, France or Germany)
In today's globally competitive environment, many companies are looking for managers with multicultural
business and language skills. Pepperdine's innovative Master of International Business (MIB) is a unique
20-month program that provides you with practical management skills and a thorough understanding of
international competition. While language proficiency is certainly to your advantage, it is not a requirement for admission to the MIB program, nor do you need an undergraduate business degree or work
experience. The first year combines internationalbusiness courses with intensive Spanish, French, or
German language study at our campus in Malibu, California. During the second year in Mexico, France,
or Germany, you will complete your studies as well as an internship. Broaden your career horizons with
the Master of International Business degree. We're still accepting applications
for our Fall 1997 program, so call today.

PEPPERDINE
UNIVERSITY
The George L. Graziadio
School of Business and Management
Malibu, California
1-800-726-9283
E-mail: avanniek@pepperdine.edu
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Pre-med study can be harmful to your health
By Chris Gardner
HEIGHTS STAFF

If you get a chance in late winter,
take a long walk down one of BC's
crowded hallways. If you listen real
closely, cocking your head from side to
side, you just might hear the mangled
screams of students quietly bitching into
the night. "Covalent bonds?!? Bilipid
membranes? Exam's in two days?!?!?
Ohhhhhhhhh
A staggering horror flick? A B-movie
blitz?...
Or just another victim engulfed by
the BC pre-med program?
"I think students place most of the
pressure on themselves," Dr. Robert
Wolff, head of the pre-med department
said. "It's the psychology that you have to
complete theentire program in three years.
In some cases I recommend four."
Of course, according to most people,
the hardest part of the program was completing it in four. Going up Higgins' green
and pink stairs, I had gone over all the
horror stories people had told me. Students dropping out of the program. Exams stresses of late-night hours in empty
libraries. Proverbial "weeding" of
outmatched students. It seemed pretty
"

pressured to me.
The pre-med office is atop Higgins,
a closet-sized "penthouse" overlooking
Alumni Stadium and, quite symbolically,
everything below. As I looked over sheets
of statistics that, for the most part, did
appear frightening (if not realistic), Wolff
explained to me how the crux of the stress
lie with "cumes," or cumulative grade
point averages.
For most pre-meds GPAs hover
around 3.5, with a few students edging
toward3.75 and 3.8. That and the MCATs
(a torture-chamberesquekind of standardized test that's easily a billion times harder
than the SATs) stress out students well
before junior year ever comes about.

But is it BC's pre-med program that's
the max-stresser? Or the mere fact the
medical profession is one of the hardest
in the world?
"It's a weeding-out process," one
student commented (on the condition of
anonymity). "The classes are made to
gradually take out students that aren't
made for the profession to begin with. 1
see students in my bio class that 1know
will never make it to mcd school. They're
barely scraping by in their classes now."
Wolff disagrees. "BC is like most
Ivy League schools in that we have an
open program. Anybody in any major can
take part at any time. We have students
from all over: bio, biochem, pysch, even
English, theology, philosophy."
But are those students ready for the
medical profession? Shouldn't only bio
and biochem majors take pre-med?
"1 don't think so," said Joe Cioline,
A&S '98, an economics major accepted
to Georgetown mcd school. "It makes
you different. It helped me get into mcd
school because it set me apart. When I
worked at Harvard I saw medical management in action. You needed it.
"It all connected because of my economics major," Cioline added.
Wolff was inclined to agree. "We
welcome all majors." Asked if he thought,
however, the classes were too rough for
the average psych major he responded, "1
don't think so. The classes are, of course,
challenging, but teaching a course myself, I can honestly say no one tries to
weed out students.
"The students place stress on themselves," Wolff said.
In the end, most pre-meds were inclined to agree.
"The work is difficult," Megan
Patrick, A&S '01, said, "but I expected it
to be. Medicine is a challenging profession and if students don't realize that, it's
possible they're not heading in the right
direction."
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Pre-meds Cory Hanley and Jill Farrell engage in their most common activity.

Puerto Rican Association
By Phil Di Ruggiero
FOR THE HEIGHTS

The Puerto Rican Association of
Boston College is one of BC's newer
organizations. Started in 1991, the original purpose of the group was to form a
support network for Puerto Rican students in the BC community. The focus
soon changed to a broader interpretation
of community.
The Puerto Rican Association has
transformedinto a groupofPuerto Rican
students whose main goal is to foster
positive relations between the Puerto
Ricans and the rest of the Boston Col-

lege community. The group wants to

share the riches of Puerto Rican culture
and allow for the rest of the Boston
College community to learn from its
Puerto Rican students.

The group wishes to advocate isBC Puerto
Rican population. Also, they hope to
improve the image of Puerto Rican culturearnong thestudent body. They strive
to promote and educate students about
all the riches that Puerto Rico has to
offer, its culture, people, and position in
the world.
For the last six years, the group has
See PSA, p. 15
sues of importance*to the

Bringing biology to the masses: Eric Strauss
searcher. He thinks research is important and the college level allows for "intellectual flexibility."
In the five years that Strauss
has been teaching Survey of Biology, the class has continued to be
full to capacity with students trying to get in. In each section there
are a little over 300 students and an
empty seat is a rare sight as people
have found in stumbling over others trying to sit down.
Strauss admitted that at first it
was scary to face an audience of
300 students, but it becomes exciting. Strauss said he still gets nervous before class each time but
explains that, "in order to be a
good teacher, you should have butterflies in your stomach before each
class because that means it is im-

portant."
The classroom is important to
Strauss and this fact is evident to
Professor Eric Strauss speaking to his Survey of Biology students last week in Devlin. the students. "He makes the class
fun and interesting, yet educational," acBiology led by Dr. Eric Strauss.
By Kathy Lotas
In his third year as a full time teacher cording to Christine Histed, A&S '01.
FOR THE HEIGHTS
Also, Michelle Croze, A&S '01, comat Boston College, Strauss also teaches
you
As
enter into Devlin and demented that "he is concerned with the
Intro to Biology, Animal Behavior and
scend the flight of stairs to 008 on Tueswell-being of the student and wants all
assists at the field station with the class.
day and Thursday mornings at 10:30 and
As director of the Environmental Studies students to understand the ideas and con12:00, you can hear the melodious sounds program at Boston College, Strauss also cepts through the lecture as well as mulof groups ranging from Clearance has a role in preparing curriculum and
timedia techniques."
Clearwater Revival to Boston College organizing certain aspects of the program.
Strauss makes the effort to incorpoacapella singing. No, this is not a music
Strauss explained that he chose to rate multimedia into the lectures in order
appreciation class but instead the beginwork at the college level since it provides to help students get a better grasp on the
ning of another adventure in Survey of an opportunity to be a teacher and are- information including a set offilms called
HEIGHTS PHOTO/KIM

AIME

Biology Alive! in which Strauss is featured. Strauss became involved in this
series when he was approached by the
Addison-Wesley textbook company to
write a textbook.
Realizing the importance of multimedia with a generation that has grown
watching television and movies, Strauss
proposed to provide a teaching device
other than just a textbook. With the help
of the Biology Alive! Series and other
films, Strauss tries to explain the sometimes complex scientific concepts so the
students will understand.
Strauss student Jessica Moschner,
CSOM '01, explained that "he brings biology down to the students' level by giving us examples that we can relate to. He
keeps the atmosphere of the class light
and just has fun!"
Another Survey of Biology student
thinks Strauss is "a funny guy and when
he deviates from the material and offers a
personal insight about the information
you see him more as a person than a
professor."
When taking a class with Strauss you
can see that despite his busy schedule, his
main priority is the students. He will
make time and tries to relate to the students.
When asked what his favorite part
about teaching is, Strauss responded, "1
enjoy being able to interact with the students. I am concerned with keeping the
attention of people in class and making it
interesting."
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Closed? Eating disorders: an ongoing struggle
By Robin Berghaus
FOR THE

By Katra Cuskaden
FOR THE HEIGHTS

HEIGHTS

"There are three billion
women who don't look like
supermodels and only eight who
do. Love your body." ? The
Body Shop
Weight. It's a constant pressure in our society. It's what we.
compare our successes and failures to. Almost every magazine
cover is covered with thin women
in skimpy clothing making us
aware of what society considers
to be beautiful. Everywhere we
look, we are constantly reminded
about our weight and the importance of having a "good" body,
This reminder, this pressure
to look "good," can mean the
difference between a sensible
diet and an eating disorder.
Anorexiaand bulimia are the two
most predominant eating disorders found in young females between the ages of 13 and 19.
Anorexia and bulimia are
widespread diseases that claim
half a million victims in this
country alone and there are thousands of new victims each year.
While this disorder has been
growing, many people still don't
know or understand what being
anorexic or bulimic means.
Anorexia is the refusal to
maintain normal body weight.
having a lack of appetite for
foods, disturbance of body image and a loss of more than 25
percent of original body weight
by means of starvation. Bulimia

._^_^?\u25a0

weight that 1 had lost. I was con"The sad part is, is that I
stantly driven by the motto 'you want to eat. I want to sit down
have to burn more than you take and eat a healthy meal and prein.' If I wasn't starving myself, tend that my life is normal. I
throwing up or taking diet pill don't want to have to count the
after diet pill, 1 was working out
calories and grams of fat and
like a maniac.
decide how many times I have to
"Eventuallyy with the love run around the reservoir. 1 don't
and support of my friends and
want to sit in my room crying
family, my life started getting because I hate the way 1 look. I'd
in control.
like nothing better than to be
I finally realized
perfectly happy with the way that
I have a problem.
I look. I just can't. Anorexiaisso
It's so hard being
much a part of my Jife now. I
don't know what I'd do without
awayfrom home
now,.l'm in a new
it. 1 wouldn't know how to funcschool, with new
tion without it."
friends in a new
Anorexia and bulimia are
place. The only not going away quietly. It's a
thing that seems much bigger problem than people
familiar is my seem to realize. Your best friend,
your girlfriend, your sister, your
eating disorder.
roommate could be struggling
Sometimes it's so
"tempting to fall with an eating disorder. You
back on it just for comfort. To might have a problem yourself
and not even realize it. Or you
get back control of my life. To
may not want to realize it.
make myself beautiful. Some"Although physically I'm
times I feel like I'm all alone in
this. That I'm the only one who better," added another source.
"I'm still anorexic. I'll always
feels this way."
be anorexic. Istill look at myself
"Everyone seems so put together," said another anonymous in the mirror and think that 1
source. "You see these extremely look fat and I'm definitely far
from being happy with the way I
thin girls eating whatever they
look, but I'm not going to dewant and it makes me sick. I
have to find excuses to stay away stroy myself anymore.
"It's hard, not starving myfrom the cafeteria. Everytifne my
friends want to go and grab a bite self and not being a size two
anymore. But I'm going to do it
to eat, I have to say something
like, '1 already ate,' or T have to
the 'normal' way. The healthy
work on a paper,' or just about
way. All 1 can do is take it one
anything that would make them
day at a time. That's all anyone
can do."
leave me alone.

There are three
billion women
who don't look
like supermodels
and only eight
who do.

Over the Counter Culture
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When your body temperature starts to rise, your heart skips
a couple of beats, and your palms
produce more perspiration than
an actor with stage fright, Spring
Registration may be fast approaching.
Before you start anything
even remotely associated with
registration, take a deep breath.
Remember that other students
are also anxious at this period.
They have the same question that
you have: "how should one prioritize one's time?"
-.'\u25a0.?\u25a0
You are about to embark on
the journey of a lifetime: second
semester. It can be a success
when a few guidelines are followed. Brainstorm and research
the classes that interest you. A
typical way to do this is by asking friends about the ones they
have enjoyed in the past. View
the course catalogue, available
at Gasson.
Also, surf the net to check
out the Registrar's Website at
http://www.bc.edu/courses. You
may browse courses by using
the "C" option on U-View Plus
which will access both fall and
spring semester courses, or
search for courses by the
instructor's name, course title.
and referring to open courses that
are still available during the registration period.
After you have compiled a
list of classes, including many
alternate selections, take a trip
to your advisor's office. If you
still do not know who that faculty member is, browse through
your records on a U-View machine. He or she can give you
sound advice about staying on
track with your classes, but more
importantly, your advisor holds
the ticket to registration admission: the access code.
"What could go wrong
now?" you ask yourself, while
glimpsing at your degree audit.
Unfortunately, problems still
may arise; failure to pay a balance, or provide an immunization Verification will put a hold
on your registration, but the most
common problem that students
have is choosing a closed course.
Picture this scene: you are
sitting by the computer, and just
as you enter the last index number
the
dreadful
word
"CLOSED" flashes across the
screen. "What do you mean it's
closed?" you scream. This nasty
experience has unfortunately
graced every Boston Col lege student; it's natural to be discouraged, but don't give up without a
fight.
There is a possible solution
to your crisis. In exceptional
cases, a department may decide
to override restricted courses. If
you merit an override for a course
that was closed or restricted when
you registered, see the department assistant. When you have
successfully convinced the department representative to allow
you to register for the class,
through use of polite but persuasive argument, he or she will
grant you an Approval/Override
form. Once you have the form
stamped in the appropriate section, you must take it to the
Registrar's office in Lyons.
Through all the trials and
tribulations that are bound to
occur the last day of the drop/
add period, January 16. will
hopefully mark the end of a successful mission. But some unlucky students, generally freshman, will not be satisfied with
their dismal predicament. If you
happen to fall into that category,
look on the bright side: there is
always next semester, and another chance to master the skills
of college registration.

is the self induced cycle of
bingeing and purging which can
include vomiting or the abuse of
laxatives.
Many college women show
the signs and symptoms of being
eitheranorexic or bulimic. Some
know they have a problem. Some
are in denial. Somearejust hanging on by a very thin thread,
doing whatever
it takes to make
it through the
day. Even if it
means destroying their body.
"1 just look
around campus
and all I see are
thin, beautiful
girls," claims a
female
who
wishes to remain anonymous. "I've been anorexic and
bulimic since 1 was a junior in
high school. It started out as a
diet because I wanted to look
good for my boyfriend.
"When he broke up with
me," she continued, "it just got
out of control. I was convinced
that he broke up with me because I wasn't thin enough. I
stopped eating completely. I only
ate when I absolutely had to,
which was when my mother was
around. It made me feel more in
control of my life. I wasn't satisfied with just starving myself,
though. I started throwing up
anything I ate because I was
scared of gaining back any of the

By jeremy Yuenger
If I TIN To ul-tJ'V/A

VIEW POINTS.

Opinions from students on current issues.
By Meghan

O'Connell

Do you think the sentencing on the Louise Woodward

trial was appropriate?
Jeff Caldwell,
A&S '01
Yes, because I don't
think that she is a
threat to society and I
don't think that she
will ever repeat her
violent actions or
commit any other
violent crimes.

Holly Danault,
SON '01
No, I don't even feel
that the verdict was
appropriate because I
don't believe there was
enough solid evidence
to convict her.
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November 14,1997
1:55 p.m.
An O'Neill Security officer radiod that a male
had exited the library around the
detector and refused to stop.
Officers were dispatched and
?

filed a report.

November 13,1997
11:50 p.m. ? Control received
a call from an R.A. in Medeiros
?

Hall who reported finding drug

paraphernalia. Officers responded to follow up on the call.

of suspicious circumstances in
the second floor men's bathroom
of O'Neill. An Officer files a
report.

5:44 p.m.
Officers responded
to a fire alarm that went off in
Stuart Hall. Newton Fire arrived
and could not find the cause of
the alarm. A report was filed and
included a complaint from the
Fire Dept. regarding a group that
did not evacuate the building.
Boston College electricians were
notified.
?

November 11, 1997
1:03 p.m.

A report was filed
on a motor vehicle accident involving three vehicles in the
lower campus parking lot. No
injuries were reported due to the
incident.

9:29p.m.
A service employee
reports a larceny of a computer,
NEC monitor, and mouse from
the Service Building. Detectives
respond to dust for prints.

November 12,1997

November 10, 1997

?

1:43 a.m.
Officers respond
to a report of a party in the first
floor of Roncalli. A student was
subsequently transported to the
infirmary for an evaluation due
to alcohol.
?

8:28 p.m.

?

A student reports

?

11:00 a.m.

?

Headquarters re-

ceived a call from the main gate
attendant who said a motorist
had stopped to report smoke
coming from an apartment window in Gabelli Hall. Officers
responded and notified headquarters that a resident's burn-

ing toast had activated the fire
alarm.

port was filed and the signs were
confiscated.

5:45 p.m.? An officerreported
a diesel fuel spill on a corner of
the Newton bus route. A technician arrived and utilized Stuart
Hall's spill kit to cover the larger
spill area. Boston Coach was
notified and distributed an absorbing agent over the spill area.

November 8,1997

8:51 p.m.
A resident reports
falling into an open manhole
cover by the Club. Officers responded by filing a report and
blocked off the area with two
horses. The work order center

1:54 a.m.
An officer reports
of vandalism in Walsh Hall. A
suspect is identified.
?

2:49 a.m.
An officer reports
of broken ceiling tiles in Ignacio
Hall. A work order was placed.
?

?

was notified.

November 9, 1997
1:02 a.m.
Control receives a
call from an R.A. at Medeiros
Hall requesting an officer for a
confiscation. An officer responds
and reports of disposing thirteen
assorted cans of beer on the
?

scene.

4:06 a.m.
While in Walsh
Hall investigatingacurrentcase,
an officer observed three speed
limit signs in plain view. Are?

2:07 p.m.

An officer notifies
headquarters that he received a
complaint of a male operating a
blue vehicle in the Complex Lot
with no pants on performing indecent activity. Officers checked
the area, stopping the suspected
vehicle and placed an individual
under arrest. The suspect was
booked at the prison.
?

November 7, 1997
1:38 a.m.
Control received a
fire alarm from Walsh Hall. The
Boston Fire Dept. responded and
evacuated the building. The
panel showed the alarm was coming from the sixth floor. Upon
arrival on the floor, the activated
smoke detector was located by
?

PRA embraces all cultures at BC
CONTINUED from p. 13

evolved from a group of exclusively Puerto Rican students to
an inclusive group, as the association welcomes members from
all backgrounds to the group.
What was started as a support
group for Puerto Rican students
miles away from home evolved
into a group that tries to unite all
students in the Boston College
community and enlighten them
to the cultural values of Puerto
Rico.
Manuel Pietrantoni, A&S
'98, is the current Puerto Rican
Association president. He has
been involved in the group ever
since arriving at BC as a freshman, and last year was the
associations vice-president.
Many members of the group
credit him with bringing life and
innovative ideas to the group,
which has led to getting the group
funded by the UGBC to the tune
of two thousand dollars this year.
"The members," Pietrantoni
said, "are the group's greatest
strength." The Puerto Rican Association has about 50 active
members, 40 of which are from

Puerto Rico.
"The future of the group is
in the hands of the underclassmen, the sophomores and freshman are particularly energetic,
indicating a promising futurefor
the PRABC. They are always
willing to do what they can to
promote the group and to help
others," Pietrantoni said.
Last year was the first year
that the Puerto Rican Association gained funds to conduct their
activities. Prior to that, the
UGBC had viewed them as stagnant and a group that was not
very active, and hence, not deserving offunds. With the $2000
they have received this year they
are planning many programs,
some ofwhich have already been
held.
The Around the World Welcome Back Dance, which took
place in early September, was
co-sponsoredby OLAA, and was
a rousing success, garnering a
$300 profit. The profit was not
large, but it was not the profit
that was that mattered. The goal
of the dance was to welcome
everybody back and to let everyone know that the PRA was an

Boston College
Robsham Theater Arts Center
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-

23, 1997

active member of the Boston
College community.
Another successful PRA
event took place four weeks ago
on Upper Campus. The members had brought young girls
from the Commonwealth Housing Tenant's Association onto
campus and played basketball,
games, and ate pizza. The goal
of the program was to give underprivileged kids hope.
"It was fun to show these
kids what they could accomplish
and what good people they could
be," said Pietrantoni. "We had a
great time playing games with
them, and it really showed the
spirit of all the members, everyone [members] jumped at the
opportunity to bring a little hope
into these kids' lives."
On November 19, the group
is planning an intercultural cafe
with traditional Puerto Rican
food in the Dunkin Donuts Cafe.
Pietrantoni is very excited about
the event, saying it will allow
everyone to experience a part of
Puerto Rican culture that hits
closest to home: the food. They
are also planning a dominoes
tournament, a popular Puerto
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from a room in Walsh Hall. Items
were brought to headquarters and
an officer filed a report.

2:05 a.m.?An intoxicated male
was observed by on officer in the
front of Cushing Hall. The student was brought to the Infirmary.

November 6, 1997
1:23 p.m.
A report was filed
that the lock to a Coke machine
in Walsh Hall's basement had
been broken off. No access to
the machine had been gained.
?

Compiled by Adam Smith,
The Heights.

Trebek on
the Web
Attention BC intellectual
procrastinators: the time has
comewhere you can actually be
productive while putting off that
15-page history paper. Boost
your knowledge, and mouse
skills, while defending BC's
reputation on the web with
(Online) College Jeopardy!
Everyone has seen Jeopardy! on TV and most believe
that they could beat most of the
players. Well, here's your
chance to find out. To play, one
must be a student in college.
You must register and while
doing so, you must enter the
name of the college you attend.

All students from each
school are put on a team, so if
you go to BC, you're on team
BC. Your winnings are added to
the school's average and then
the schools are ranked. Currently Northwood University
number one. That should put
you to shame, Eagles! Boston
College isn't even in the top
100. Mars Hill College is number 56. So, the deal is, the more
you play and the more money

you win, the higher BC will get.
What's the fun of playing
when you don't even walk away
with a consolation prize? Well,
that's the fun part: you can win!
The grand prize is a 1998
Pontiac, but if you're not that
quick on "By 'George,'" the you
can still win phones, calling

cards and jackets.

Should your brain start to
fry from all of these brain boggling questions, the chat room
is always an option. You can
chat to all those other procrastinators in the world who find
Jeopardy! a lot more interesting than that book Plato wrote.
So, now you' ye played and
added over ten grand to BC's
grand total. How are we compared to our rival in Indiana?
Ahhhh, they have thought of
everything! Click on Rivalries
and see for yourself. Currently,
BC is against our dear rival
Notre Dame. Looks like they
don't only beat us in football!
They are ranked number 74 and
we are, well, 241.
"I want to play!" you say.
"I want to lead Boston College
to

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAM BE.
www.goarmycom
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FEATURES MEETING?4:30
p.m. on Monday in McElroy 113.

//

1:50 a.m.
A quantity of drug
paraphernalia was confiscated

By Athena Hill

Rican game, in late November.
An important distinction
that Pietrantoni makes is that the
PRA is not just for Puerto Ricans,
but for all members of the BC
community. The purpose of the
group is to try to maintain a good
name for the Puerto Rican culture, and to promote it. He
emphasises that it is not exclusive to Puerto Ricans from the
island, but to all Puerto Ricans,
Latinos, and anyone else with an
open mind.
"This year we are awake,"
said Pietrantoni. "We are trying
to be as active as possible as we
progress into the future." The
group hopes to show to the rest
of the BC community that is an
integral part of the full cultural
experience of the school.
Pietrantoni views the future
of the group to be its brightest
days. "In the past, we were a lot
more personally oriented, but the
members are showing a greater
interest in sharing the culture of
Puerto Rico with the rest of the
BC community," he said.

WE'LL ERASE YOUR
COLLEGE LOAN.

choice of skills and enough
self-assurance to last you the

officers. A Roman Candle firework was discharged near the
detector and seemed to be the
cause of the alarm. Officers filed
a report.

victory!" So what are you

waiting for? Check out College
Jeopardy! Online at http://
www.sony.station.com and follow the links to join the charge
to lead BC to world-wideintel-

lectual domination.
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Graham

wins NCAA
District I

Qualifier
By Peter Gerken
HEIGHTS SPORTS EDITOR

Is there any way to stop
Angie Graham? If there is, it
sure did not happen this week-

end.

The senior runner from

Pickering, Ontario captured the
NCAA District I qualifying
meet on Saturday by completing the 3.1 milecourse in 18:04.
This time was good enough to
beat the other 190 competitors

in the race. It was the second
big win of the season for Graham, who a month earlier won
the New England Championship.

Graham was not the only

Boston College runner whohad
an exceptionalrace on Saturday. Sophomore Shannon
Smith finished just 16 seconds
behind her elder teammate to
finish in fifth place.
Other runners in the race
were Ann Baldelli, who finished 15th, JodieLake 34th and
Darby Rice 45th. The Eagles
ended up finishing third in the
race, which had a total of 27
teams competing. Dartmouth
College finished first in the
competition and Providence
was second.
The race,

which was originally scheduled for Friday, was

postponed for one day due to

See X-COUNTRY, p. 21

Eagles split home-and-home with NU
By Alan Pisano
HEIGHTS STAFF

What happens when the
nation's sixth ranked college
hockey team outplays an
unranked opponent at home for
52 minutes? They lose.
The Boston College Hockey
Team did just that Saturday night
at Conte Forum, where they faced
the Huskies of Northeastern University. The game was the back
end of a home and home series
with the Huskies, with BC winning 5-2 at Northeastern in the
first game on Friday night. On
Saturday, the Eagles lived up to
their top ten ranking, and first
place position in HOCKEY
EAST for most of the game, before Northeastern stole a 5-4
overtime victory from BC.
At one point in the second
period, the Eagles had outshot
the Huskies 28-3, as they did not
let up a shot for the first 15 minutes of the second period. The
way the Eagles controlled the
game in the first and second periods was reminiscent of the way
Boston University dominated BC
two years ago. Back then the
Eagles were rebuilding, and had
to rely on goalie Greg Taylor to
make around 60 saves. Now BC
has developed into one of the
nation's best hockey teams, but
the team still has a lot to learn.
"We're still at a point where we
need to learn from each game"
said Head Coach Jerry York. "We
did everything that was neces-

Center Blake Bellefeuille contributed one goal for

night against Northeastern.
sary to win for 52 minutes, but
we made some bad decisions at
the end of the game. Northeastern capitalized on their chances,
and we couldn't bury pucks when
the opportunities came to us."
Consistency is definitely a
key to the 1997-98 season, since
BC can't rely on the goaltending
heroics of Taylor anymore. On
Saturday, BC goaltender Scott
Clemmensen made just 9 saves
on 14 Northeastern shots, including zero in the overtime period.
The Huskies went into the five

minute overtime with the momentum, and scored the game
winner just 1:16 in. Northeastern had moved the puck into the
BC zone, and NU freshman Scan
MacDonald took the puck behind the BC net and attempted a
wraparound. MacDonald lost
control of the puck as he came
around to the right post, but
Husky center Roger Holeczy
picked up theloose puck in font.
Clemmensen had slid across the
crease to make the save on the
wraparound, and Holeczy found

Woodward leads BC over CCSU
By Jim Gruber
HEIGHTS ASST. SPORTS

EDITOR

Facing a Central Connecticut (CCSU) squad that was coming off a 9-18 record, the Boston
College men's basketball team
looked to have as easy a game as
it would see all season.
Sure enough, things held to

form as BC used its superior
height and quickness to win their
24th consecutive season opener.
The Eagles ran the Blue Devils
(who featured a roster with no
seniors and 14 underclassmen)
out of Conte Forum, 87-54, on
Sunday afternoon.
BC(l-0, 0-0 Big East) was
led by senior point guard Duane
Woodward, who racked up 22
points, 18 in the decisive first
half, four assists and six steals,
while playing only 24 minutes in
the game. Charron Watson paced
CCSU with 15 points and ten
rebounds.
"I'm just trying to get a feel
for my team [at this point]," said
Eagles coach Al Skinner, who
won his first regular-season contest at BC, following the game.
"I was happy with the effort."
CCSU, which started a
lineup that had no players over
67," will likely be one of the
few teams the Eagles have a
height advantage over this season, and BC capitalized on this.
In addition to combining for
22 points and 14 rebounds,

HEIGHTS PHOTO/
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Guard Duane Woodward will need to score a good amount
this season for the Eagles to have a successful 1997-98 season.
Kostas Maglos and Mickey
to concentrate on them, and alCurley, who at 6' 11" and 6' 10" lowing space for some of the
respectively, towered over the Eagles' perimeter players to
Blue Devil lineups much of the roam free. The Eagles cashed in,
game, forcing the CCSU lineup
hitting seven three-pointers in

HEIGHTS PHOTO/ KIM AIME

BC in its 5-4 overtime defeat on Saturday

the first half.
"Mickey [Curley] and
[Kostas] Maglos had good
games," Skinner told the press.
"The wings continually got open
because of the presence of the
big men inside."
The game was essentially
decided midway through the first
half as BC stretched a narrow
lead to over 20 points. After a
Rick Mickens layup cut the
Eagles' advantage to 19-16, the
home team went to work with a
lineup that included freshmen
Kenny Harley and Javier
Rodriguez, and Woodward,
Maglos and Curley.
Woodward immediately hit
two short baskets to get the
Eagles going. Curley followed
with a block on the other end that
led to a Maglos layup. Maglos
then came up with a steal from
Mickens and Rodriguez made the
Blue Devils pay at the other end
by draining a three, prompting
CCSU coach Howie Dickenman
to take a time out as the Eagles
were up 28-16.
Dickenman's move was to
no avail, though, as BC continued to pour it on. Harley missed
a hoop but Maglos literally
reached over a shorter CCSU
player to snatch away the offensive board. The visitors' defense
converged on Maglos, who then
fed an open Rodriguez, who sank
another trey to put the Eagles up
See EAGLES, p. 19

an open part of the net and scored

the game-winner. A crowd of
5,163 went home both shocked
and disappointed, and the young
Huskies earned a split in the
weekend series"
Northeastern sent the game
into overtime on two goals in the
final eight minutes of the game.
The Eagles took five penalties in
the third, and it cost them. With
8:47 left to play, junior Chris
Masters was called for hooking,

See HOCKEY, p. 19

BC falls to
Princeton
Tigers,
3-2, in the
NCAA's
By Peter Gerken
HEIGHTS SPORTS EDITOR

All

good things eventually

an end. On Saturday the
Boston College field hockey
;eam's season was cut short by
Princeton University. The Tigers
were victorious over the Eagles
ay the score of 3-2.
The Eagles took the early
lead in the contest. Anne Marie
Ambros scored her first goal of
:he season at the 19:42 mark in
he first half. She was assisted
i>y Joy Ramsbotham on the play.
The Tigers came back quickly
scoring two goals and taking a 2-1 lead into the half.
Jennifer Hall made the game
;ome to

3ven

with a goal midway through

[he

second half. Julianne

Marrone had the assist on Hall's
goal. The game was tied for a
little over three minutes before
Princeton's Amy McFarlane
icored her second goal of the
»ame to give the Tigers the victory and send them to the next
round of the tournament.
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Grapplers ready for action

Sports Shorts

By Ariana Foley
HEIGHTS STAFF

Sports profile

Senior Genauldo looks to see
first action in Army game
After three and a halfyears ofhardwork and service to the
Boston College football team, Craig Genualdo, a senior re-

serve linebacker, is still hoping to see his first action in a
varsity football game.
Some have calledGenualdo"Rudy," inreference to former
Notre Dame walk-onKen "Rudy" Ruettiger, but Genualdo, out
of loyalty tohis school, dislikes the comparison since "Rudy"
is a figure of lore from BC's fierce rival in South Bend.

Still, the comparisons are inevitable.
Genualdo wore uniform number 45 at some points during
his career, just like the former Irish football player.
And just as Ruettiger did, Genualdo walked on to the
football team, earned a spot, and perseveredduring his college
tenure.

But most of all, like "Rudy," Genualdohas yet to run onto
the field during a regular season game for a single play as a
Boston College Eagle.
Genualdo, a 6*2," 195-pound player from Lynn, Mass.,
walked on to the football team in the second semester of his
freshman year and was a member of the scout team.
Genualdo rose as high as second string last year in Phil
Elmassian's defensive scheme, when he played a combination
of safety and linebacker. This year, he was awarded a spot on
the Eagles' travel team and made several of the team's road
trips.
"He*s one of those kids that you see practicing on the field
that's always running. He's always hustling," said Assistant
Athletic Director/Sports Information DirectorReidOslin about
Genualdo.
Still, despite all this, Genualdo has not yet been sent onto
the field by his coach.
Genualdois listed as a juniorathletically, but this communications major who last year won an award from the athletic
department in honor of his outstanding GPA, plans on graduating with his classmates and leaving the footballprogram at
the conclusion of this season.
So, with a week remaining beforethe Eagles take on Army
at Alumni Stadium, Genualdo awaits his final chance to play.

Women's ice hockey falls to
Providence
Providence defeatedBC by a score of 8-2 at Conte Forum
on Saturday, in the team's first regular season contest.
Providence went up 2-0 before Jennifer Buckley scored
the first Eagle goal of the year at the 10:39 mark of the first
period. The Friars then went on to score six straight goals
beforeKathleen Savino endedBC's drought with a goal in the
thirdperiod. Christy McCaffrey and Laura Dickman combined
for 38 saves for BC as the Eagles were out shot46-26.BC starts
out 0-1 in the ECAC and 0-1 overall.

Three Men's soccer players
earn Big East honors
Senior back Asgeir Asgeirsson, junior midfielder Keith
McDonald and freshmen goalkeeper Chris Hamblin all received Big East conferencepost-seasonrecognition. Asgeirsson

andMcDonald were named to the All-Conferencesecond team
and Hamblin was named to the All-Rookie team.
After he played forward in 1996, Asgeirsson started all 16
gamesfor the Eagles and helped anchor a defense thathad six
shutouts.
McDonald, the team captain, also startedall 16gamesand
had two goals, one ofwhich was the Eagles only score in a 1
0 victory overBoston University. The othercame in a 3-1 loss
to Notre Dame.
Hamblin had five wins and six shutouts in 15 starts this
year.He finished with a 1.00 GAA and startedevery game after
sitting out the season opener against Hartford.
The team finished the '97 season with a 5-9-2 record,
including 4-6-1 in the Big East. They earned a berth in the Big
East Championship Tournament but lost to defending national
champion St. John's in the quarterfinal round.
-

Foley to participate in NCAA
Women's soccer clinic
BC's Alison Foley is one of 13 college coaches who will
conduct a NCAA-sponsored youth soccer clinic on Saturday,
December 6 at the University of North Carolina-Greensboro.
She is the only coach from the New England area who is
participating.
The December 6 clinic is part of the NCAA Youth Education through Sports (YES) program and is being conducted in
conjunction with the NCAADivision I Women's SoccerChampionship. The clinic will provide youth programming that
focuses on participant development and the student-athlete
mentoring program.YES clinic participants will discuss with
student-athletes.topics such as academics, goal-setting, developing mental skills and transferring what they learn in sports
to other areas of their lives.

A combination ofhealth and
staying focused are the keys to
success for this year's wrestling
team. The Eagles have been
plagued with injuries in the past,
but with a little luck, they will
turn this season into a winning
one. Eleven-year head coach Rod
Buttry hopes the season will be
successful.
This year's squad is led by
tri-captains Rashied McCreary,
Joe Dwyer and Eustace Mita.
They compete in 134-, 142-, and
167- pound weight classes, respectively. Dwyer is ranked number one in the ECWA's preseason
poll, and is looking to seize the
conference championship.
"Joe Dwyer is always dependable," commented senior
Chris Fitzgerald. Unfortunately,
senior McCreary is injured this
season but will assume a strong
leadership role.
Over the course of the fiveand-a-half month season, the
team looks forward to a couple
of matches in particular.
McCreary said, "we have

some really big ones [matches].
We have a tournament at the
Guard,"
Coast
adding,
"everyone's pretty psyched for
and getting ready for [it]." The
match will be in Connecticut on
December 5 and 6.
Fitzgerald said the Boston
University match is "pretty big."
"They're an across town rival,
we usually get pretty up for that
one." The squad gears up for the
rival BU match next semester.

There are big expectations
for the freshmen this year. Dan
Degan in particular is expected
to make a big impact on the team.
The rookie from Annandale, NJ,
earned All-State and All-County
honors as a senior in high school,
as well as district and regional
titles. Gary Whitehouse, from
Lighthouse Point, FL, is another
newly hatched Eagle. As a senior in high school, he collected
All-State honors, was an AllConference selection three times,
and twice an All-County pick. In
addition, he gathered two district championships and two regional finalist bids. John
Purciello is another freshman to
watch out for. Most likely he
will wrestle in the 118-pound

division.
"We have a strong freshman class, we're looking forward to seeing them in action,"

said tri-captain Mita.
Commenting on the rookies, McCreary said, "I'veworked
with two or three of them, they're
pretty good." He continued, saying that they are a "really good
group of guys, eager to continue
to learn." He added, "they are
enjoying their stay thus far."
The squad is young and
strong this year. John Breslin
will be wrestling in the 118--pound weight class. A junior
from Westbury, NY, he ended
last season with a 3-13 record.
The 126-lb. weight division will
be fought by Brad Costello and
Matt McKinley. Costello did not
compete much last year due to
injury, but McKinley finished
last year with a 7-12 overall
record, including three victori-

ous matches at the U.S. Coast

Guard Tournament. Tri-captain
Dwyer is in control of the 142--pound division, where he racked
up a 19-9 record last year, the
best on the team. The 150-pound
weight class is held by senior
Eugene Swanzey, followed by
Dan Degan andDave Martin who
are battling for the 158-lb. category. Tri-captain Mita, who finished last season with a 10-20
record, will wrestle in the 167--pound class. The 177-poundspot
is filled with sophomores Jeff
Finley and Chris Celentano.
Sophomore Pat Purcell will take
the 190-weight class, and junior
Bill Fennell is in the heavyweight
position.
This year the team wants to
stay focused and avoid injuries
as much as possible. Fitzgerald
said, "injuries are always a huge
problem for us." McCreary said,
"the most important thing is
health, you can't win or lose if
you're not competing." He also
spoke about the importance of
working as a team, rather than
just concentrating on individual
prowess. The tri-captains said
it's "so much of a team attitude,"
and stressed that they must "stand
as a team and a family."
There is only one returning
starter, and overall the team is
fairly young. Mita said. "They
have to have the young guys pick
it up. It should be an exciting
year."

Editor's Note:
BC hosts their first match
this January, when their prey will
be East Stroudsburg. The match
is at 7:00 p.m. in thePower Gym.

Men's Hockey vs. Harvard
Tues., Nov. 18 @ 7 p.m.
Don't miss the monster truck race
between first and second periods!
Men's Basketball vs. Fla. Atlantic
Wed., Nov. 19 @ 7 p.m.
Women's Basketball vs. Marist
Thurs., Nov. 20 @ 7 p.m.
Football vs. Army
Sat., Nov. 22 @ Noon
Reebok Women's Basketball Classic
Arkansas vs. lowa @ 1 p.m.
BC vs. Texas @ 3 p.m.
Sunday Nov. 23, @ FleetCenter
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Eagles give up late goals in loss against NU
From HOCKEY, p. 17
and sophomore Mike Mottau was
called for slashing. Northeastern capitalized on the 5 and 3
advantage when winger Todd
Barclay put a 25 foot slapshot
NU had
past Clemmensen.
gained the BC zone, and passed
the puck around the perimeter
before Barclay scored on the onetimer.
The Huskies later tied the
game with just over a minute to
play. The Huskies dumped the
puck in the BC zone, and NU
forward Scott Campbell found
the puck in the corner and flipped
it in front. John Peterman was
surrounded by three BC players
but somehow managed to bat the
puck toward the net. The puck
then took a lucky bounce past
Clemmensen. That goal tied the
game at four-a-piece, and set up
the eventual game winner by
Holeczy.
The Eagles had a 3-1 lead
going into the third period on
goals by Tony Hutchins, Blake
Bellefeuille and Marty Hughes.
After the first period resulted in
a 1-1 draw, BC took advantage
of some opportunities in the second period. Bellefeuille put BC
ahead 2-1 when he banged in a
rebound past NU goalie Marc
Robitaille, who finished the
game with 32 saves. Hughes
then extended BC's lead when
he moved into the Northeastern
zone past two defenders and fired
a shot over Robitaille's blocker.
It was the only time the Eagles
converted on the powerplay out
of nine chances. During the period the puck rarely left the
Northeastern zone, but BC had
only built up a 3-1 lead.

HEIGHTS PHOTO/ KIM AIHE

Defenseman Mike Mottau had two goals in the Eagles' 5-2 victory on Friday night.

That lead was cut to 3-2 in
the third when the Huskies took
advantage of another lucky
bounce. Peterman fired a
slapshot from the left side of the

blueline that missed the net, but
bounced off the boards behind
the net, and landed on Campbell's
stick at the right post. Campbell
tucked
the
puck
past

Clemmensen for the score.
BC later extended the lead
to 4-2 when freshman phenom
Brian Gionta beat Robitialle.
Gionta stands at just 5 feet 7

inches, and makes up for his lack
of size with speed and hardwork.
Gionta's hardwork paid offwhen
he took a pass from senior Jamie
O'Leary on a 2 on 1. Gionta
caught the pass and flipped it
over Robitialle before his momentum caused him to knock
over both theNortheastern goalie
and the net.
On Friday night, about 150
BC fans traveled to Matthew's
Arena to watch BC beat Northeastern 5-2. Unlike on Saturday,
it was a very even game, and a
comeback win for BC. Down 2-1 with ten minutes to go in the
third,
sophomore Kevin
Caulfield tied the game, and
Mottau scored two third period
goals to lead the Eagles to victory. Marty Reasoner scored one
of his prettiest goals when he
fired a backhand turnaround past
Robitaille, and prompted a
"Hoby Baker" chant from the
BC fans.
York admitted that, "The
fans have had a great effect on
the team." The added fan support has given the Eagles an extra boost this season both at home
and on the road. BC is at home
again on Tuesday night when
they look to improve on their 7-2 record against the Harvard
Crimson. The Eagles are currently ranked sixth in the USA
Today/American Hockey Magazine Poll and ninth in the US
College Hockey Poll. Boston
College is still atop the Hockey
East with eight points at 4-2-0.
Editor's Note:
BC plays at home on Tuesday night at 7 p.m. vs. Harvard.

Walk-on Heald makes most of his opportunity
By Mark Cautela
HEIGHTS STAFF

Brooke Heald has become
famous. He is now known around
the Big East as the "fourth-string,
reserve, walk-on," a title he
doesn't deserve. He deserves to
be called a starter.
Heald stepped into the role
of starting middle-linebacker in
the team's fourth game of the
year and has been there ever
since. It's been a long ride since
he first arrived on the Heights
three years ago, and now he is
finally enjoying football as a keyplayer and not a fan on the sidelines.
The story starts a couple of
years ago. Heald was a league
all-star at quarterback while
playing for nearby LincolnSudbury. Hurt three games into
his senior year, Heald watched
as many of the big schools that
had interest in him backed off
after the injury. He decided to
take a prep year at Exeter Academy in New Hampshire, where
he again started at quarterback
and also defensive back. With
the Dan Henning coaching staff
taking over the Eagles, Heald
was the odd man out as he had
been recruited originally by Tom

Couglin.
When he contacted the
coaches, they said he could return but recommended it be as a
strong safety and so Heald made
his first positional change. Before the first game of the year
(the Kick-Off classic debacle
against Ohio State) Brooke was
actually listed as second on the
depth chart behind Terrence
Wiggins. The coaches talked
about playing Heald in that first
game, but then decided to red-

shirt him for the season.

Following that season,
Heald promptly quit and walked
away from football for the first
time in his life. He tried to make
the baseball team, another sport
he had excelled at in high-school,
but he was a little rusty after
more than a year away from the

transferring to a Division 111
school, but decided to see what
Boston College had to offer the
average student.
"It was a littleweird getting
used to non-athletic life...lt was
a good year for me though because I really grew to like the
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Heald has been one of the Eagles' best defenders in 1997.
diamond and failed to make the
now faced life as a
student and no longer as an athlete.
"Ikind of made my mind up
prematurely about the whole
thing," Heald said. "Things
didn't get off to a great start and
I just wanted to get through the
season and put it behind me."
Heald actually considered
team. Heald

school better and I made some
really good friends." Heald said
of his time away from the game.
"It was strange not playing a sport
but I definitely enjoyed myself
and thatkind of laid down a good
foundation, so that I could start
thinking of playing football
again."
Once O'Brien was named
coach, Heald made some calls to

different players and asked them
what they though of the new
coach. Since the attitude facing
the new staff seemed to be positive, Heald called the one person
who he still knew on the football
team, recruiting coordinator
Chris Lasalla, who had remained
to help make a smooth transition
from one staff to the other.
Lasalla and O'Brien both
recommended that Brooke not
try and participate in the spring
session, rather that he wait and
come out for summer ball, which
he did. That summer he found
his new position, linebacker, after he looked hard at himself.
"I kind of got the ball rolling because I didn't know if I
was built to play defensive back
[I didn't have the speed and Ihad
some trouble with that freshmen
year] so I went to Coach Golden,
the outside linebackers coach and
talked to him. He and O'Brien
decided that linebacker was the
best position for me."
The change was hard to pick
up, not so much for the new duties and assignments thatBrooke
now had to take on, but more for
the mentality. "On offense, you
try to make something happen,
whether it be drop back to make
a pass or try to get up-field, but
on defense you're trying to prevent something from happening,
but while you're doing that
you're getting your job done
too."
Heald saw his first time of
the year in the Rutgers game due
to Bobby Edmond's sore shoulder and then saw more time when
Donovan Yarborough was moved
to outside-linebacker. All week
before his first start against Cincinnati, he played with the first
team but the coaches, and even
Heald himself, didn't fully real-

ize he was starting until
Thursday's practice.
"Coach Rose literally came
into the locker room and said
'Holy Cow, I have to play you,
I'm looking at my depth chart
and I have nobody else.'" Heald
said speaking of that first start.
Once his starting was established, Heald had to wait, with
the tension mounting, for game
time. The Cincinnati game was a
night game and had a 6:00 start,
meaning Brooke had to sit in the
hotel where the team stays the
night before the game and try
not to get too nervous.

Heald was also worried
about what his teammates were
thinking as they looked across
the huddle at this kid who had
just taken a year off and was now
starting at one of the most important defensive positions.
"Some of the kids that were on
the team when I was a freshman
saw me quit the team and they
saw come back and they were
probably a little unsure if my
heart was really in it or not. I
wanted to show people that I
could hold my own."
Heald got over those jitters
and was able to put together a
good performance in that first
game, with a forced fumble and
close to ten tackles. The flow of
the game caught him and he
started not to think about thefact
that this was his first game with
meaningful minutes. Though the
team lost the game, Heald had
shown the coaches that he deserved to be out there. He did
lapse a little in his intensity in
his second start, against Georgia
Tech, as the team was blown out,
but he used that as a building
block to ready himself for the

See HEALD, p. 22
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It's a Whole New Ballgame!
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The 6' 7" Beerbohm hails
from Nebraska and poured in
21.8 points a game and pulled
down 8.8 rebounds while playing for Fairbury High. A threetime All-state
selection,
Beerbohm is looking to help out
on the boards and can connect
from downtown.
Also joining the team are
four walk-ons: sophomores
Dwayne Pina and Jim Boland,
and freshmen Julian Bah and
Nicolas Dunn. The 5' 10" Pina

1

II
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I

season.

hails from New Bedford, Massachusetts and is going to see some
playing time this year. Of the
four walk-ons, Pina saw the most
minutes in the Exhibition season. His quick handle will be an
asset as Skinner implements an
up-tempo game for the Eagles.
Dunn has a good inside game for
a 6' 3" guard and Boland and
Bah provide height and
athleticism as forwards.
It's an ideal situation for the
new recruits as they come into a
program with not too many bodies and a style of play that calls
for lots of running and subsequent substitutions. The young
guards will have the spotlight on
them as opposing teams will look
to pressure the freshmen in hopes
of a turnover due to lack of experience. If they can handle the
extra attention, and if Beerbohm
can provide some scoring and
rebounds off the bench, the new
guys could make a big difference in how the Eagles perform
this year.

1

<

The men's basketball team
has a few new faces this year as
they try to defend their Big East
title. Freshmen Kenny Harley,
Javier Rodriguez and
L*
Jonathan Beerbohm have
all been brought into the
\u2666 ,
fold by first year head
coach Al Skinner, in
jL
hopes to lay down a
' foundation for the
Sp future as well as con\u25a0jf tribute now.
All three recruits
WE signed after Skinner was
head
coach.
Mr named
W Harley's a 6' 4" guard from
t New York City and averaged
18.4 points a game last year in
a tough city to play in. He is
looking to step into the void left
by Perm and share some minutes
with Damien Foster, a sophomore who returns from last year's
team. He has a nice outside game
and looks to push the ball, some-

I

HEIGHTS STAFF

thing Skinner loves.
Rodriguez, a 6' 2" guard,
sp<>nt last year at Trumball
(Conn.) High School but is originally from Vitoria, Spain. He
showed his skill as an all-around
player as he averaged 22 points,
8 rebounds and 6 assists while
earning All-League recognition
for Trumball. He has to get used
to the physical play at the Division I level and keep his turnovers down but he has shown
flashes of brilliance in the pre-

I

By Mark Cautela

Al Skinner, the new head coach, surveys his talent taking the
court for the first time November 11 versus Marathon Oil.

Freshman guard Javier Rodriguez's play and ball handling skills have been compared to his
predecessor's former Big East Rookie of the Year, James 'Scoonie' Perm.
?
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Adding to the freshman contingency, forward Jonathan
Beerbohm is already becoming a BC crowd favorite.
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Kenny Harley, a freshman guard from Bronx, NY, has made an impressive showing in the
exhibition games, earning him 27 minutes of playing time, second only to Antonio Granger.

PHOTO LAYOUT BY RISHA HESS,
ZAHIR PETPvVALLA, ELIZABETH
PRASSAS, LAUREN PRINGLE
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BC takes on Cadets in 1997 season finale
By Matt Pike
HEIGHTS STAFF

In order for the Boston College Eagles to have a satisfying
last month of the season, they
will have to defeat the Army
Cadets.
With a victory, the Eagles
will havefinished the final month
2-1, and can also build up some
confidence for next season.
The Eagles opened the
month with a come from behind
victory against the Pittsburgh
Panthers, and then played their
hearts out only to lose a tough
one to Syracuse, 20-13. The
month of November might be
the best effort put forth by coach
Tom O'Brien and his Eagles.
Despite BC's 3-7 record, this
game has some importance for
the Eagles.
Army comes into Alumni
Stadium with a record of 4-5,
fresh off a 24-15 defeat of Northern Texas. Army looked quite
impressive against Northern
Texas, rushing for 352 yards.
Despite the victory, Army has
been a very inconsistent team
this year, dropping every other
game.
Hopefully, the Eagles can
catch the Cadets looking forward
to their game against their arch
rivals, the Midshipmen of Navy.
Meanwhile, the Eagles look to
rebound from a tough loss against
Syracuse two weeks ago.
Playing Army right after
Syracuse may cause a problem
for Coach O'Brien, because the
two teams have completely different styles ofoffense. Although
both teams operate out of the

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE ARMY MEDIA
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BC will have to stop Army quarterback Johnny Goff to win
its final game Saturday.
option. Army relies much more
on a balanced running game,
whereas Syracuse can run and
pass. The BC defense had to be
aware of the big quick plays of
Syracuse, while Army would prefer to wear out defenses on time

of possession. The Eagles defense now has to switch gears
from defending a quick, strong
offense, to a tough ball-control
offense which Army possesses.
Army is led by junior quarterback Johnny Goff. With a

quarterback like Goff, the
Eagles' cornerbacks will not
have to worry too much about
getting burned deep. Goff has
not thrown for a touchdown pass
all season, and has only thrown
for 282 yards. The Eagles' defense will have to be more concerned with Goff running the
football out of the option.
Goff has run for 595 yards,
and is very dangerous in the open
field. In order for BC to be
successful on defense, the corners are going to have to make
Goff prove himself by throwing
the football down the field, and
that means bringing as many men
to the line of scrimmage as possible. The Eagles have to shut
down the option game of the
Cadets and force them to throw
the football.
When Goff is not running
with the football, he is usually
pitching it to junior fullback Ty
Amey. Amey and Goff provide a
one-two combination out of the
backfield with Amey as the
pitchman and Goffas the keeper.
Despite Amey only rushing for
70 yards last week against Northern Texas, he has rushed for 530
yards on the season and leads the
team with 6 touchdowns.
In recent years the Eagles
have struggled with teams running strictly from the option. The
combination of Goff at quarterback and Amey at tailback should
provide the Eagle defense with a
strong test.
If BC is successful in stopping the Cadets in the option,
then they will have to focus their
attention on senior wide receiver
Brad Miller. Miller is a speedy

Eagles come back in second half to win
By Conor Kells
HEIGHTS STAFF

When Paula Bacso scored
with 1:25 left in the game, the
Boston College women's basketball team put the finishing
touches on an exciting comefrom-behind victory Thursday
night at Conte Forum.
The Eagles faced off against
a Russian team from UralmashUral Mountain. The Russians
fielded a diverse team, with players ranging in ages as young as
16 and as old as 32. It was BC,
however, who hustled their way
to a win over the Russians in the
exhibition.
Trailing 38-30 at halftime,
the Eagles came out with an
uptempo brand of basketball that
eventually wore down the Russians. For Coach Cathy Inglese
and the rest of the team, the win
was a tribute to the team's ability to get the job done. "We knew
we had the ability to win from
winning last year," said Inglese,
who coached the team to an 18-10 record last season.
"During the second half we
wanted to start running the ball,"
continued Inglese. "We saw that
the Russians were a little flat, so
we started pressing them, and it
worked out." The Eagles put on
an impressive run late in the
game to come back from a 14-point deficit. Leading the way
for the Eagles was Cal Bouchard.
The sophomore from Canada was
named to the preseason All-BIG
EAST Second Team, and led the
Eagles with her hustle and intensity.
"Cal maintained her composure well out there," commented Inglese. "She is a great
leader on the court." Highlighting the comeback with two that
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Sophomore forward Alissa Murphy will be a key player for
coach Cathy Inglese this season.
secuti ye baskets following a steal she [Pshikova] was going to
score," said Inglese. "They set a
on an inbounds pass, Bouchard
lot of screens for her and she got
seemed to spark the rest of team.
The story of the game for hot." At 6' 2" , she had the height
the Russian team was fairly of a center with the ball-hansimple: get the ball to Pshikova dling skills and shooting ability
and Gavrilova, and pray for the of a shooting guard, and wreaked
havoc on the Eagle defense for
game to be over. The two Russians combined for 53 of the most of the game.
Junior Whitney Steele led
team's 62 points. Pshikova espethe Eagles scoring attack with
cially lit it up for the Russian
14 points, but sat the bench for
team, scoring a game high 32
points, finishing the game 5-13 the majority of the second half.
Another big game was had by
from the three point arc.
"We had seen some tapes of freshman Jamie Cournoyer, who
pulled down eight boards and
the team and knew coming in

scored nine points, almost all of
which came in the second half.
"She's better than we expected her to be at this point,"
said Inglese. "She plays well in
the open court, with good quickness for a girl her height. She'll
fit into our program really we'l.'
Rounding out the Eagles'
scoring attack were Bouchard,
who scored 13, and Bacso, who
came up big at the end of the
game, scoring the equalizer and
the eventual go-ahead score.
"This game was a real nice
momentum starter," said Inglese,
whose squad will be playing its
home opener this upcoming
Thursday, followed by a huge
game at the Fleet Center against
Texas as part of the Reebok
Women's Basketball Classic.
"Playing at the Fleet Center
is a huge event for these girls,
and for women's basketball. It
would be nice to see a lot of
support out there." The Eagles
will be playing at the Fleet Center on Sunday, November 23 at 3
p.m.
Coming off the second best
record in school history, Inglese
and her squad are looking to build
on the success of last year. With
the win on Saturday, the Eagles
have started on the right foot.
Editor .? Note:
The Eagles first home game
of the season will be on Thursday night when they play Marist
College. Game time is 7 p.m.
BC plays Texas at the Fleet
Center on Sunday at 3 p.m. Before the Eagles play, the University of Arkansas takes on the
University of lowa at 1 p.m.

split end with big play potential,
and a punt return specialist with
tremendous physical skill and
capable of playing every skill
position on offense. Although
Miller has not caught a touchdown all season, he has caught
eight receptions for 90 yards and
is by far Goff's go-to guy.
The Eagles are 3-7 overall
and 3-4 in Big East play. Although this is not a Big East
game, a victory for BC can end
the season on a positive note not
only for the team, but also for the
seniors who will be ending their
careers

in

a BC uniform.

Come to The
Heights sports
meeting on
Monday @
4:30 where you
can either
criticize or
praise the

men's basketball team's
new funky

looking uniforms. All
opinions are
welcome.
BC performs
well at NCAA
qualifier despite
snowy

conditions
From X-COUNTRY, p. 17
the weather. The entire course
was stiil filled with snow a day
later. There were five races before the womenran. This served
as both an advantage and a disadvantage for BC. It did clear
the snow a little, but under the
snow was some mud, which
made the course more difficult.
"It was a good experience.
Conditions like these toughen
athletes....Most of the people on
the team thought they ran a mediocre race. We didn't lose any
confidence heading into the
NCAAs," said Grahama day after the race.

Thanks to their superior ef-

forts on a snow drenched course
in Boston, Graham and Smith
automatically qualified for the
NCAA Championships, which
are being held on November 24
at Furman
University in
Greenville, South Carolina.
The Eagles, who were
ranked tenth in the nation coming into the race, find out on
Monday, November 17, whether
they are going to get an at-large
bid to the NCAA Championships.
The men also competed on
Saturday in the qualifier. They
ended up finishing seventh out
of 29 teams. Leading the way for
the Eagles was freshman Derek
Smith from Duxbury, Mass. He
completed the five-mile course
in 33:02, which was goodenough
for 23rd place. Marshal Armitage
finished ten seconds behind
Smith in 31st place. Other runners competiting for the Eagles
were Brian Shafer, who finished
39th, Justin Burdon, 43rd, and
Paul Abbruzzes, 57th.
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Eagles beat CCSU, 87-54 Comeback story
From EAGLES, p. 17

From HEALD, p. 22

by 15 over Central Connecticut.
Harley's three-pointer a
minute later capped a 17-0 BC
run that left the Eagles in front,
36-16. The Blue Devils, led by
Watson's inside work, tried to
fight back again, but senior Antonio Granger had six of his 16
points in a 10-0 Eagle run that
put BC up by 26 with just over
five minutes to play in the first

Miami game which was the next
week and served as a turning

point for Heald.

'Since the Eagles hadn't
beaten the Canes in almost 13
years, the team was excited for
the game. Heald had the highlight of his short career when he
picked off a Miami pass late in
the game to stop a drive and give
the offense a chance to tic it.
Later the game went to overtime
and Heald came up big again
with a crucial stop on a second
and long play, whenhe tackled a

half.

CCSU would come no
closer than 21 points the rest of
the way, as BC finished the half
up 53-28 and went on to outscore
the visitors by six in the second

than Blount dependson him and
he even aggravated the veteran

outside linebacker by asking
him questionsduring the games.
They got through that though
and they now focus on stopping

the other

that Heald's younger brother

a loss. Despite the loss Heald

developed the confidence that
would carry him through the rest
of the year.

The blowout offered Skinner a chance to take an extended
look at three of his key freshmen
(Rodriguez, Harley and Jonathon
Beerbohm), who all saw more
than 20 minutes of game time.
They collected 21 points and shot
four-of-nine from beyond the

There have been other mo-

ments that have made this year
so special for Heald, and one of
the big things is the fact that he
gets to play with Markell Blount,

his teammate from high-school.
Blount also plays thelinebacker
position and Heald said that he
really looks to him for help and
leadership.
"In high-school we really
didn't interact on the field. Off
the field we were friends but I
didn't play any defense and on
offense I worked with the backs
and Markell was a lineman,"
Heald offered about their relationship. "We wereboth captains
but I didn't really play senior

three-point arc.
"We're justtrying to get [the
freshmen] to play with some confidence," Skinner said. "Everything is new for them."
Rodriguez was instrumental in the first half, when he
scored eight of his ten points and
handed out three assists in only
11 minutes. The freshman should
see a good deal of time this season as the backup to Woodward.
In addition, freshman guard
Dwayne Pina made a bid to join
Skinner's regular rotation with
ten solid minutes of playing time.
"The person I was most impressed with for us was Dwayne
Pina," Skinner said. Pina managed BC's offense in the first
half and down the stretch of the
game, as BC maintained its 30-

HEIGHTS PHOTO/ DAN HAGAN

Beerbohm will be a critical player for the Eagles this season
coming off the bench.

point margin with walk-ons
Nicolas Dunn, Julian Bah and
Jim Boland in the contest.
BC returns to action
Wednesday night with a matchup
against Florida Atlantic at 7 p.m.
at Conte Forum.

year so it has been great. I have

known thekid sinceThird grade
but we were never best friends
so this year I've gotten to know
him a lot more and we dependon
each other all week long and in

Afterplaying Florida Atlantic, Boston College travels to
Hawaii for a much-anticipated
matchup with defending NCAA
Division I champion Arizona in
the first round of the Maui Invitational.

games."

Heald said that he realizes
that he depends on Blount more

offense. "I'm

Ryan has now started to practice with the team (at quarterback of course), and you have
quite a homey atmosphere for
the "walk-on" to play in. Heald
has two more seasons of eligibility left and it will be interesting to see what happens. IfBrian
Maye, who was suspended for
the first four games and then sat

receiver out of the backfield for

half.

teams

definitely going to miss him
next year," Heald said. "We're
starting to click well together
and it would be fun to play with
him next year."
Add to this mix the fact

out

the rest of the year due to

injury, comes back, there will
be a log jam at linebacker and

Heald might not be a full time
starter, something he is ready
for.
"Maybe I'll split lime with
someone, but I'm not too worried. I'm happy to wrapup this
season and I'm excited to look
forward to next year. I like the
new philosophy a lot better.
These coaches try to teach you
what you need to know for the
game."

Whatever happens

next

year, Healdhas certainly proved

thathe deserves to be involved.
He has been given a chance and
he made the most of it. Alt the
kids who are sitting on the sideline somewhere should take
noticeofBrooke Healdand what
he's accomplished, and have
hope; if a walk-on is starting for
BC, anything is possible.
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Boston's Juliana Hatfield grows up
By KEVIN FINN
Heights Staff
"1 still have room for improvement."
This little statement should thrill fans
of Juliana Hatfield, who have witnessed
the once-again Boston resident improve
immensely with each of her solo releases.
Hatfield has just released a new EP entitled Please Do Not Disturb on the Bar/
None record label.
Backstage at the Paradise before her
show Friday night, Hatfield, accompanied by her gorgeous golden retriever,
Betty, took some time to talk about the
new EP. her stunning musical growth,
and what the future holds.
Exactly what the future holds directly depends on which record company
gets Ms. Hatfield's signature on a contract. She recently split with Atlantic
Records, a move Hatfield claims left no
hard feelings.
"Nothing really bad happened," she
says. "We mutually decided that it should
end. I feel like it's not the right place for
me anymore."
The singer-guitarist stresses that despite various publications hyping her as
the next big thing, disappointing sales
had nothing to do with the parting of
ways. "I don't buy into that stuff," says
Hatfield. "I'm just trying to improve by
increment on each album. It's not my job
to sell records. I feel like if I don't sell a
lot of records, it's not my failure, it's the
record company's."
This last comment shows a self-confidence that has not always been a Hatfield
trademark. This confidence, in part, is
guiding her decision to re-sign with a
major, instead of signing with an indie.
Musicians with ideals (and Hatfield is
definitely one of them) are supposed to
record for superhip indie labels like Matador. Hatfield, though, feels like being on
a major label actually allows her to do
more things. Specifically, it gives her
more money for touring and recording.
Before all this label business started,
Hatfield was supposed to have a new fulllength out, tentatively titled God's Foot.
Rumors circulated that the record was
completely done, but Hatfield dismisses
this saying it has been in a constant state
of fine-tuning. Of course, if she had a
recording home, the fine-tuning probably
would have been done long ago.
For now, fans have to make do with
Please Do Not Disturb, a work with a
definite edge to it. The harsh attitude was
not a result of anything conscious, says
Hatfield, but rather a reflection of her
state of mind. "It sort of represents my
mind for the past year. It's a good document of the time, but I'm over it now."
"Sellout" is possibly the most bitter
of the tunes, but Hatfield warns that it is
not about her relationship with Atlantic.
"It's not about me. It's seeing what happens when other musicians listen to people
other than themselves. They forget who
they are." She admits, though, that the
timing of the release could cloud people's
perception of the song's meaning.
This writer's favorite new song is
"As if Your Life Depended On It,"a
none-too-happy look at the relationship
blahs, in which Hatfield switches from
addressing the audience to addressing
herself in mid-song.
"That's my favorite, 100. I'm really
proud of that one," Hatfield says. "I'm
talking about myself and about others. It
could be about someone, anyone, but it's
also about me. 1 don't want to alienate
people and make them think I'm selfinvolved, because I'm also talking about
all the other people who feel the same
way I do."
Hatfield's voice is far less girlish

and more refined on Please Do Not Disturb than it has been in the past, something that pleases Hatfield to no end. She
says, "That's a good word, 'refined.' I
feel like I have more control over my
voice now."
The newer material is not as sonically loud as her last album. Only Everything. It is on that disc that Hatfield's
improvement shows most, particularly
with her fierce guitar playing. She admits
that she was trying to prove that "I could
play guitar and that I wasn't all girlie and
cute because I get sick of hearing that. So,
the natural reaction is f#&k you, I can
play guitar really loud."
Lest one decides to clump H tfield
in with the "angry young women" that are
so en vogue, it should be noted that her
last sentence was said playfully in the
type of girlie voice that she despises.
Hatfield is a firm believer that guitar
solos should have a point. "I was so tentative about playing solos for a long time
because the word 'solo' has such a negative connotation. I'd rather a guitar solo
have a meaning and a purpose," she says.
One perfect example of Hatfield's
attitude toward playing is the very atmospheric "Simplicity is Beautiful," a song
in which the vocals are meant to say very
little, a rarity for Hatfield. "I was trying
to capture a vibe. I was trying to capture
a feeling with sound." Anyone who has
heard the song knows that she succeeded.
Hatfield would later give the indication
that the song's lush, delicate layerings
would be seen in her future work.
"1 think I got the loud, distorted guitar out of my system with the last album.
It was a phase I was going through, and
now I'm laying back a little, trying some
different things that aren't so harsh. (The
next album) is going to be more lush,
more layered, less loud. There will be
different kinds of instruments lots more
keyboards, some strings, some flute, but
still guitar-based."
Please Do Not Disturb and Only
Everything show that Hatfield now has
found herself musically, something not
necessarily true of her first two albums.
She says,"I feel lucky that I didn't really
know what I was doing when I started. I
could only go up. A lot of people do their
best work on their first album because
they spend so much time preparing for it.
I didn't really know what the hell I was
doing, or how to play or sing. I think that
over time I've been able to improve my
-

skills."

Juliana Hatfield

performed at the

Paradise last Saturday night.

Fans of her earlier albums, Hey Babe
and Become What You Are , will note this
improvement. The former was immensely
emotional, but lacked punch in places.
The latter showed more punch, but the
songwriting was more detached. Hatfield
is well aware of this. People's reactions to
Hey Babe freaked her out a little, so she
tried to write more from outside herself
on Become What You Are. It did not always work.
It is through making errors that you
learn, and fans at her show Friday got a

first-hand exhibit of how much Hatfield
has learned. "Get Off and "Fade Away"
showed plenty of snarl, while "What Have
I Done To You?," a song about the mindset
of a date rapist, featured Hatfield at her
deepest. It makes Nirvana's "Polly" seem
shallow, which is no small feat.
It seems preposterous to think that
Hatfield can improve much more, but
Friday night's show and past history indicate that whenever God's Foot is released, Hatfield's fans will be pleasantly

surprised.

Little Mermaid swims back to screen
By KATHERINE LANE
Heights Staff

on land. She is fascinated by humans and
dreams of living among them. This desire
increases after she saves the life of a
drowning human, Prince Eric (voice by
Christopher Daniel Barnes). He also be-

music. Alan Menken composed the
original score, and it is wonderful. The

WE LITTLE MERMAID: A rereleased
Disney film directed by John Muster
and Roil Clements and featuring the comes enraptured by the mystery girl who
rescues him, yet Eric can only remember
original score of Alan Menken. .
Ariel by the sound of her beautiful voice.
So you have seen the psycho stalker
Ariel is very determined to be with
in Kiss, the Girls, the devil in The Devil\i
Eric again. She is tired of living in the
Advocate, and you have screamed your ocean, and rebels against her father's renionstrations. After making a deal with
way through / Know What You Did Last
Summer. Now that you feel isolated, the evil sea witch, she becomes human.
afraid, and insecure, don't you think it Ariel is allowed three days to win over
is time to try something else'?
Prince Eric, but must do so without the
Now you can go "Under the Sea" use of her voice. Along the way Ariel's
again, because Disney has rereleased friends try to help her out.
Most notable among them is
its classic mega-flit The Little Mermaid.
Yes, it is back on the big screen, and for Sebastian (voice by Samuel E. Wright),
the singing crab. Originally sent by Ariel's
a limited lime only.
Director John Muster and Ron .father to watch over her, Sebastian evenClements have created a wonderfully tually becomes her reluctant assistant, ft
is Sebastian who steals the movie away
entertaining film that audiences of any
with his funny comments and behavior
age will love. In the film Ariel (voice
by Jodißenson) is a wayward mermaid and his amusing singing sequences.

real standouts are "Under the Sea" and
"Kiss the Girl." These scenes are funny
to watch and involve hundreds of different creatures singing and dancing
away. And don't be surprised if the
audience starts singing along with the
catchy music.
Cynics might scoff at the idea of
seeing a Disney movie, worse yet a rereleased Disney movie. But don't feel
threatened by the thought of talking
fish, mermaids/mermenand a singing
crab. For this should not be thought of
as merely a "kiddie" movie. Rather, it is
a film that anyone can enjoy.
Of the more recent Disney releases.
The tittle Mermaid should indeed be
considered one of their best. The characters are likable and diverse, the songs
are wide ranging, and the premise is a
classic tale. Seeing it on the big screen,
whether for the first time or twentysecond time, is a treat in which every-

who desperately wants to explore life

one

The major strength of this film is its

should indulge.
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Babybird proves to be one of the year's best
By BRIAN LUMAUIG
Heights Staff

me in/ I'm like a TV learning to swim."

England has been the home to many
prolific artists both past and present. One
artist that has kept this reputation going is
Stephen Jones, more commonly known
as the driving force behind the one-man
act known as Babybird. After writing and
recording numerous songs in his home
studio, Jones released a collection named
simply "The Greatest Hits." which has
caught the eyes and ears of many music
fans. However, it is the domestic release
of his first full-fledged full length album.
Ugly Beautiful that is sure to make an
impact on the music scene.
Much more than brainless Brit-Pop.
Babybird combines catchy pop music with
clever, and at times, twisted and eccentric
lyrics to form his own brand of witty and
melodic song structures. This is reminiscent of the early '80s stylings of such acts
as Echo & The Bunnymen. with the only
difference being Jones' biting humor.
The album opens with the swirling
keyboard intro of "Goodnight." Like most
of the songs on the album, the nearly
harmless nature of "Goodnight" gives the
song a child-like romantic quality as heard
on lyrics like "Run me a bath then plug

*****

Babybird, Ugly Beautiful, Atlantic/Echo

The album's first single, "You're Gorgeous" is another great example of the
innocent love songs that characterize
much of Ugly Beautiful, with its catchy
sing-along chorus of "You're gorgeous/
I'd do anything for you/ You're gorgeous/
I know you'll get me through."This trend
of catchy songs continues on other tracks
such as "Cornershop," "July" and "45 &
Fat" (where Jones humorously proclaims
"I'll sing about love 'til I'm 45 & fat").
The album's highlight, however, is
in the track "Dead Bird Sings," where
Jones' heartfelt lyrics shine through in
his truly emotional vocal delivery, making it one of the most sincere love songs
of the year. Babybird also shows great
diversity in tracks like "Atomic Soda",
which showcases a beautiful piano piece
met with an almost trip-hop-influenced
programmed drum beat.
In the end, Stephen Jones, a.k.a.
Babybird, offers up a domestic debut album of near perfection. Ugly Beautiful
delivers 15 songs filled with infectious
pop hooks. Combined with lyrics and
vocals that are clever, innocent and sincere at the same time, this album could
very well be the most brilliant release of
the year.

Enya's serene songwriting works well with fans
****

Enya
Paint The Sky With Stars-The Best
Enya
Reprise Records

Of

It is an arduous task to describe the
music of Enya. The singer has set a distinctive path for herself in the realm of
New Age music. Her music, heavily influenced by her Irish roots, is mystifying.
Enya's prominent world-wide hit
"Orinoco Flow" commences the album.
"Book Of Days," the title track of the
1992 film "Far and Away," is also featured. "Caribbean Blue," "Storms in Africa" and "Anywhere Is," along with two
new songs, "Only If and "Paint the Sky
With Stars," also grace the album.
Dreamy and inspiring, Enya's music
is capable of transporting listeners to another place. The celestial music is good
for soothing the soul and for putting a
listener in a tranquil spirit. The colorful
lyrics are painted with vivid images of
nature: think water, trees, and exotic lands.
Enya's romantic and heartfelt vocals are
reflective of the haunting music, and they
are layered over each other many times.
The diverseness of languages (English,
Spanish, Latin, Welsh and Gaelic) is enthralling.
Enya is good music for meditating
and escaping the present moment. Who
knows what her next album will bring.
though hopefully it will elicit more of the
same beautiful music which continues to
resonate after the last track has played.
?Allegra Pollock
**l/ 2

GangGreen
Another Case of Brewtality
Taang! Records
After ten years of striving to make a
good album, Gang Green has come close
enough to cut their losses. Their vicious
punk music has finally made a relatively
smooth transition onto an album. Even
though it is nothing spectacular, it is heads
above any of their other retched attempts.
They finally conveyed the energy that
they are so full of on-stage onto a CD.
Even though this album is filled to
the brim with dynamism, it still cannot
hide the fact that Chris Doherty is a very
poor lead singer. He simply cannot come
even close to holding a tune. Whenever it
seems as if he might actually achieve
some form of an on-key note, his voice
will crack and destroy all hopes. This is
particularly noticeable in the uncontested
worst song of the album, "Beach Whistle."
However, and this is a rather frightening
thought, he is infinitely better than he has
been in past albums. In contrast, the band's

backing vocals are actually quite respectable. In songs such as "Weekend Millionaire" and "This Job Sucks," they far outshine Doherty's off-tune caterwauling.
However, where Doherty lacks in
vocals, he dramatically makes up for
through his guitar playing prowess. In
songs such as "Eviction Party" and "Don't
You Know," he actually crosses into the
"no-man's-land" of punk guitar playing?
talent. Even when he does not shine on a
song, the enthusiastic drumming of Walter
Gustafson and bass playing of Matt
Sandonato compensate. As a matter of
fact, Gustafson is unquestionably the
highlight of this album. On songs such as
"Say Good By," his adrenaline-powered
drumming cannot help but make the listener want to get up and break something.
The band sounds much tighter than it
has ever been before. There are no hints
of the missed riffs or the off-pace drumming that were so prevalent in earlier
albums.
One of Boston's best live punk acts
has finally released close to a decent album. It has all of the energy and ferocity
that gives punk its edge. However, as has
always been the case with GangGreen,
this album is not of the highest caliber.
There are many songs that exhibit some
real talent. There are also many that reek
of mediocrity and below.
?Jonathan Raelin

skin? that itch down by your wrists that
only a razor blade will scratch?" Actually, no guys, but thanks for asking. Yikes.
Between "Third Season" and the ohso-subtle allusions to suicide, there is
cause to be really worried about AFI. But
never fear, there are some really good
songs on Shut Your Mouth and Open Your
Eyes and a couple of them even imply
optimism. Sure there is nothing as overwhelmingly inspiring as the first album's
"Don't Make Me 111," but with "The New
Patron Saints and Angels" Havok lets his
listeners know that there is at least one
good person in his life.
There are some solid songs on AFl's
third release. "Keeping Out of Direct Sunlight," "Three Seconds Notice," "Salt for
Your Wounds," and "Triple Zero" are all
really good and sound the most like the
AFI their fans know and love. Shut Your
Mouth and Open Your Eyes should be
bought to complement an already existing AFI collection not to start one. The
most important thing to know about the
new release, however, is to avoid "Third
Season" (track 6). If the saviour in "Patron Saints" is any good, he'll keep Havok
himself away from that song as well.
?Gretel Twombly
*

Flip Wilson
Live at the Village Gate
Varese Sarabande Records

***

AFI
Shut Your Mouth and Open Your Eyes
Nitro Records
After consecutive five-star releases,
the expectationsfor AFl's third full-length
release were high. After listening to Shut
Your Mouth and Open Your Eyes the old
cliche "if it ain't broke don't fix it" rushes
to mind. In certain songs it seems as
though Vince Neal possessed Davey
Havok and someone slipped valiunwi lot
ofvalium-into the rest of the band'sdrinks.
In "Third Season" as Havok sings the line
"Can you feel the heat rising from below?" and the band strums chords straight
out of the Bush book o' tabs, there is
nothing left to do but wait for the obviously impending end of the world to put
everyone out of their misery.
Speaking of misery, apparently poor
Davey has been living the life of someone
on "Party of Five." Judging by the lyrics.
he has been dumped by at least one girlfriend, been stabbed in the back by close
friends, lost almost every shred of self
esteem and hope, and is just plain pissed
off. There was plenty of anger on the first
two albums, but here he sounds truly
disturbed. Although not included in the
song, on the jacket AFI felt it necessary to
add these lines in tiny print to the lyrics of
"Coin Return:" "do you ever get that
funny feeling, that itch right below the

Comedy albums are always a dangerous purchase; they are either funny or
not. Flip Wilson's Live at the Village
Gate fits nicely into the second category.
Containing two different sets, "Live at
the Village Gate ?the Early Show" and
then "Live at the Village Gate-the Late
Show," this album is one that only his
most diehard fans will like.
The album was originally released
as a debut album in 19fj4. Wilson was still
a relatively unknown stand up comedian,
and had not fully developed his famous
characters and catchphrases. Wilson's
success steadily grew, and he eventually
had his own TV variety show in the 19705.
Unfortunately, this album lacks any of
the real energy and humor of Wilson's
later years. It is not that funny, and it is
(mercifully) quite short.
Wilson ranges from telling anecdotes
to doing impersonations, but none of them
are very captivating. One story about a
man with a wooden belly button goes on
forever, with not much of a result. The
only real standout piece is the story about
the ugly baby on the train. And although
his "Late Show" act is much better than
the "Early Show" set, it still is rather
weak.
Much of his humor and style seem
very dated. His bits and sketches come
off as tepid. Far from a laugh-out-loud
album, it is more like an occasional

chuckle.
For the occasional chuckle though,
the album is simply not worth it. It simply
does not do Wilson's humor justice. To
get a better sampling, check out reruns of
his show on Nickelodeon's TV LAND. It
is much better.
Katherine Lane
?

****

Tibetan Freedom Concert
Various Artists
Grand Royal/Capitol
The only album in recent memory
that could possibly compare to the Tibetan Freedom Concert compilation is
the Woodstock '94 double album.
Woodstock '94 was a festival dominated
by commercialism and nostalgia, ignoring the integral need for good music.
These themes were obvious in the subsequent double CD. Similarly, the themes
of the Tibetan Freedom Concert are ever
apparent on the new triple CD. Fortunately for the album, the themes of the
event included peace, good will
and
smart, innovative music.
The first CD takes the listener
through the first day of the 1997 concert
at Randall's Island in New York City. It
features a song from each of the day's
performers. The juxtaposition of artists
such as Tibetan Monks against Ben Harper
and Radiohead against A Tribe Called
Quest works surprising well. In fact, these
conflicting styles make for a satisfying,
eclectic mix.
The second CD chronicles the second day of the New York concert in the
same format, and features an even more
eclectic collection of songs. Featuring
artists range from Pavement and the
Beastie Boys to Dadon and Lee Perry.
The third CD features five songs from the
1996 concert in San Francisco. It also
functions as a CD-ROM. with interviews,
live video clips and photos of the 1997
concert.

With a few exceptions, this album
succeeds on all levels. The most notable
performance is Radiohead's "Fake Plastic Trees." The song is emotional and
heartfelt. Thorn Yorke's vocals are exsee NOFX, p. 26
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BC's Ellis Paul returns to O'Connell House
By RISHA HESS
Heights Photo Editor

HEIGHTS PHOTO/ RISHA

HESS

Yeah, that's him in the masthead: Ellis Paul performing at O'Connell Ht/use.

"I studied awhile but college got in
my way," says Ellis Paul in 3000 Miles.
He should know. Paul is a 1987 graduate
of Boston College, where he majored in
English. He returned to his alma mater for
the tenth consecutive year to perform in
O'Connell House last Wednesday. His
open mic invitations soon turned into a
paid gig in what is now a series of performances, which for the past three years
have been called the "Coffeehouse Series." BC's equivalent to VHl's "Storytellers." Small local groups and artists
(although some are fairly well known)
grace O'Connell House on Wednesdays
and describe what their songs mean to
them, how they were inspired and frequently interact with the audience. The
series' intimate atmosphere is perfect for
these concerts, with candles on the tables
as the only light source. Paul, who has
been compared to Bob Dylan and John
Lennon, brought the largest crowd so far
this year for his folk concert.
Folk isn't an adequate description
for many of Paul's songs. Although he
did engage in a "Kumbaya" moment in a
sing-along in which the full house actu-

ally sang out loud, "Paris in a Day," most
of his music is a far cry from traditional
folk. Each song is about a particular experience or person, from a Nashville Bed
and Breakfast owner's struggle with her
faith, to a guy riding the red line of the T,
thinking about how he can reunite with an
ex-girlfriend. Whether we relate to these
events or not, somehow the songs hold
universal appeal. Paul's friendship with
fellow Coffeehouse frequenter Vance
Gilbert is universalized into songs describing relationships as being deeper than
skin color: "Embrace what you have in
common/ Celebrate what sets you apart."
The songs have melodies and refrains that stick in your head for clays.
Many students were compelled to buy
one of his CDs, presumably so they could
sing the correct words. The lyrics are
poetic, but what made this concert were
Paul's BC anecdotes. From his assertion
that his folk career proves that "There's a
lot of future for you (English majors)," to
his possibly ficticious accounts of sneaking into the tunnels under the quad and
stealing one of the presidential paintings
from Gasson.
Paul is currently on tour doing about
200 shows a year and will release an as
yet untitled album in the spring.

Shovelhead show shines Upcoming Buried Child
By CONOR SULLIVAN

be instantly restored to prime
ifi&ld
coodHJonif the indicator werechanged
to Hello...Shovelhead, Boston College's
own comedy troupe that performed four

shows this past weekend.

Showing great creativity and en*
ergv. the two and a half hour long show
rarely gave moments unfilled with
laughter. The show- opened with a pretaped video performance, a recent addition to the Shovelhead repertoire. The}
lived the availability ol this new medium to its fullest potential, and despite
the obvious limited filming equipment
and a poor sound system, the audience
was icadilv primed for the rest of the
show.
In the program, Hello . Shovelhead
made it explicit thai theu would be no
apologies for theii markedly 'un-P.C."
behavior. They were incredibly fair
about equally making fun ofevery group
possible. Topics ranged from those oriented around Boston College life to
universal subjects, and just about all

were equally funny.
:...::&.
Still, while the scriptwriting was
superb, it was the eomedic talents of the
troupe and their use of the audience's

By ANNE MARIE BORREGO
Heights Review Editor

energy that made the show so exceptional. Shovelhead was also very egalitarianabout how they split up the funny
role., and as each member was able to
live up to the task with remarkable
talent, there were a. few standouts. The
group's director,
"98, is perhaps the long-lost short
Waynns brother, except Burescjt
peared funnier and morecreative at the
show. Among the other prominent were
tint O'Hara. A&S 98. whose stage
presence created an amazing synergy
between the audience and the cast, anil
Erica Browne, A&S '99, who also gave
a great performance.
The women of the show were frequently able to steal the show from the
men, which is often a rare occurrence
in sketch comedy, showing the great
resources the troupe has in its diverse

'

Bieaks between the skits were
highlighted by the loud music ranging
from Michael Jackson to Ertkah Badu
and the dark silhouettes of the cast
dancing, which kept the energy level
from ever falling.
After ten year- at BC,
Hello,..Shovelhead proved themselves
as- an invaluable asset to on-campus
entertainment, and this weekend they
just validated that assertion and made ii
imperative to attend any other shows,
especially with this phenomenal cast.

the audience warmed up, the show took

on a life of its own and proved worth the
effort of trudging through the snow to

Okay, it was definitely Colonel Mustard in the kitchen, but did he use the gun
or rope? Everyone remembers Clue and
the secret childhood pleasure it brought
to play detectives solving a great murder
mystery case. Once again, the Committee
for Creative Enactments strove to recreate BC's childhood memories with their
annual Fall Murder Mystery. A Time to
Ki11... Grandpa, held in O'Connell House,
allowed the audience to test their detective skills by roaming the mansion and
interacting with the slightly crazed, but
nevertheless amusing, characters.
The plot is simple. The entire Vyrd
family (think Addams family) and guests
gather for the traditional ceremony of
killing the oldest living Vyrd male. The
murderer inherits the family fortune. The
twist is that the victim, grandpa, gets to
choose his murderer. Of course, everyone
wants to "off" poor grandpa, and the resulting chaos is hilarious.
At first the action was a bit slow, as
the audience wasn't quite sure how to
react to all the insanity. However, once

Bradley.

cast.

A Time to Kill entertains
By DANA IANNACONE
Heights Staff

Examining the current set at
Robsham Theater is like taking a peek
into someone's idealized vision of what a
perfect farm life must be like. The wallpaper looks like something from anyone's
grandmother's house in Oklahoma. A tattered rug lies atop a hardwood floor that
has familiar creeks and murmurs. And the
screened porch, a midwestern staple,
looks like it was thrown together with
scraps from the lumber yard. Its door,
hanging on hinges in such a manner that
Mom shouts "Don't slam that door" upon
her children's comings and goings.
But of course, there is something
between these walls that make them more

forms into the aging, raging Dodge, so
that even without makeup, he is unmistakably creaky, creepy and crotchety.
Kalea Nassif, A&S '00, most readily
remembered for her role as an Urchin in
last spring's Little Shop of Horrors, plays
the "smart-ass" Shelly. Michelle Miller,
A&S '98, also no stranger to the Robsham
stage is the matriarch, Halie. Bob
Burkhart, A&S '99, is the opaque Tilden,
a man who must come home after an
incident in New Mexico forces him to
leave the state. Brian Veprek, A&S '99,
plays Vince, the grandson who stumbles
on the shambles of what he thought was a
loving family. Father Dewis is played by
Dennis Calix-Bueso, A&S '98, and Matthew Welch, A&S '00, has been cast as

Upper Campus.
The entire cast expertly interacted
with the audience while constantly keeping in character. Standing out were three
noteworthy actors who simply stole the
show. John Alati, A&S '01, who played
Psycho Joe, looked and acted so insane
there were doubtful moments as to
whether he was acting or if he was just
type-cast really well.
Kelly Fitzgerald, A&S '98, was perfectly and wonderfully crazy as Aunt
Grendella. After all, anyone who can push
puppy shish-kebabs and take on Psycho
Joe with equal zest has to be admired.
Then there was Grandma. Played by
David Crosta, A&S '01, Grandma was
certainly the life of the party as she
mingled with the crowd and set up three-

somes.
A Time to Ki11... Grandpa may have
been slightly insane and a little off-beat,
but it was completely entertaining. A little
bit of chaos definitely goes a long way in
making a simple murder case turn into a
hilarious fiasco.

HEIOHTS PHOTO/ ALETA MCISTONE

The cast rehearses for this Thursday's opening of Buried Child at Robsham
than what they seem ?a family. Sam
Shepard's Buried Child opens at Robsham
this Thursday, promising to be one of the
most intense productions of the season.
"It looks like real life, but it isn't,"
says the play's director, Dr. Stuart Hecht.
While describing the play, Shepard's
Pulitzer-Prize-winning drama, Hecht runs
through a gamut of emotions that takes a
look inside the life of a dysfunctional
family in the 19705. Taking place inside
an Indiana farmhouse, Buried Child questions whether the home is a place of
warmth or if it is, in fact, a place of fear.
"The play speaks to people," Hecht
asserted.
To prepare for the production, Hecht
used a method called dramaturgy. His
seven-person cast studied paintings by
Edward Hopper, Andrew Wyeth and
Norman Rockwell, did extensive character research and performed intensive improvisations before beginning readings.
"I feel they understand the play very
deeply," Hecht explained.
Indeed, watching the actors in rehearsal, it was obvious that they had connections with their respective characters.
David J. Myers, A&S '99, literally trans-

Working together since the fifth week
of the semester, the cast has taken on a
monster of a production, especially for
actors so young. Even with a week of
rehearsal left, they appear to be grounded
in their characters.
Buried Child promises to be a first
class event, one of the best of the season.
However, be warned: this compelling
drama is not for the theater-goer in search
of a light-hearted evening. It will most
certainly disturb, but the bitter-sweet feeling is definitely worth it.
Buried Child opens Thursday, November 20 and runs through November
23. For ticketing information, call the
box office at 552-4800.

New Masthead guys.
Whaddayathink? Speak
your mind 6 o'clock
Monday in the Eagle
Nest.
Did we mention how good the new
NOFX is?
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Gere is weak in the lousy Jackal

Everclear show

By MATT SWENSON
Heights Staff

By KEVIN BIEGEL
Heights Asst. Review Editor

"

cause.

Tom McGuinness

?

****j/2
NOFX
So Long and Thank For all the Shoes

Epitaph
Wow. This is awesome. Maybe as
screw you to everyone who said
Heavy Petting Zoo was too slow, NOFX
has recorded their hardest album since
Liberal Animation.
sort of a

years ago.
It's My Job to Keep
Punk Rock Elite" blasts such
hypocrites, and songs like
"Kill Rockstars" and "All
Outta Angst" continue the
diatribe. Fat Mike and the
gang have actually gotten
better with age; after such
impressive work in the past,
how the hell did they do that!
These guys have the energy
and passion of kids, not a
band that's been together for
15 years. It's incredible.
Everything, EVERYTHING, on this album is good. Most of it
is great. How can their songs be so structured and yet so short? "Monosyllabic
Girl" is 54 seconds long; it's got the
breaks, choruses, and feel of a song at
least four times as long. There isn't enough
space here to do NOFX and So Long
justice. It's incredible, it's awesome, go
buy it. Man, this thing rocks.
Kevin Biegel

It's hard to really state how good So
Long... is. There's an immediacy to the
tracks that is nothing short of incredible.
Their cynicism has been taken to new
heights here. It takes either idiocy or
bravado for Fat Mike to sing "our music's
been castrated" and that "the desperation's
gone" (in "The Despiration's Gone"). It
takes incredible talent to then create songs
that are the antithesis of either sentiment.

?
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For information contact: Syracuse University
Division of International Programs Abroad
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You are cordially invited to

THE TENTH ANNUAL
CELEBRATION OE FACULTY
SCHOLARSHIP
on Thursday, November 20, 1997
in the Honors Library
Gasson Hall
1:00

-

4:00 P.M..

*****

Please come to recognize and
celebrate the accomplishments of
your faculty. There will be a display
of books and articles
published during the past year,
scientific posters,
music and works of ait
produced by faculty members.

?

Refreshments will be served.

band. Their usually excellent live show
was somewhat weaker than it has been in
times past, probably because they didn't
play much material off of World ofNoise.
their harder edged first album. Still.
Everclear's show was exciting and energetic.
There was an aeousitc break midway through ihe -et. with live \cr-ions
of some new songs and a few old ones.
including "Nervous and Weird." Lead
singer Art Alexkias then took the stage
alone to perform "Why I Don't Believe
in God."
The band then came back full force,
performing a good mix from So Much
for the Afterglow and Sparkle and Fade.
They sounded great, and put surprising
intensity into the new material.
As for Bledsoe, well, here's what
happened. Max Lane, a very \ery big
man. got onstage and went "Wooooohoooo!"Then Bledsoe came to the stage
and eventually tried to talk into the microphone (which was shut off, a concept
Mr. Bledsoe was unable to comprehend
at the nine) Then, during the last song.
Lane and Bledsoe stage dove. Two gu\ s
having fun.
From the idiotic media reaction to
Sunday's loss, though, it looks like seeing Bledsoe at a conceit is something
thatisn't going to be happening 100 much
anymore.
"-
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Not that there aren't
typical NOFX goof songs,
but the whole album reeks of
resentment towards trendy
scenesters who've gotten
greedy with a scene NOFX
helped give birth to near 15

In his off-the-shoulder worn pleather
jacket. And New England Patriots.
Yeah, DrewBledsoe was at the show,
did get up on stage, arid did stage dive.
More about that later.
First, the show. Everclear have aft
Bnfortunate track record for their live
performances; whenever they play live
on television, they almost always sound
terrible. Itreally doesn't do justice to the

VI
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So Long and Thanks is NOFX at their best
continued from Enya, p. 24
quisite and the band plays the song to
absolute perfection. Ben Harper rocks
like a '90s Jimi Hendrix on "Ground on
Down." His performance is the perfect
way to follow up the opening prayer of
the monks and remind the listener that
this is a rock and roll show. Performances
by Dc La Soul, A Tribe Called Quest,
Beck and Rancid are also highlights of
the album.
There is no question that the Tibetan
Freedom Concert is one of the best albums of its kind. It contains the good
intentions and intelligence that Adam
Yauch (MCA of the Beastie Boys) had
intended when he founded the festival in
1996. This collection offine performances
by today's best and most innovative artists brings attention to Yauch's worthy

Thecrowd at the Paradise last Thursday was the weirdest one this reviewer
has ever seen. Frat boys who didn't want
to mess up their hair, dorks hanging/oat
at the bar, old people and a guy moshing

I

Sometimes it is better to leave well
enough alone. Maybe Hollywood will get
that message sooner or later, allowing
audiences a reprieve from having to witness futile attempts at remaking classic
films. Almost always, the results are disastrous, as is the case with The Jackal.
A remake of The Day oj the Jackal,
the film relies on elements of the original
movie as well as a star-packed cast to
dazzle film audiences. At least, that was
director Michael Caton-Jones' intention.
In reality, both Bruce Willis (Die Hard)
and Sidney Poitier (Sneakers) are wasted,
while Richard Gere (Pretty Woman) gets
plenty of screen time. It is too bad that he
has no place in any action film. His specialities are romantic comedies and courtroom thrillers, and every action film he

has very little to do, and Willis does not
seem to enjoy the prospect of switching
identities as much as Val Kilmer did in
The Saint.
Gere jumps from one dud, Red Corner, to another in the matter of two weeks.
At least he fit his role in Red Corner, but
he does not belong in this picture. His
Irish accent is absolutely abysmal from
the opening scene on.
The only dignity The Jackal has
comes from the 73-year-old Poitier. He
has always been a wonderful actor, as
evidenced by his Oscar. He does a solid
job as the FBI straight man, but there was
no real reason for him to join the cast.
What does he have to gain by agreeing to
be in a poorly conceived project such as
this? He is above this quality of film.
Just as there was no reasonfor Poitier
to join the cast, there was little reason to
make another assassination-driven action
movie. Remakes are always dangerous,
especially when you are dealing with a
film that is considered a classic, such as
The Day of the Jackal. This project should
have been shelved, as it was doomed
from the start.

:

THE JACKAL: A remake of the 1973film
entitled The Day of the Jackal. This version boasts a big name cast that includes
Bruce Willis, Richard Gere and Sidney
Poitier.

has been in has suffered as a result of his
performance.
The plot revolves around a man only
known as "The Jackal" (Willis), hired to
murder a high ranking U.S. official. He is
a master of disguise, using four separate
identities for each assassination attempt.
The FBI, led by Pokier, enlists the
help of a former IRA terrorist (Gere),
now in jail, to catch "The Jackal." Gere
leads the chase to catch the killer, which
culminates with a final showdown in
Washington DCs metro system.
There are several fundamental problems with the film. First off. The Jackal is
boring for the most part. In addition, the
plot is ridiculously stupid and filled with
incredibly bad action sequences and unexplainable transitions. Finally, all the
characters but Gere's terrorist are not
entertaining, and it would be a stretch to
say Gere's character is very interesting.
The appealing aspect of the movie
is that Bruce Willis is the villain. Usually,
he is on the other end of the spectrum,
trying to save a city from a mad bomber.
Unfortunately, his character is one of the
blandest villains written in some time. He

llil

** * *

The Bouncing Souls
The Bouncing Souls
Epitaph Records
With The Good, the Bad, and the
Argyle and Maniacal Laughter the Bouncing Souls proved that good punk music
doesn't have to come from California ?
they're proudly from New Jersey ? and
with the help of their consistently awesome live performances around the country they have garnered quite a following.
Marked by the band's typical catchy
choruses and contagious energy, The
Bouncing Souls does not disappoint. Although there is variety enough to make it
difficult to categorize, the new album
distinguishes itself by a harder overall
sound and more mature lyrics. "Cracked"
is one of the Bouncing Souls' hardest
songs to date, relenting only to accommodate the chorus. "Kate is Great" is a
little slower but still kicks. Despite the
quick tempo of most of the songs, the
album saves itself from monotony by including slowed choruses and guitar solos
and sounds reminiscent ?albeit subtly
of such bands as Blink-182, the Suicide
Machines and the Descendents.
The lyrics on The Bouncing Souls
are more self-reflective than those of the
earlier releases. Sure there are some
lapses, including a song where "Who's
gonna throw the toilet on the roof?" is
repeated over and over and one about
having a party, but these serve as reminders that the band can still have fun if it
wants to. Although it is most noticeable
on some of the slower tracks, especially
"Single Successful Guy" and "Serenity,"
Greg's voice is audibly thoughtful and
sometimes even sounds pained.
The Bouncing Souls' self-titled third
album is awesome. With heightened energy, the band pumps out catchy song
after catchy song and many of them even
have something to say. And for anyone
worried that Epitaph would Californiaize one of the East's best punk band, the
Bouncing Souls have one thing to say,
"East Coast! F&%K You!"
?Gretel Twombly
?
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The Classifieds
Babysitting

~

Day and/or Evenings. $B.oo+

Cricket Club. Please call 734-2932
Wanted: Cheerful, responsible, athletic student for child-care, cooking. 8 1/2 year old
boy. Some afternoons, evenings, weekends.
$7.50 an hour. Call 566-4406 after 4pm. 5
minute walk from B.C. Refsreq. Non-smoker.
Child Care: 1-2 days/wk for 2 boys (ages 7
& 10). 2pm s:3opm. Car preferable, but not
essential. Non-smoker a must. Please call immediately Nancy 232-2220.
Newton free room & board in excellent
location in exchange for 15-20 hours of
childcare help. Flexible schedule, private suite,
non-smoker. 617-964-9633.
Babysitter Wanted: Wellesley mom seeks
sitterforeasygoing4 year old daughter-$7.00
per hour-Car a must! Please call Lynn at 235-0348
Need experienced babysitter 1 or 3 al'ternoonsa week ?sB-$ 10/hour. Must have a car
and references. Call (617) 964-7112 and leave
a message.

call 325-9388.
babysitter Needed: Part time,rlexible hours
(approximately 20 per week), good pay. Experience with children and references necessary.
Call Carolyn 562-0642.
Babysitter wanted to care for two boys, ages
2 1 12and 6 1/2. Would like Tuesdays (most of
the day) and Friday afternoons. Also some
weekend hours, although very flexible. We
live in Needham must have own transportation. $ 11.00per hour. If interested, please call
Nancy 455-0266.
Kesponsible, after school childcare, sought
for two girls ages 7 & 11 in Newton Ctr. Tues
& Wed. 4-7PM and also possibility of Friday
early afternoon. Experience, references, nonsmoker, fluent English. Car preferred (but not
essential) for after school activities. Competitive salary. Call Joni 873-9632 and please
leave message, or email Joni-Falk@terc.edu.
Part-time babysitting wanted for friendly
Chestnut Hill family. 2 children, 1 and 2
years. Experience, non-smoker, references
needed. If interested, please call Kathy at 566-2342.

-

-

-

-

babysitter wanted tor adorable 1J month

oldgirl in West Newton, a short walk to West
Newton Center, Weare looking for a babysitter
on some weeknight evenings, some weekend
evenings, and one weekday morning. We're
looking for someone who loves children, is
very responsible and has had other babysitting
experience. Referencesand car required. Please
call Tracy Fischer 617-964-4742.
Babysitter needed for three angelic boys
ages 10, 8, 6. Occasional afternoons, evenings, weekends.House nearCleveland Circle.
Car helpful. Please call: 277-3063.
Seeking mature, energetic person to care
for two boys, ages 3 and 5, six hours a week.
Thursdays 2:3opm to 7pm. Start ASAP. Located in Newton Centre on T. References and

Housekeeper needed. Monday and Friday
mornings. Errands, food preparation, light
housekeeping. $12.00 per hour. Must have
references, experience, and car. Call 9-5 at

-

277-3876
Private Country Club lookingfor energetic
and enthusiastic students for Waitstaft Full
& flexible Part time Banquet & Ala Carte,
Lunch & Dinner shifts. Previous experience
not necessary. $9/hr to start. "T" accessible &
benefits. Applicationsaccepted 2-spm Wed &
Thurs. Cair734-5509
Superstar Students Needed! barn $ signing
up friends & classmates for our credit cards.
Opportunity to advance to campus manager
involvinghiring & training other students. No
car required. Must be outgoing & aggressive!
Flexible hours & great income! Call valeric at
800-592-2121x154.

experiencerequired.
Tired of Dorm Living? Live with a local
family for FREE! Perfect situation for BC

coed. 10 minute walk to campus. Live with
family. Care for 8 year old special needs girl
Tuesday and Thursday after school. Private
room and bath plus board for 15 hours. Earn
money for extra hours. Experience and references required. Please call Alix: 332-5355.
g

\u25a0
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Babysitter needed for occasional weekends
and afternoons, for two children, ages four
and eight. Good pay forreliable, friendly, nonsmoking person. Need car to get here. Please

depending upon experience. Near Longwood

\u25a0

Newton Law Firm seeks student for afternoon telephoneanswering 3:00 pm to 6:00 pm
Monday through Friday. Some clerical experience is preferred. Please call Michelle at

Schlesingerandßuchbinderat6l7-965-3500.
$1500 weekly potential mailing our
circulars. No Experience Required. Free information packet. Call 410-783-8279
Rental agents wanted, part time lU-15 Hours
a week, excellent money 10k-15k.Real Estate
License and car required. Call 731-0101 or
.stop by at 1694 Comm Aye next to Chansky's.
Part-time receptionist wanted, 10-1 5 hours
a week, answering phones, cold calls, office

work flexible hours call 73 1 -0 1 01
Print Copy: Part time, flexible shifts, many
opportunities available now! Looking for a
change NOW? Want a better job? Better pay?
Better commute and benefits? Check your
options. Give yourself a raise!! We have jobs
available for ail shifts, NO FEES, just new
possibilities. Management, Copy Operators/

Docutech. Large and Small Press Operators
(AB Dick, Ryobi, etc.), Silkscreeners. Prepress, Graphic Production Artist, Skilled and
Hand Bindery, Drivers, Sales, etc. Every
position in the Printing/Copy Industry.
www.presstemps.com
800-387-2332.
placements@presstemps.com.
College loans going to kill you? <Jrowing

communications company offers immediate
cash while building lasting income and relationships. No experience needed. Work own
hours while at school. Info: 422-1699 or
www.exceltel.com. Call Kent at (888) 804-0826 for appt.
Part Time Marketing Opportunity... Work
on and around campus w/ students & local
businesses promoting the STUDENT ADVANTAGE PROGRAM. $8 to $12 per hour.
For more info, check out our website at
www.studentadvantage.com,then call (617)
or
email
citron@studentadvantage.com,
Mental Health: Innovative psychiatric communityresidence near B.C. needs 1 -2 full time
staff members. Training provided. Flexible
hours with some evening and weekend hours
required. Call Barbara at 527-7972
Exercise Trainer/buddy needed by busy

stressed professional male

to provide motivation, improve physical conditioning and cardiovascular endurance. Thrice evening ses-

sions

at home. Prefer good experienced, athletic, 30+ male, reliable, punctual and patient.
Offer modest stipend or help with education or
free accomodation. Send resume to HABIB /
PO Box 192 / Brookline 02146. Call/fax at
617-739-5111.
1997-98 National Park Employment Work
in America's National Parks, Forests & Wildlife Preserves. Companies hire entry level/
skilled/volunteer workers. Summer/Yearround. Competitive wages & bonuses! We can
help you make the connection. (517) 324-3082
extNso3Bl.
Make $$. Startyour own instructional video
business featuring the world's best how to
video's cd roms. Unbelievable low start up.
Complete package with 800# and InterNet
website. Details: ("-800-262-3822 Dept 119201
or shop our website
http://www.tota!
-

-

marketing.com/119201.
Earn Extra CASH mailingour circulars in
your spare time from home. No experience

necessary. Free information. Send S.A.S.E to
PO Box 1848 Storrs, CT 06268.
APARTMENTS FOR RENT
617-553-0657
Prime Cleveland Circle Modern 5 bedroom, 2 baths, kitchen, living room, dining
room, large extra finished room in basement.
Fireplace, and garage parking. $5000/mo.
Available 9/98.
Brighton Selkirk Rd. 2 units available, modem 4 bedroom, 2 bath, kitchen, and living
room, 2 parking spots. Great unit and location.
$3000/mo. Available 9/98.
Brighton - 1721 Commonwealth Aye. Unit
#1-3 bed, modern kitchen, and 1.5 baths.
Large rooms and back porch. $2200/month.
Available 9/1/97.
Chiswick , renovated 3 bed, I bath, and eat-in
kitchen. Heat and hot water included. $1800/
-

-

OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING
S PE CI ALISTS
BEST SELECTION & BEST PRICES
MANY EXCLUSIVE LISTINGS
We will pick you up and drop you off, or
walk-in... No appointment needed.
i4 Bt,us...Rent the whole house! lotally
redone and gorgeous! 4 baths, parking, gigantic rooms, 2 new eat-in kitchens, and porches.
Monster!... $3800 each.
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
12BEDS...Wa!hngrordRd.House., .absolutely
huge! Step to the shuttle from this massive
abode! Extra large rooms, 2 kitchens, multibathrooms, more! $7400 all utilities included.
(Home of Pete the Greek)
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
llBEDS...ModemtownhouseonCommAve.
Great space & location...live like a Bostonian!
$6400 or $2200 each level (two 4 beds, one 3
bed)

GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
lv BEDS...NewIy remodeled mansion on
Chiswick! Breathtaking detail...by appointment only! $7000.
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
9-10 BEDS...Legendary house on
Kinross...Otis Day & the Knights favorite
place to p1ay...56200.
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
9BEDS...CouIdn t askfor a better location. A
4 I /2 and a 5 bedroom apartment right around
the corner from Mary Ann's. Accessible to the
C and D lines and the BC shuttle. Huge park
with basketball and tennis courts at the end of
thestreel!...s2soo.
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
8 BEDS... I he heart of Cleveland Circle! Incredible location, incredible price! Two four
bedroom apartments, one on top of the other,
directly across from the Cityside Bar & Grill.
$2700and$1800!!!

GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434

BBEDS...BbedonWalhngfordßd.Allwecan

say is that their ain't nothin' better. Comfortably holds 11 people. Modem kitchen & dishwasher, washer/dryer in the apt. (not coin
operated). Has a full dining room, Spread out
over 3 levels. Has an outside deck, and ALL
WE REPEAT ALL UTILITIES ARE INCLUDED!! ! (heat, hot water, and electricity)
Will be gone in a matter of days. ..$4200.
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
7 8ED5...3 bath, newly renovated kitchen and
bath. 10 people o.k. $4200.
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
b bEDS...NewIy painted, hardwood floors.
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
0 Bt-DS... Gerald Kd. In charming house close
to school. Good for 9. $4000
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
o B*.L>S...Cool b bed on the Right ot South St.

mo.

Chiswick renovated 3 bed, 1 bath, and eat-in
kitchen. Heat and hot water included. $1800/

-

mo.

-

All Chiswick units have washer and dryer
in the apartment and garage parking is
available.
Houses available
Comm. Aye, Kinross
Rd., Nottinghill Rd., Mt. Vernon Rd!
NO FEE!!!
For more information, call: 617-553-0657
?

www.bostonapartments.com
(other unite available)

UKEENLINE REALTY
1956 BEACON ST. @
CLEVELAND CIRCLE 731-5434

Easy walking or biking distance to BC (unless

?-
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We're Ames. One of the dominant discount store chains in America, with more than $2 billion sales
and 300 stores in 14 states across the Northeast. Currently, we're looking for dynamic, creative,

jithe

success-oriented graduates with excellent communication, analytical, and planning skills!

\u25bc

Assistant Buyer Training Program

Because discount retailing has developed into a complex, dynamic field where farsightedness and strategic
planning are essential for success, we'vecreated a formal, 10-week training program for you thai couples
comprehensive classroom seminars and on-the-job training with a successful Buyer.

Upon successful complelion of the 10-week program, you will become an Assistant Buyer. Then, you'll work
alongside a Buyer, assisting in the management of a $20 to $100 million business! As an Assistant Buyer,
you will continue to participate in ongoing developmental seminars, Business Analysis Group Workshops,

PRINCETON
REVIEW

Courses meet
, lear

B(^

|caii todav:(6l7) 558-28281

and other training support programs...all designed to ultimately prepare you for a career in Buying.

Finance Executive Trainees

pWHTWOT WATCH

As a Finance Executive Trainee, you will participate in our 10-week training program, designed to provide
you with an understanding of the fundamentals of retail and orient you with Ames. On-the-job training in

our Finance Division is coupled with seminars and classes taught by senior management.

Upon successful completion of the 10-week training program, rotational on-the-job training continues as you
work within the various departments of our Finance Division, such as Planning & Analysis. InternalAudit,
Accounting, and Accounts Payable.

iHEBIGSAMF ?
AT A BAR WHERE THE QKLV ,j

I

We're looking for dynamic, creative, success-oriented graduates with excellent communication, analytical,
and planning skills.

If that's you, please come talk to us!
We'll be at Boston College on the following days:
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O'Neill Library, Room 254
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Contact your placemenl office for more detailed information or to schedule an interview.
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Department Stores, Inc., Rocky Hill, CT
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you are super lazy). Too cheap to list! $3600

GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
5 BEDS...Beacon St. (Near Store 24). Keno-

vated building, baths, and forge rooms... better
view than the Top of the Hub...53100.

GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434

4 BEDSZSfnacR dab on Strathmore Kd.. beauliful brownstone...superb unique detail, parking inc. Don't miss this one! $2500

GREENLINEREALTY: 617-731-5434
on (jerald. Suburban

4 Bfc,DS...Ureat home

feel...two seconds from the city! Maybe some
parking inc. This apartment is so close to
campus you will have to thinkof new excuses
to play hooky. and 0n1y...52850.

GREENLINEREALTY: 617-731-5434
4 Bt,L»S...(Jommonwealth Aye.,Location, location, location!!! Plenty of space... cabin fever is impossible with a living room like this...
yours for the low price 0f...52000.

GREENLINEREALTY: 617-731-5434
3-4BEDS... ManyUarridse House units available. Call to block them how you like! $2100-$2500

GREENLINEREALTY: 617-731-5434

3 BEDS...NewIy painted, hardwood tloors!

GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
3 BlilJS... Beautiful modern townhouse near
Cleveland Circle... Modem kitchen and bath

pkg. $2500

GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434

3BEDS...Citysideal Cleveland Circle...Block
them anyway you like...we only have a few
left, so don't delay... $'600-$ 1900 (good for
up to 5).

GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
2 BEDS... Live in Cleveland circle... Kenovated 2 bed. dishwasher, disposal. Near shops
and shuttle... $1650.
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
Z BliuS...Pemhouse I Bed at Kesevoir place.
All modern, laundry.Pool great for 3. $1800.

GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
2 BEDS...Lommon wealth Aye... All modern
porch, heat inc. & laundry. Cute, cozy. & only
SI6OO (perfect for 4).
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
I BEDS...Sutherland Kd... What more do you
want? Everything modern, dishwasher & disposal. Cityside. Pino's, C-Line, D-Line, BC

shuttle, heat, hot

water... too much information... going to expolde!!! $1350.
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434

1 he preceding is just a sampling ot what we
have... Many more exclusive listings. Call us
you want to live!
GREENLINE REALTY
1956Beacon St. at Cleveland Circle

today and tell us where

(617) 731-5434

REDUCED FEES on these PRIME B.C.
BUILDINGS throughAT HOME REALTY

only! The heart of Cleveland Circle... Awe-

some B.C location. 1932, 1942, and 1950
Beacon St., 3 and 7 Sutherland Rd. Large and
modern, 2 beds from $1450. 3 beds from
$ 1800. Won't last. Drastic fee reductions...save

hundreds! Call today. AT HOME REALTY
738-1820.
731-0101 Hillside Properties Inc 731-0101
THE BOSTON COLLEGE HOUSING
SPECIALIST
Attention Sophomores: Discounted Fees. Call
today for best selections. Don't miss out!!!
Crosby Rd., Alquaquin, South Street. Foster
Street. Gerald Street. Sutherland,Strathmore,
Curamings Rd.. CALL NOW FOR YOUR
SELECTIONS!!! $100 off per room on the
fee! [Expires Turkey Day]

IZBk. Large house, hwd tloors, duplex seF
ting, two full kitchens, extra large rooms,
laundry in the basement, includes heatand hot
water.... $7700
Hillside Properties 731-0101
10BK. Whole house, near upper campus, 5
mins to school. 2 full modern E-l-K. kitchens,
4 baths, extra size rooms, very sunny, plenty of

parking, good for 12-14 pe0p1e....55800

Hillside Properties 731-0101
Next to Cliansky's/1694 Comm Aye
8-10BR. Single family house, On shuttle, bxtra large rooms, 2full baths, laundry in the unit.
eat-in-kitchen....s69oo
Hillside Properties 731-0101
sßk. Mins to school, newly renovated whole
house, livingrooms w/ fireplaces, 2 big eat in

kitchens, dishwasher and disposal, laundry in
the basement, garage parking, good people 10-

-12 pe0p1e....55000"
Hillside Properties 731-0101

Next to Chansky's/ 1694 Comm Aye

YBK. In a house, extra

large, hardwood floors,

on Shuttle. Porch, laundry.Parking avail, good

for

8-11 pe0p1e....55300'
Properties 731-0101
Hillside

6 BR. On T, in building. Ultra Modern. Cable
TV. 3 Full Baths, Extra Laree. Top floor, two

balconies, includes heat and not water....53200
Hillside Properties 731-0101
Next to Chansky's / 1694 Comm Aye
bßk. .1 mins to school, unarming, on shuttle,
very sunny, gleaming hardwood floors, modem eat-in-kicthen, laundry, parking....s33oo

Hillside Properties

731-0101

S BK. hxtra large, very sunny, hardwood
floors, modern kitchen. 2 full baths, parking,

yard, good for 5-8

pe0p1e....52700

Hillside Properties 731-0101
Next to Chansky's / 1694 Comm Aye
5 Bk. In house, j mins walk to campus, quiet,
hardwood floors, extra large, excellent for 5
people, only $380 per person...sl9oo

Hillside Properties 731-0101

SBK. Near Bluestone Bistro, Extra large.
Modern Kitchen. 2 Full baths. One carparking

included, heated....s26oo

Hillside Properties 731-0101
Next to Chansky's / 1694 Comm Aye

4BK. In house on hosterM..on shuttle bus, .i
mins walk to campus, hardwood floors, modern kitchen, only $450 per person....slBoo

Hillside Properties 731-0101
4 BK. In house, duplex, ultra modern, skylights, 2full baths, wall lo wall carpetting, lots
ol closets, 2 car parking laundry in the
unit....52400
Hillside Properties 731-0101
Next to Chansky's /1694 Comm Aye

4BR. Behind MADDIh'S, Duplex,extra large,
gleaming hardwood tloors, Eal-in-Kitchen,
with dishwasher and disposal, 2 full baths,
Garage....s26oo
Hillside Properties 731-0101
4 Bk. Extra Large, lownhouse,triplex, large

EIK kitchen, three balconies, one and
half bath, laundry 2 pkgs, good for 7...53000
Hillside Properties73l-0101 / Next to
Chansky's /1694 Comm Aye
415k. In heart ol Cleveland Circle, large, haidwood floors, modem, laundry. 2 full baths,

rooms,

good for 6-7 pe0p1e....52700
Hillside Properties 731-0101

4Bk. Extra Large, Hardwood t-lrs.. Completely
Redone, Bay Windows, Modem Kitchen and
Bath, On Shuttle, Great View. Many avail100

Hillside Properties 731-0101 /

Next to Chansky's /1694 Comm Aye
4BK. In house, hardwood tloors.eat-m-kitchen,
dishwasher/disposal, two porches, two car
parking,behind Chanskv's....s2ooo

Hillside

Properties 731-0101 / Next to
4Bk. UnComm. Ave.,ClandgeHouse, Work-

ing Fireplace, parking....slBoo
Hillside Properties 731-0101
Next to Chansky's /1694 Comm

Aye

3 BK. On Chiswick Kd. wall to wall carpetting.

modern eat in kitchen, washer and dryer in the
unit, includes heat and hot water....sl7oo
Hillside Properties 731-0101
3 Bk. Un .Mratnmore kd. In House, large,
hardwood floors, eat-in-kitchen, dishwasher
and disposal, p0rch....51700

Hillside Properties 731-0101

Next to Chansky's / 1694 Comm Aye
?Bk. In Cleveland Circle across from Cityside,
immaculate, modem kitchen and bath, beauti-

ful hardwood floors, pool. Jacuzzi....sl7so
Hillside Properties 731-0101
3BR. In I ownestales.W/W, Modern Kitchen:
D/D. 2 Full Baths. Parking. Swimming Pool,
Cable TV, Plenty of Storage, Walk to
5ch001....51600
Hillside Properties 731-0101
Next to Chansky's /1694 Comm Aye
j BK. (Jit Comm Aye, extra

large, on shuttle.
hardwood floors, laundry, pkg avail, ONLY

HALF FEE....51475

of

Hillside Properties 731-0101

Z BK. In house, duplex, ultra modem, wall to
wall, eat-in-kitchen. 2 full baths, washer and
dryer in the unit, 2 car parking....sl6oo

2 BK.

MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE WITH
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655

people....slloo
Hillside Properties 731-0101 / Next to
Chansky's/1694 Comm Aye

Gorg 8 bd sgle tarn hse-on Gerald kd trpl i
new baths mod kit prkg For 8-9 $430 ea.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE

to

MOUNTAIN CREAMERY

MANY MORE AVAILABLE
CALLNOW:
Hillside Properties 731-0101
Next to Chansky's /1694 Comm Aye
ATTENTION SOPHOMORES! We have
the big houses you're looking for close to

Munmng o-iu Do" hse on Crosby Kd trpl s
huge space, prkg, 2 kit's. For 14-15 $355 ea.

Make your nextmove with
next move realty 527-6655

Wonderful I bd sgle tarn on Lake St trpl s
large kit, nice yard, prkg Good for l()s3soea.

NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655

campus! Next Move Realty is the oldest, most
reputable office specializing in B.C. off-campus housing. We are located across the street
from St. Ignatius Church near White Mountain
Creamery (two doors west) Call now! 527-6655 to see the best selections of exclusive
houses & apartments available anywhere.
Next Move Realty
27A Commonwealth Avenue

NEXT TO WHITE

MOUNTAIN CREAMERY

Magnificant7 bd tnhseon WalhngtordKdJ
baths, four parking,frpl. For 10 $420 each.
-

MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE WITH
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
Stu nriing o bed hse on Uerald Kd character,
frpl, prkg. Yard. 2 baths. Group of 9 $440
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE MOUNTAIN
CREAMERY
1 wo huge luxury S BEDS on Chestnut Hill
Aye, parking, finished bsmt,Jacuzzi, forgroup
of 8-16 $387 EACH.
MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE WITH
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
-

-

Chestnut Hill 527-6655
Next Move kealty has fabulous Houses

that
will accommodate large groups of all sizes - up
to 15 or more! Our expert friendly staff looks
forward to serving all your off-campus housing needs. We take pride in our excellent
&

our ability

service. We will walk

to

provide personal

you through each step of
the rental process in hopes of making it as

ramily house in Cleveland
Absolutely beautiful! Finished bsmt.

tab;" &o bed two

painless & hassle-free as possible.
Next Move Kealty

Circle

-

Good for 5-18 $440
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE MOUNTAIN
CREAMERY
Lovely 5 bed on Eostcr. Charming & spa-

27A Commonwealth Avenue
Chestnut Hill 527-6655
Next Move Kealty has houses in all the most
desirable locations! These include everything from older charming mansions to beautiful contemporary townhouses. The average
rent per person is $400-$450.
Next Move Realty
27A Commonwealth Avenue

cious, great landlord. BEST BARGAIN
AROUND! Good for 6-7 $340 each.
-

MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE WITH
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
huge 4 bd houses on Radnor Crosby all
renovated & gorg! Beaut decks! For 5-6 $415
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE MOUNTAIN
CREAMERY
Awesome 4-1 zba Diugin heart otcieve Circle
Best student bldg Group of 6. 12. or 18 $400
&

Chestnut Hill 527-6655

Remember the best & the biggest houses go
fast! Now is the time to make an appointment
to come in to see and rent these houses! Make
your next move to Next Move Realty 527-6655
1 he following is a sampling ol our listings:
Always the hrst house to go! I wo huge / bd
units in beautiful 2 family on Comm Aye., 5
baths, two kit's laun prkg Good forgroup of 13

-

ea.

Nicest 3 or b BED house in C leveland Circle.
Knockout place! For 4-10 $460, includes all!
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE
MOUNTAIN CREAMERY

or 26. $384 ea.

NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
two picture pertect / BJiU 3 bath units in
house, mod kitchen, charm, parking.Forgroup

Spectacular 5 bd near bluestone Bistro,

t-ab

layout 2 baths laun prkg Group of 6 $43.3 ea.

1

i-i/ *okC n

:XT TO WHITE
[TAIN CREAMERY

I

Hillside Properties 731-0101

reputation

10-20. $420. Near Blueslone Bistro.
NEyT «*oVE REALTY 527-6655

Incredible m and new H bd hse olt hosterfrig
2 kit's fab deck Must see! For 5-10 $416 ea.

Overlooking Comm Aye, very sunny,
modem kitchen, hardwood floors, good for 4

1 BK. Near ChansKy s, very sunny, wall
wall carpetting....slooo

THE HEIGHTS

4 Sessions/Month $20
6 Sessions/Month $23

HhrSl

10 SESSIONS FOR $35
PI

W

?

#

ONE MONTH UNLIMITED FOR $45
616 HAMMOND STREET

?

CHESTNUT HILL, MA 02167

(617)232-7511

I
H

Trinity Ring
Yellow, white and rose
18K gold interlocking rings
$675

THE

ART

OF

;

I
|

BEING

UNIQUE

40 Newbury Street, Boston
(617)262-3300
For a copy of our catalog, call 1-800-CARTIER

THE HEIGHTS
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MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE WITH
NEXTMOVE REALTY 527-6655
l>est! Lipper CorrmTAve
Huge 4 bd biggest liv rm ever! Charm galore!
2 badisQuiel tenants only! Forgroupof6. ..$4OO
One ot the biggest A:

ea.

NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE
MOUNTAIN CREAMERY
IWO HUG 14BEDS, quid streel near Bluesione Bistro, porches, y ard. GOOD FOR 5-10
5440 FACH
MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE WITH
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
I*our labulous huge 4 Bed condos on
CHISWICK. AWESOMESTUDENTBLDG!
Each good for 5. laun. prke. $350 each.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE
MOUNTAIN CREAMERY
Biggest 4 bd close lo CI I YSIIJb CLbVbLAND CIRCLE, All student bids. Good for 6
-

$400 ea.

MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE WITH
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
Wonderlulspac4hd in creaf house on Hister.
Good for 6. $400 ea.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE
MOUNTAIN CREAMERY
Lux Mm hse on oerald trpl, laun prig Irge
livingarea,yard. Fab Loc! Groupof 5 $500ea.
MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE WITH
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
Large 3 bd in house. Li vmg/dining room with
frpl. Can not get any closer to campus. Plenty
of parking. Good for 4 or 5. $420 ea.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE
MOUNTAIN CREAMERY
Spacious,sunny3bd in student building. Parking available. Good for 4. $368 ea.
MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE WITH
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
Attractive mod spacious 3 bd on Comm

Aye

Shuttle 1.5 baths -El cheapo! For 4-5 $280 ea.
NEXT MOVEREALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE
MOUNTAINCREAMERY
Awesome I He 3 hds

in

building

next

to

Chansky's. Block off apts. For large groups.
Good for 4 or 5 peopleper apt. $350 ea.

Shuttle and T right out front. Good for 4. $312
L

'

MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE WITH
NEXTMOVE REALTY 527-6655
tar). Huge 2. lids on r-oster in gorg .Mam
pkg laun all the pluses Good tor 4-K $45(1
MANY MORE AVAILABLE. CALL
AND WE WILL FIND IT FOR VOL!
27A Commonwealth Aye,
Chestnut Hill MA 02167
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
SEPTEMBER '98 APARTMENTS AND
HOUSES...ready to be seen and rented today! Don'l miss oul...the best places rent
quickly. If you have a LARGE GROUP and
you wish to rent a whole house or big aparlment. or if you want torent 3 or 4units in the
same building, CALL TODAY. Our experienced, knowledgeable aeenis will pick you up
and show you the LARGEST and BEST
selection of B.C. off-campus places. We will
honor any of our competitor's coupons or
discounts AT HOME REALTY...73B-1820...V0TED B.C.'s 8E5T...738-1820...CALL US FlRST...read about our
great listings below:
15 BEDS...Chestnut Hill Aye. near SouITTST.
Rent all 3 floors of this beautifullyrenovated
building. 3 baths, 3 new kitchens, porches,
large rooms, walk to school in minTwo

utes!...s7,2oo.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
14BEDS...Colliston Rd.kentthewholehou.se!
Totallyredone and gorgeous! 4 baths, parking,
giganticrooms, 2 neweat-in-kirchens, porches,
super deal for a huge gr0up!...56,500.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
13-14 BClJ»...L.omm.Ave. at Lhiswick. tlegant Victorian mansion! Twoeat-in-kitchcns,
four full baths, parking, yard, laundry in the
house, one of the be5t!...57,995.
AT HOME REALTY' 738-1820
12 BEDS...WallingtordKd. house, absolutely
huge! Walk to the shuttle from this humongous
B.C. pad! Extra large rooms, 2 kitchens, multibathrooms, m0re!...57,800.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
11 BLDS...Ihe heart of Cleveland Circle!
Large, renovated. 2 huge gourmet kitchens, 2
baths, full basement, awesome B.C. 10cati0n!...54,400.

I& 3

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
11 BED&...fcntire ultra modern house on
Chiswick Rd. Skylights, gourmet kitchens,
parking. 5 bathrooms, 4 levels of

1 BD

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
1W BEDS.-.Awesome B.L. party house on
Chiswick Rd.! 2 kitchens, 6 parking, great
space for the boys to watch the game! One of
the biggest!...ss.6oo.

MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE WITH
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
BD in building. Live in the near! or
Cleveland Circle in these legendary apts. Good
for 4 or 5. $340 ea.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE
MOUNTAIN CREAMERY
in

building on Upper Comm.

Aye.

1uxury!...56,900.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
One of the prime
full baths, yard, 2
driveways means tons of parking! Loca..$5.175.
tion!.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
9-10Bbl>S...Kinross Kd. near RTuestone
tro. Huge house with 3 baths, large rooms, lots
ofcommonspace. Recently fixed-up and ready

9-10 BLL)S...Crosby Kd,
B.C. houses. 2 kitchens, 3

to

n0!...55,400.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
9BElJh...Block 3 three bedroom units,one on
top of the other in this awesome Beacon St.
building. Great alternative to renting a whole
house. Across from Mary Ann'5...54,500.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
8-9 BLDS...Awesome house on Gerald Kd.
Ultra modem. 3 baths, tons of parking, laundry, be the envy of your friends in this one of
a kind beauty!...s6,oso.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
8-9BEUS...hxclusive! WallmgtordKd. 3dilfereni ones available, groups of guys no problem! Renovated and clean, grab 'em before

they're g0ne.54,500.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
8 Bt,US...Gerald Rd. Super B.C. location,
won't last long, 3 baths, 8 parking, gorgeous
renovations. 2 levels of h0u5e!...55,350.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
8 BEDS.-.Crosby Rd. 2 kitchens, 2 baths,
modem and clean, parking, super B.C. location, won't last...hurry!...ss,ooo.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
8 BEIJS...RenI two 4-bed units adjacent to
eacholher at 1705-1711 Comm.Ave. Awesome buildingon Comm.Ave., each with new
kitchens, 1.5 baths, parking, hurry!...ss,ooo.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
7 BEDS...Algonquin Kd., right across trom
B.C. main gate! 2 modem kitchens, 4 baths,
lots of parking, yard, campus at your d00r5tep!...54,750.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
7 BEDS.-.Newly renovated, 3' level house ott
Comm.Ave. 3 full baths, parking, porch, dining room, super nice and tons ofspace!.. $3.000.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
7 BEDS.-.Smgle family house, 4 baths, 3
kitchens, porch, great Wallingford Rd. location. This house is awesome and can only be
seen through u5!...54,600.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
7 BEDS'... Victorian mansion on Comm.Ave.
Huge gourmet kitchen, 2 full baths, porch,
parking, laundry in the unit, on the shuttle near
Bluestone. huryL.s4,6oo.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
7 BEDSIT Lake St. singlefamily house! 2 new
bathrooms, 6 parking, modrn eat-in-kicthen,
beautiful house, you can't get closer to

8.C.!.-.53,800.
\

I HOMK REALTY 738-1820

<v7 BEl>S...Wallmglord Rd. luxury
townhouse! Multi-levels, all new renovations,
3 full baihs. 4 parkin-:, steps to the

5hu«1e...54,100.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
kd. mLTTTTre\cT."iTTifn
modern townhouse! 3 haths. parking.huge loft
room. 2 kitchens, awesome p1ace!...54,200.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
(>
BEDS...Lomm.Ave house near Chiswick.
All new modern kitchen. 2 baths, porch, yard.
workinc fireplace, a beauty...s3,soo.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
tTßhU:v..Ayr Kd. ai L leveland Circle. Newly
renovated with huge modem kitchen, large
bedrooms, full basement, spacious, 10cati0n!!!...52,400.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
bbUX..Chiswick Rd. Renovated house,
painted and clean, multi-levels, huge rooms,
parking, great B.C. place, on the
ft

shuttle.. .$4,500.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
i HblJ;>...Strathmore Rd. at Beacon St. Beautiful luxury rehab with all new modern kitchen,
2 full baths,extraspacious and ready!. ..$3,200.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
5 8E05... Ihe heart ot Cleveland Circle! Huge
eat-in-kitchen, full basement.extra large rooms,
one of thebest B.C. buildings and locations!. ..$2,000.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
S tsEuS?beautttul huiiding on colliston Kd.
Modem eat-in-kitchen, working fireplace, lots
ofspace,just renovated, looks great!...$2,400.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
5 BEDS...Exclusive luxury townhouse on
Cummings Rd. 3 baths, washer and dryer,
fireplaces, alarm, yard, A.C. w0w!...52,600.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
5 BEDS...r-oster St. Walk to class! Cheapest 5
bedroom apartment in town. Large house,
parking, a steal at $1,400.
AT HOME REALTY 7381820
4 BEDS... I he largest and nicest 4 beds are at
1705-1711 Comm.Ave. and we've got 'em!
location,
Gorgeous,
best
won't
last...hurry!...$2,200.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
TBEDKT.bxclusive through us only! I6BU-1682 Comm, Aye. Totallyrenovated and extra
huge! One of the best B.C. buildings. Modern,
sunny, awesome!...s2,ooo-2,400.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
4 BEDS...More exclusive*! 1653-165!
Comm.Ave. Humongous rooms, very modern, on the shuttle, full of B.C. people, very
desirable location !...$! .900-2.300.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820

AKfWs
Burritos

&

and m0dern...51,275.
AT HOME: REALTY 738-1820
3 BEDS... Ioxi-1 no I Lomm. Aye.Enormous
rooms, best B.C. building.Always gone early
so hurry for this super B.C. pad!*.. .$l,BOO.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
3 8ED5...1932, 1942, and 1950 Beacon St.
Best Cleveland Circle building. Nice, clean
units, 2 baths, large rooms, ereat selection.

Hurry!. ..51,400-1,800.
AT HOME REA LTY 738-1820
3 BEDS...Too many to list! Sutherland Rd..
Town Estates, Gerald Rd., Foster St.. South
St.. Collision Rd.. Beacon St., name it!
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820

Hundreds more! Unbelievable selection!
Been to aparly? See a house you like? Want to
rent it? Call us...we've got it! Nobody can
match our enormous selection and great service. Your time is valuable.., we won't waste
it. AT HOME REALTY 738-1820. We specialize in large groups. AT HOME REALTY 738-1820.
AHENIIUN SOPHOMORES!!! EARLY
LOOKERS GET THE GREAT PLACES &
HOUSES FORSEPTEMBEROF'9BNOWH!
CALL NOW FOR A SNEAK PREVIEW OF
HOUSES & APARTMENTS FOR NEXT
YEAR!!! Just a few listings
14 BED
Ureal mansion near Bluestone
Bistro, hardwood floors, four baths, two kitch?

?

ens, parking, etc. $450+

GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES 964-8900
12 BED
Near 20OJ block Comm. Aye,
block this brownstone with your friends, three
kitchens, three baths, etc, $425 each
GREATPLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES 964-8900
10BED
Cleveland Circle, great size bedrooms, hardwood floors, large ultra modem
?

?

kitchen, great location, $450+

GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES 964-8900
8 BED
Near Greycliff Hall, exquisitely
renovated house with all thebells and whistles!
New floors, kitchens and baths, parking, laundry, etc. Walk to B.C. $450+
GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES 964-8900
7 BED
Near Foster Street, one olakind arts
& crafts style house, fireplace, two modern
bathrooms, modem kitchen, laundry,parking,
walk to BC. $465+
GREAT PLACES RENTS
?

?

wmmm^mmm^

Tacos To Go!

Open Everyday
10 a.m. to 11 p.m.

1412 Beacon Street Coolidge Corner 739-7300
446 Harvard Street Brookline 277-7111
?

?

?

»

4 BEDS...Giant selection on Cummings and
Egrcmoni Rd., 2 baths, large kitchen*, porches,
parkinn. super nice, super cheap!,..sl,6oo.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
J BEDS...Be.si~3eal in town! Egrcmoni and
Cummings Rd., extra large and cheap! Sunny

?

i

?

\\mm
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Internships

mfw

Clinical Internships

Division of International Programs Abroad
Summer Programs Office
119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13244 4170

1-800-251-9674
DlPAsuni@suadmin.syr.edu
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GREAT PLACES 964-8900
Near BC Main Gales, great roomy
duplex, two baths, large modem kitchen, fireplace, hardwood floors, laundry, parking. waJk

BED

house porch washer dryer, pkg just renovated
2 firs incredible.
EAST COAST REALTY...739-22U
5 BED SINGLE FAMILY HOUSE 2 baths
pkg modern dish & disp, working fireplace,
steps from the T. Call today. $2900.00.
EAST COAST REALTY...739-2ZII
4 BEDS on Commonwealth Aye. Huge motP
em with parking, great for 6 rt on T. We have
6-7 available. Call now!
EAST COAST REALTY...739-2211
4BLDonMrathmorekd. in browns tone brancl
new huge modem kitchen, 2 baths, porch,
study, and parking available, on gorgeous treelined street. There are no better units available

?

to BC, $465+

GREATPLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES 964-8900
Near blueslone Bistro, ultra modern
o BED
house, great kitchen, two baths, great condition, parking, two steps from shuttle, $460+
GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES 964-8900
5 BED
Cleveland Circle hotspot! Great
apartment in brownstone, new kitchen and
baths, wall to wall carpel, parking, laundry,
?

?

GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREATPLACES 964-8900
4 BED ? All student building, huge living
rooms, modem kitchen and baths, parking

smoker, non alchohol, good athlete, quiet,
non-party type and able to cope with foreign
culture. Leave detailed message (617) 739-5111 or write SAMEER. PO Box 1482,

Brookline 02146.
BAY REALTY GROUP ASSOC:
859-RENT
Sept '98 B.C. Apt Headquarters
372 Chestnut Hill Aye
Cleveland Circle

4BED on Lomm. Aye, linear shuttle in house.
porch, 2 parking, big bedrooms. Last one left,

GREAT PLACESRENTS
GREAT PLACES 964-8900
Call us now for EARLY and BESI
SELECTION!!
GREATPLACES REALTY 964-8900
Attention Sophomores: September ySAparP
ments and Houses are going fast. Don't miss
out on an opportunity to rent a great unit or
units for next year. We specialize in large
groups and have many houses and apartments
available for you to see today. Our agents will
pick you up and show the best places available
for off campus housing. Call us today on the
ads listedbelow. Ask aboutour 1 11and low fee
specials EASTCOASTREALTY .739-2211.
12 BED on Walhngford Kd. Huge house, two
kitchens. 4 levels, three decks, walk to shuttle.
A great deal. $9000.
EAST COAST REALTY...739-2211
8 BED on ISouth St. Huge apartment 2 flrsTZ
baths, porch, walk rt to campus, renovated,
one of the last near school.
EAST COAST REALTY...739-2211
7 BED in Cleveland Circle. Your own house
pkg, 3 baths, 3 levels, awesome location..
$4000.00

EAST COAST REALTY \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0739-2211
ftriD in Cleveland Circle 2 bathstop tlr of

Brookline 02146. Call/fax at 617-739-511 1.
Two fun Dartmouth females looking to sublet next semester. Call Manisha @ {6031643-8094.

--

1 Bed

Town

Estates.

South St. $1300

3 Bed Town Estates, South St. $1300
4 Bed - Huge!! Yard Cleve Circ. $2000
5 Bed Best Location Ht/Hw $2500
Too Many to List
We Will Pick You Up --Professional Service
Sept 1998 C-21 Fidelity Group 734-4141
2 Bed town Estates. South St. $1300
3 Bed Town Estates, South St. $1300
4 Bed Huge:! Yard Cleve Circ. $2000
5 Bed Best Location Hl/Hw $2500
Too Many to List
We Will Pick You Up Professional Service
Sept 1998 C-21 Fidelity Group 734-4141
2 bed I own bstates. South St. $1300
3 Bed Town Estates. South St. $1300
4 Bed Huge!! Yard CleveCirc. $2000
5 Bed Best Location Ht/Hw $2500
Too Many to List
We Will Pick You Up Professional Service
Sept 1998 C-21 Fidelity Group 734-4141
2 Bed town Estates, South St. $1300
3 Bed Town Estates, South St. $1300
4 Bed Huge!! Yard CleveCirc. $2000
5 Bed Best Location Ht/Hw $2500
Too Many to List
We Will Pick You Up Professional Service
Sept 1998 C-21 FidelityGroup 734-4141
Tired of Dorm Living? Live with a local
family for FREE! Perfect situation for BC
coed. 10 minute walk to campus. Live with
family. Care for 8 year old special needs girl
Tuesday and Thursday after school. Private
room and bath plus board for 15 hours. Earn
money for extra hours. Experience and references required. Please call Alix: 332-5355.
Sublets available for spring and/orsummer
'98. 2 rooms male or female, parking, T and
shuttle accessible, call 789-4275
-

-

Psychotherapy/Counseling: Experiencing
difficulties with School, Substance Abuse,
Relationships, Depression? Experienced,
Therapist - BC Grad School Alumnus. Treatment covered by Boston College Student

-

-

Health Plan. Massachusetts Licensed and Insured. Office in Cleveland Circle. Andy
Seplow, MSWLICSW 617-739-2066.
Carlson Coach. 1 rips to Logan airport $23
tolls. Call 617-558-5233.

-

?

-

+

-

-

-

bedroom. 3-bed apts to 18-bedhouses. Tell us
where you want tobe: Cleveland Circle, South
Streei. Gerald St.. Comm. Aye.. BeaCon Si.,
Chiswick Rd., Wallingford Rd., Chestnut Hill
Aye., Lake Street, Town Estates, Newton,
Orkney Rd., Sutherland Rd., Foster Rd.,
Strathmore Rd., Claridge House. If you don't
see it. ask for it! Our brokers will pick you up
or meet you at our Cleveland Circle office.
Showings are between 10am 9pm Mon-Sat,
12-7 Sun.
Bay Realty Group Assoc.
617-739-7000/617-782-6666
'3 Subletters wanted for spring semester.
Apartment in Cleveland Circle. 4 bedrooms. 2
bath, huge kitchen. Great location and beautiful apartment. Call Jen @ 739-3786 to see!
2 Bed Town Estates, South St. $1300 .
3 Bed Town Estates, South St. $1300
4 Bed Huge!! Yard Cleve Circ. $2000
5 Bed Best Location Ht/Hw $2500
Too Many to List
We Will Pick You Up - Professional Service
Sept 1998 C-21 Fidelity Group 734-4141
2 Bed lown Estates, South St. $1300
3 Bed Town Estates, South St. $1300
4 Bed Huge!! Yard Cleve Circ. $2000
5 Bed Best Location Ht/Hw $2500
Too Many to List

EAST COAST REALTY...739-2211
4 BED in Cleveland Circle in house modern
dish and disp parking for 2 cars' fireplace,
residential area rt near Beacon St. $2450.00.
EAST COAST REALTY...739-2211
4-5 BED on Beacon St, in brownstone huge
modem kitchen dining room, porch, big bedrooms rt across from Store 24 in Cleveland
Circle. A must see.
EAST COAST REALTY...739-2211
3 BEDS at Lakeshore Dr. Lakeshore Estates.
Plenty to choose from. Pool, parking, central
A/C, starting at $1500.00 great units.
EAST COAST REALTY...739-2211
3 bed on Beacon St. in brownstone modem
kitchen and bath. Watch the marathon from
your living room. $ 1700.00.
EAST COAST REALTY...739-2211
3 BEDS on Egremonl and Cummings. Huge
apartments in good condition with parking
avail., porches, the best deal in town. Realtor
fee as low as $300.
EAST COAST REALTY...739-2211
3 BED on Commonwealth Aye, huge apt with
modem kitchen, many to choose 1653-1661.
$1800 00
EAST COASTREALTY...739-22U
2 BED UUOO FOR 3 parking rt on 2012
Commonwealth Aye. Modemkitchen andbath.

We Will Pick You Up Professional Service
Sept 1998 C-21 Fidelity Group 734^141
-

-

(Between Christy's & Blockbuster)
We have every BC listing. $40(1 $600 per

$2000.00.

$425

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

ForSale: BOSTON BALLET tickels. 3 tickets available (all together) to Dec. 13 show.
Face value $60. $ 100for all three or $40 each.
Call John at 656-3328.
9b Jeep Wrangler 4x4. $10,250. Excellent
shape, good stereo, extras. Steel wheels, 68k,
5 speed (617)656-1349.
Phish lickets 11/28, 11/29, 11/30. The
Cure -12/2 Orpheum
Theater. MightyMighty
Bosstones 12/31 Worchester. Call 2 Guys
Tickets 1-888-345-8499.
1986 Honda Prelude Si 2.0 / Black 5-Speed.
A/C, Cruise Control. PW, AM-FM/Cassette,
FWD, No Accidents, New Paint, 93K miles.
One Owner $3500.00/8.0. 617-527-3050.

-

-

?

-

-

-

-

?

Free food and drinks! Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica, and Florida from just$399. Organize
a small group and travel FREE! Highest commissions and lowest prices guaranteed. Call
Surf & Sun Tours to become a campus representative (800) 574-7577. Web address:
www.surfandsuntours.com
Class travel needs students to promote
Spring Break 1998! Sell 15 trips & travel
free! Highlymotivatedstudents can earn a free
trip & over $10,000! Choose Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida! North
America's largest student tour operator located right in Boston! Call now at 617-232-8080 or stop by our office at 930 Commonwealth Aye South!
Florida Spring Break: From $ 129pp / Sandpiper Beacon Beach Resort 3 pools (1 indoor), hot tub. tiki bar. Home of the World's
LongestKegParty.Free info: 1-800-488-8828.

Handyman Special Room-Mate Situation:

Basement studio in Brookline home, near
Cleveland Circle, needs renovation and repair.
Fix it and stay rent-free for one year. Materials
provided. Additional house chores required.
Must be non-smoker, no alcohol, no guests,
mature, serious, hard-working and compatible. Send resume to HASSAN/ PO Box 1482

-

www.sandpiperbeacon.com.
'.. , Reliable Spring Break lours: Bahamas,
Cancun & Ski Trips! Free food & free drinks!
Sign up before Nov. 30. Organize a grouptravel tree. Call for Details and free brochure.
Call 1(888) SPRING BREAK today!
Spring Break '98 Vacation in Europe. Canary Islands $995; Madrid & Barcelona $ 1095;
Paris & Rome $1 195; London & Amsterdam
$1195. Trips include flights, hotel, breakfast,
activity coordinator & more. Contact Scott
Goldsmith 617-739-SHOP (7467).
Earn money and free trips!! Absolute best
Spring Breakpacagesavailable!! Individuals,
student organizations, or small groups wanted!!
Call Inter-Campus Programs at 1-800-327-6013 or http://www.icpt.com.
AAAHHH! Spring Break '98. Guaranteed
best prices to Mexico. Jamaica, Bahamas,
Florida. Group discounts & daily free drink
parties! Sell trips, earn cash, and go free! 1-800-234-7007. www.endlesssummertours.
-

Heller Travel

Student Travel Specialists. LOWEST student and
faculty discount airfares.

com

LIVE RUGBY action at the Kinvara
every Saturday. $5 cover, call for details.

***ACi NOW! Call Leisure lours for
SPRING BREAK packages to South Padre,
Cancun, Jamaica, and Florida. REPS
NEEDED.. .Travelfree and earn commissions.
GROUPDISCOUNTS for 6 or more people.
800-838-8203 orwww.lesiuretours.com
SpringBreak '98 Sell trips. Earn Cash, & Uo
Free! MStudent Travel Services is now hiring
campus reps group organizers. Guaranteed,
lowest prices to Jamaica, Mexico, & Florida.
Visit us @ www.ststravel.com or call 1-800-648-4849.
-

146 Mass. Avenue
Boston, MA 02215
Phone 617-739-3600
New Location now open on the Greenline at Babcot St.
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round-trip tickets anywhere American flies in the

continental U.S. See web page for rules and specifics.

Special Low Am fares
Nel

Fares?announcing special savings

RECEIVE TRAVEL CERTIFICATES
Airlines/Citibank® Student Travel

Receive American

Savings Certificates when you're approved for a
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Parking space available. 10 minute walk
from main campus. Call 244-6787 for details
CLASSIFIEDADINrO: 617-SS2-US47

m

:

6

You can throw a rock to campus. $1200.
EAST COAST REALTY...739-2211
frREE ROOM and other facilities available
in large historic house, near Cleveland Circle
in Brookline, in exchange for yard
maintainence, shovelling snow, few house
chores, some personal training and massage
therapy. Must be male, over at least 25. non-

anywhere.
EAST COAST REALTY...739-2211

$450+

'
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AAdvaniage travel awards

program and also learn about many other
ways to travel for less with American.

H

AmericanAirlines

American/^

X£SniJCTIQ[iS *NO WJICHASEOISOOIING NECESSAKY. Sweepstakes is open only to legal residents of the United States of America who are full-time students 11 a college or university located in the
U.S.A.. aged 18 or older as of the dale of entry. I. Bow to Enter: Sign up 10 receive American's College SAAver Fares e-mail on the
American Airlinesweb site atfattpi//www.iaßu'kualrxaa/caaE»t and you will be automaticallyentered In the College SAAverFares Sweepstakes. You may also enter
by writing your name, address and daytime phone number ona 3*is' card and mailing it to; College SAAver Pares Sweepstakes, P.O. Box 16W7. Irving,TX 75016-5447 Sweepstakes began at
12:00 ajn.. Eastern time on September 19, 1997, and all online entries must be received by 11:59p.m., Eastern ttme on December 1. 1997 All mail-in entries must be postmarkedby December 1.1997. and received by TJecenta 8.1997.A tnasimum ofone entry per p*rsc« wffl
Odistf winning depend on number of eligibleentriesreceived Other rules and restrictions apply Acomplete list of sweepstakes rules will be posted on American Airlines web site, or for a copy of sweepstakes rules, send a self-addressed, stamped envelope by December 30. 1997. to: College SAAverPares Sweepstakes Rules, P.O. Box 165447, Irving.TX 75016-5447.
2. One (1) GNMMB Six (6) round-tnp travel passes, having an
ratal cash valiK of J2.000.00, to
contiguous United States. Bermuda,The Bahamas. Canada, Mexico and the Caribbean id which American Airlines files. Travel passes are transferable but all taies,
airport fees and all otherexpenses associated with their use wjD be the sole responsibiliryof the winner. Travel arrangements are subject to availability.Blackout dates and otherrestrictions appfy. Sweepstakes
void m Puerto Rico and wherever prohibitedby law. J.The name ofthe winner will be posted on the American Airlines web skc. You may also obtain me winner's name by sending a sdf-addressed, stamped envelope, by December }0.1997. to: College SAAverParesWinner, P.O. Box 165447, Irving. TX 75016-5447. American Airlines, American Eagle and AAdvantageare
registered trademarks, College SAAverFares isa service mark, and Net SAAverFares is a trademark, ofAmerican Airlines. Inc American Eagleis American'sregional airline associate. American Airlines reserves the right to change AAdvantageprogram rules,
travel awards and special offers at anydrae without notice, and » end the AAdvantageprogram w*h sn
months notice. American Attunes isnot responsive for products or services offered by other rxnbpatngcompanies. Schedules subject to change without notice. 01997 American Airlines, tnc All
rights reserved. Printed In the VSX
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THE HEIGHTS November

The Boston College Housing Specialist

Hillside Realty
Attention Sophomores: Discountedfees! Call todayfor best selections,
don't miss out!!! Crosby Rd., Algonquin, South Street, Foster Street,
Gerald Street, Sutherland, Strathmore, Cummings Rd.;
CALL NOW FOR YOUR SELECTIONS!!
12 BR. Large house, hardwood floors, duplex setting, two full kitchens, extra large rooms, laundry in
the basement, includes heat and hot water.
10 BR. Whole house, near upper campus, 5 mins to school, 2 full modern eat in kitchens, 4 baths, extra
size rooms, very sunny, plenty of parking, good for 12-14 people
8-10 BR. Single family house, on shuttle, extra large rooms, 2 full baths, laundry in the unit,
eat in kitchen

$7700
$5800
$6900

8 BR. Minutes to school, newly renovated, whole house, living rooms with fireplaces, 2 big eat in kitchens,
dishwasher and disposal, laundry in the basement, garage parking, good for 10-12 people
7 BR. In a house, extra large, hardwood floors, on shuttle, porch, laundry, parking avail; good for 8-11
6 BR. On T, in building, ultra modern, cable TV, 3 full baths, extra large, top floor, two balconies,

$5000
$5300

$3200
includes heat and hot water.
6 BR. Five minutes to school, charming, on shuttle, very sunny, gleaming hardwood floors, modern,
$3300
eat in kitchen, laundry, parking
$2600
5 BR. Near Bluestone Bistro, extra large, modern kitchen, 2 full baths, one car parking included, heated
$2700
5 BR. Extra large, hardwood floors, modern kitchen, 2 full baths, parking, yard, good for 5-8 people
5 BR. On Comm. Aye, extra large, wall to wall carpeting, big eat in kitchen with dish washer and disposal,
$2200
laundry in the unit
5 BR. In house, 3 mm walk to campus, quiet, hardwood floors, extra large, excellent for 5 people,
only $380/prsn.
4 BR. Behind Maddie's, duplex, extra large, gleaming hardwood floors, eat in kitchen with dishwasher
and disposal, 2full baths, garage
$2600
4 BR. Extra large, townhouse, triplex, large rooms, eat in kitchen, three balconies, one and half bath,
$7000
laundry, 2 parking spots, good for 7 people
4 BR. In heart of Cleveland Circle, large, hardwood floors, modern, laundry, 2 full baths, good for 6-7 people.s27oo
4 BR. Extra large, hardwood floors, completely redone, bay windows, modern kitchen and bath,
$2100
on shuttle, great view, many available
4 BR. In house, hardwood floors, eat in kitchen dishwasher/disposal, two porches, two car parking,
$2000
behind Chansky's
$1800
4 BR. On Comm. Aye, Claridge House, working fire place, parking
4 BR. In house, on Foster Street, on shuttle bus, 3 mm walk to campus, hardwood floors,
only $450/prsn.
modern kitchen,
4 BR. In house, duplex, ultra modern, skylights, 2 full baths, wall to wall carpeting, lots of closets,
$2400
2 car parking, laundry in the unit
3 BR. On Strathmore Rd, in house, large, hardwood floors, eat in kitchen, dishwasher and disposal,
$1700
porch
3 BR. In Cleveland Circle across from Citiside, immaculate, modern kitchen and bath, beautiful
$1750
hardwood floors, pool, Jacuzzi
3 BR. IN Townestates, W/W, modern kitchen, D/D, 2 full baths, parking, swimming pool, cable TV,
$1600
plenty of storage, walk to school
$1475
3 BR. Off Comm. Aye, extra large, on shuttle, hardwood floors, laundry, parking available, only half fee
3 BR. On Chiswick Road, wall to wall carpeting, modern eat in kitchen, washer and dryer in unit,
$1700
includes heat and hot water.
2 BR. In house, duplex, ultra modern, wall to wall carpeting, eat in kitchen, 2 full baths,
$1600
washer and dryer in the unit, 2 car parking
$1100
2 BR. Overlooking Comm. Aye, very sunny, modern kitchen, hardwood floors, good for 4 people
$1000
2 BR. Near Chansky's, very sunny, wall to wall carpeting
,

1

$100 OFF
per room on the feej
!

expires Turkey Day.

j

MANY MORE
AVAILABLE NEXT
*"

CHAIN

CALL NOW
731-0101
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jper room on the fee
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The HEIGHTS

presents...
I

UGBC Senate

Monday, November 17

Questions, Ideas, Concerns... Contact the Senate Office

Peer Advising Fair
#

12pm 3pm GaSSOII 100

Ask for Senator Ryan Winmill, Kevin Collin or Tim McCourt
Look for new senate office hours outside dining halls

-

I

1 V presents...

.

#

It is a time for students to come and get honest
and helpful information in regards to classes
and professors. Upperclass students will be
present from every major to give advice on
their experiences with classes in order to
help people prepare for registration.

State of the UGBC Address
Chai Ling Lecture
Channel 50

?

Monday

& Thursday

12pm&8pm

?

Tuesday, November 18

Sonia Weitz Lecture
1

I
PLEASE COMPLETE

7pm-B:4spm CushingOOl
Sonia Weitz, a survivor of the Holocaust, will
b e s P eaki n g about her experiences. For further
information, call Paul Berens at 6-4877.

THIS SURVEY

AND RETURN IT

j

j

TO McELROY 123.

-

Thanksgiving Bus Schedule
1 Do you think recycling

Buses win be mnnin S every nalf hour from
St.lgnatius Church and going to Logan Airport:

is an important issue

Tuesday, November 25th from 11am 7pm
Wednesday, November 26th from 10am Ipm
. \u25a0
lf
??
will
enough time the tnp
.Be sure tto leave yourself
take close to 1 hour. Only 40 spots available. To
reserve a seat call the Senate Office at 2-4937.
-

-

for Boston College?

?

°

|

J

j2. Do you think Housing/
&

Grounds could

I

Buses begin departing at 9:oopm
Cruise starts at 10:00pm, returns 12:30am

*

|

v
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From: StudentLife Department
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FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 21
Orientation Reunion Boat Cruise

do more to make recycling
er

~

...

-

I

Buildings

,

i«J

Tickets $10 available at McElroy Ticket Booth
Tickets go on sale the week of November 10th
Social/Dance for ALL FRESHMEN.
Join your orientation leaders and other
student leaders for a boat cruise.
Refreshments will be served.
Dress is casual t0 dressy casual
Brought to you by the Drug and
Alcohol Issues Council and the
office of First Year Experience.
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